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FROM THE EDITORS
Back in Noventber we sent a letter to all subscribers describing SUNSTONE’s
financial difficulties and asking &r help. The respot~se was generous and
overzvhehning. Because of the donations we received we were able to publish both the
September/October and November/December issues of the magazine. (A list of
contributors is included on page 70.) Thus Phase One of the crisis passed.
Now we must face Phase Two--the future. To help us get through the next few lean
months we are printing this double issue of the magazine. We have increased the
number of pages and the number of features for this special issue and have included
articles from each of the columnists.
But we must ask your help in one more way. Because of our genuine desire to make
the publication accessible to the greatest number of persons, we have always set
subscription prices well below what it actually costs to produce the magazine. As if
to compound the .problem, we have repeatedly sold multiple year subscriptions at
even greater discounts. The bottom line is that we have spent the future in the past.

If all of our subscribers would renew their subscriptions now at the new rate of $18
we could come close to breaking even. But only a fraction of our subscribers are due
to expire in 1983--the rest have subscriptions lasting from 2 to I0 years (the
Sunstone fanatics). So we must get 4000 ~lew subscribers or early renewals in order
to pay expenses this year. Or we must make up the difference in donations.
Therefore, we are asking all of you to RENEW NOW REGARDLESS OF
WHEN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES at the new subscription prices. Or
give gift subscriptions. Or send a donation.

If we all pull together, we can maintain our SUNSTONE community.
SUNSTONE at this point is pretty much in your hands.

rs’Forum!
Historicity of the Book of Mormon
Russell’s premise appears to be that
the historicity of the Book of Mormon
can be proven or disproven by
comparing the Book of Mormon
theology of First and Second Nephi
with contemporaneous Old Testament
theology, circa 600 B.C. He concludes
that a balance of the evidence weighs
heavily against the Book of Mormon
being an historical account and that
for Mormons to maintain "intellectual
honesty" and "intelligible Christian
faith," they must reinterpret it. Such
reinterpretation, Russell feels, must
reflect Joseph Smith’s "religious
struggles" and "the original faith" of
the early Mormon community.

The unstated supposition underlying
Russell’s paper is that the ideas extant
in Israel at the time of Lehi and
company’s departure from Jerusalem
are to be found in totality in the Old
Testament writings that we have
today. Such writings are all that one

could use to make the comparison
that Russell undertakes to do.
However, there is substantial
indication from the Bible itself that
we do not have all the writings of all
the prophets and historians that lived
in pre-exilic Israel (e.g. "Book of the
Covenant," Exo. 24:4; "Book of
Jasher," Josh. 10:13; "Books of Nathan
and Gad," 1 Kings 11:41).

Furthermore, we have no reason to
conclude that those Old Testament
writings that we do have tell us all
the theology and historical
interpretation that existed or was
acceptable way back then. Canonical
determination is made by the winners,
those in power, not by those holding
minority opinions. Just because a
writing was later canonized does not
necessarily put God’s stamp of
approval on it; canonization is man’s
stamp of approval, not God’s.

Unfortunately, Russell fails altogether
to mention the Book of Mormon’s

own explanation for the theological
discrepancies between itself and the
Old. Testament. This is, of course,
"... that there are many plain and
precious things taken away from the
book, which is the book of the Lamb
of God" (1 Nephi 13:28). The Book of
Mormon quotes, paraphrases, and
refers to alleged pre-600 B.C.
prophets who propounded the Gospel
(e.g., the prophet, Zenos, 1 Nephi
19:10, 12). Nephi’s brother, Jacob, and
later Book of Mormon writers are
emphatic in declaring that Jesus
Christ has been taught from the
beginning. (See Jacob 7:11; Mosiah
13:33-35; Hel. 8:16, 18.) The "Inspired
Version" of the Bible and the Pearl of
Great Price also would have us believe
that the prophets from Adam to
Abraham to Moses were privy to and
expounded revelations concerning the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Having noted this explanation for
many of the dissimilarities Russell has
shown, I would now press on to
briefly examine some of the particular
points that he uses to demonstrate
theological dissimilarities between the
pre-exilic Old Testament text and
First and Second Nephi.

He points out, for example, that the
Book of Mormon anachronistically
uses the words "Jews," "Gentiles,"
"Church," and "synagogue." Current
biblical scholarship supports the idea
that these words would not have been
in the vocabulary of Lehi or his
contemporaries. An approach to this
problem is to consider the work of
Joseph Smith as translator of the
Book of Mormon. The reader will do
well to review Edward H. Ashment’s
"The Book of Mormon--A Literal
Translation?" SUNSTONE (March-April
1980):10-14. Ashment’s message is
that Joseph Smith’s translation was a
rendition of subject matter rather
than a word for word translation and
that he was limited by his literary
experience. This means that Joseph
would be translating into those words
that held meaning for him and his
contemporaries.

Russell says that the Book of Mormon
lacks sufficient reference to and detail
of important Israelite ritual, dietary
laws, and Old Testament prophetic
writings other than Isaiah’s. This is a
no-win situation. If the Book of
Mormon was replete with such
references then its detractors would
iust add that as further evidence that
Joseph Smith simply borrowed his
ideas from the Bible.

Russell misinterprets the Book of
Mormon when he says that it holds
that riches are evil. The Book of
Mormon speaks repeatedly of
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righteousness resulting in prosperity
and the wealthy becoming corrupt.
However, wealth itself is not
condemned as evil.

Russell proposes that, "The Book of
Mormon is inconsistent wherein it
contains both the Deuteronomic
piety-prosperity theory and an
apocalyptic dualism." That is, in pre-
exilic Israel, being wealthy was
synonymous with being favored by
God and poverty implied the opposite.
This is the piety-prosperity theory.
The apocalyptic worldview is
characterized by a belief that the
rewards of righteousness will come
later, whether that be when a new
Golden Era of Davidic Kingship is
reestablished or in the next world.

According to Russell, the apocalyptic
worldview "did not infiltrate Israel
until after the Exile." The implication
is that for the Book of Mormon to
exhibit an apocalyptic view before the
exile is anachronistic. Curiously, three
of the Book of Mormon passages
which are cited as exhibiting this
anachronistic post-exilic apocalyptic
view are passages from First Isaiah. (II
Nephi 13:18-26; II Nephi 15:11; II
Nephi 23:12). Therefore, the Old
Testament is also inconsistent in its
exhibiting post-exilic views in pre-
exilic or exilic times.

According to Russell, the anti-

monarchial sentiment expressed in the
Book of Mormon is inconsistent with
the popular feeling in Lehi’s
Jerusalem. However, it is precisely the
fact that the Davidic line was
considered divinely anointed which
caused Jersalem’s loyalty to the
monarchy. The Israelites in the New
World, who often took a strong anti-
monarchy posture, certainly had
theological precedent behind them
(See 1 Samuel 8:4-18). Furthermore,
loyalty to the Davidic line was
irrelevant in their situation in the
New World.

Russell interprets "opposition in all
things" to mean opposing opinions on
every issue. This interpretation
supports his theory that "the ideas (of
the Book of Mormon) seem to fit the
19th century America more than pre-
exilic Israel." However, this
interpretati6n is not supported by the
phrase’s scriptural context. The
examples Lehi gives to describe
"opposition in all things" are pairs of
opposite abstract concepts or
conditions of existence: e.g.,
righteousness/wickedness, good/bad,
life/death, corruption/incorruption,
happiness/misery, sense/insensibility.
What Israelite of any age would not
agree that those opposites exist.7

As mentioned earlier, Russell has
decided that the considerable

dissimilarity in ideas found in I and II
Nephi and the pre-exilic Israel leads
him to conclude that the Book of
Mormon story is not history. For the
sake of preserving "our intellectual
honesty," Mormons are advised to
reinterpret this non-historical
brainchild of the farm boy .Joseph to
have it reflect his "religious struggles,"
and "conception of true Christianity
as he understood it at the time."

The personal and institutional
consequences of accepting Russell’s
position are immense; it is not merely
a matter of accepting the Nephites as
fictional in the same way one might
accept Jonah, Ruth, or Esther. If the
Book of Mormon is not history, then
Joseph Smith made it up. It follows
then that there were no visitations
from an angel named Moroni. It
seems unlikely that God would use a
deceiver, however well-intentioned, to
communicate his will or organize his
church. Therefore, the subsequent
revelations to Joseph Smith would
also have been bogus. The Church
and its theology would all have been
Joseph’s invention.

Certainly there are obstacles to
viewing the Book of Mormon as
history, and it would probably be
possible to make a good case against
the Book of Mormon based on
Russell’s premise. However, the
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evidence Russell has amassed is
insufficient to make his conclusion
compelling. Just as Russell has
selected points to compare which
support his conclusion, someone being
equally selective could make the
opposite conclusion seem more
probable.
Yet probability and truth are not
equivalent. Undoubtedly the silliest
statement I’ve read in years is this
quote used by Russell from Barzun
and Graf: "Truth.,rests not on
possibility nor ori plausibility but on
probability." Does any truth, for
example, the existence of God, really
rest on probability? Of course not.
Truth is independent of our
perception of the odds in its favor. If
something which we judge to be
improbable is nonetheless false, then
we probably looked at the wrong data,
misread the data, or did not gather in
enough of it. Even if Russell’s
evidence were more compelling, the
historicity of the Book of Mormon
could never be proven or disproven by
reliance on such evidence.

Robert L. Charles
Washington, D.C.

Essential Ideas Neglected
I enjoyed very much reading Hale and
Allen on "Mormons and Moonmen"
(Sept.-Oct. 1982 issue) but feel they
neglected in their discussions two
essential ideas: the early Mormon
concept of "degrees of glory" and the
possible influence of Thomas Dick on
early Mormon cosmology.

Hale mentions but quickly passes over
the vision-document now found in
D&C 76 with its clear reference to
other-world inhabitants (vs. 24). This
vision is, among other things, a
commentary on Paul’s much-quoted
statement that "There is one glory of
the sun, and another glory of the
moon, and another glory of the stars:
for one star differeth from another
star in glory. So also is the
resurrection of the dead." (I Cor.
15:40-41.)

Joseph and Sidney’s vision-document
in turn refers to the inhabitants of
the terrestrial world, "whose glory
differs from that of the church of the
Firstborn . . . even as that of the
moon differs from the sun in the
firmament .... the glory of the
terrestrial is one, even as the glory of
the moon is one" (D&C 76:71, 97).

The crux of interpretation is the
meaning of "even as"--do these words
simply set up a metaphor, or do they
allude to the real location of a
kingdom? We usually assume the
former, that the sun, moon, and stars

only symbolize degrees of glory. Some
early brethren took a more literal
view. Orson Hyde is a notable
example, explaining on 8 March 1857
that

The sun, moon, and stars are the
representatives of the final homes of
the departed dead, if not their real
homes .... These stars or planets
vary in their size, motion, distance
from the earth, and intensity of
heat, cold, etc. Some of them may
revolve in eternal day while others
roll in endless night; and still others,
like our earth, may have alternate
day and night.
Here are homes for all grades of
spirits ....
The children of this world who love
darkness rather than light, will find
themselves, finally, to be inhabitants
of those planets that move in outer
darkness; having a home adapted to
their disposition and character ....
after they have suffered in prison
and are finally released, after many a
thousand years’ servitude in pain
and darkness, their glory cannot be
like th’at of the moon, nor yet like
the stars of the first magnitude; but,
perhaps, like the faint glimmer of a
distant star--so distant from the
sun, that a ray from that brilliant
orb can hardly reach it. (/D 5:71-72).

He goes on to speak of the principle
of "borrowed light," a popular phrase
that has its roots in the early
cosmology of degrees of glory: only
the celestial (inhabitants of suns)
generate their own light. Lesser
kingdoms (moon, stars) reflect or
"borrow" theirs (cf. the Kirtland
"Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar,"
which is quite clear on this).
Ideas like Hyde’s were fortified by the
writings of Thomas Dick, the then
better-known Christian astronomer,
two of whose books were cited in
Mormondom as early as 1836-37:
extracts from The Philosophy of a Future
State (1827) and The Philosophy of Religion
(1829) were published in those years
in the LDS Messenger and Advocate. Of
the former work Joseph had a
personal copy; he donated it to the
Nauvoo Library and Literary Institute
in early 1844. Future State is sometimes
cited as a possible source of Joseph’s
ideas of the after life. Source or not,
its cosmology (and theology) parallels
much early LDS thought. In Future
State Dick declares the existence of
"intelligences" of various other
planets, including the moon, and
speculates on "degrees of glory" (his
term) for saved beings. He links these
ideas with Paul’s I Corinthians
statements, remarking that the
possible meaning of the apostle’s
words was at that time a frequent
discussion-topic among theologians (p.

64). Using the same argument
Brigham Young wielded in the 1870
discourse Hale cited (]D 13:271), and
that Orson Pratt put forth at a later
date (JD 19:293), Dick insists that
other spheres must be inhabited
because the Deity "’has created nothing
in vain" (p. 68). He also defines the
meaning of the scriptural "outer
darkness" as a habitation for the
damned, using terms similar, though
not identical, to Hyde’s:

Confined to one dreary corner of
the universe, surrounded by a dense
atmosphere, or a congeries of sable
clouds, they will be cut off from all
intercourse with all the regions of
moral perfection . . . (p. 83. All page
references refer to The Complete Works of
Thomas Dick LL.D.; Eleven Volumes in Two
[Cincinnati: H.S. & J. Applegate,
1851] .)

Incidentally, when one takes into
account that the "glory of the moon"
was suited to "honorable men of the
earth, who were blinded by the
craftiness of men" (D&C 76:75)--and
that Joseph had a biting wit--the
alleged statement that moonmen
"dress very much like the quaker
style" becomes clear: it’s a religious
joke.

Michael Hicks
Urbana, Illinois

Prophets Make Mistakes
I enjoyed the companion articles by
Van Hale and James B. Allen on the
subject of "moonmen" in the
September-October SUNSTONE. I

believer, however, that a clarification
~may be in order.
Both writers seem to imply that
prophets do not err in spiritual
matters. Mr. Hale, for example, cites
¯the belief that "the religious truths he
[the prophet] teaches are irrefutable
and eternal." Mr. Allen, for his part,
appears to state that prophets have
never "made a creedal, irreversible
issue" of a fiction. Both assumptions
would be incorrect, as I believe Hale
and Allen would agree.
Lest the unwitting reader arrive at any
incorrect conclusion that would play
directly into the hands of the anti-
Mormon contingent, the following
observation may be appropriate.
Prophets are known to have taught
false doctrine on occasion. Brigham
Young, for example, taught as
scripture that the penalty for
interracial marriage with blacks
"under the law of God, is death on
the spot. This will always be so"(JD
10:110, 13:264). He also taught, as did
President David O. McKay, that
blacks would never hold the
priesthood until every other worthy
mortal male had received it (JD

4 ’Sunstone



AWARDS
1983 D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest

S UNSTONE was gratified by the number of
excellent entries submitted to this year’s fiction
contest. On behalf of D.K. Brown, the first place

winner will receive $500, second place $250, third place
$75, honorable mention $50. "Out There" and
"Unstrung Amber Beads" are included in this magazine.

FIRST PLACE
Out There

SECOND PLACE
Ida’s Sabbath

THIRD PLACE
After the Flood Me
The Halfway Girl

HONORABLE MENTION
Unstrung Amber Beads
The Sure Word
This Sure and Hell Ain’t
No Zion

Dian Saderup

Phyllis Barber

Karen Rosenbaum
Cheryl Sharp

Dick Beeson
Joseph Peterson

Pauline Mortensen

1984 D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest

SUNSTONE encourages any interested writer to
submit material. All entries should in some manner
relate to the experience of the Latter-day Saints. All
varieties of theme, tone, and attitude are encouraged.
Both traditional and experimental forms will be
considered. High literary quality is mandatory. Entries
are judged by a board of five independent judges.

RULES
1. The D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest is open to all writers.
Entries must be delivered to the SUNSTONE office or postmarked by
1 October 1983.
2. Papers must be typewritten, double-spaced, on one side of 8 1]2 by
11 inch paper (not onionskin). Since manuscripts will not be returned,
contestants should keep a copy and send in the original. The stories
should not exceed 28 double-spaced manuscript pages. One author
may submit no more than three stories.
3. Each entry must be accompanied by a signed statement from the
author attesting that it is the contestant’s original work, that it is not
being considered elsewhere for publication, that it has not won
another contest, and that it will not be submitted elsewhere until the
contest results have been announced.
4. Announcement of winning entries will be made in the
January/February 1983 issue of the magazine. SUNSTONE reserves
the right to publish at some time in the future all articles submitted but
is not obligated to do so.
5. Prizes will be awarded as follows:

First prize, $500
Second prize, $250
Third prize, $100
Three honorable mentions, $50 each

T HE editors of SUNSTONE are pleased to honor
the memory of Donald Kenneth Brown, in whose
behalf the fiction contest is sponsored each year. A

nationally respected law enforcement official and locally
admired religious leader, Bishop Brown, or D.K. as he
was known to friends and co-workers, had love for
literature. As a child he committed lengthy poems to
memory. Later, his memory and literary interests helped
launch his career as a college journalist at Arizona State
University in Tempe, where he majored in English and
business administration, represented the major wire
services as the campus correspondent, and was editor of
the college paper. During his editorship, he transformed
the weekly campus newspaper into a combined city and
college paper--the only paper in Tempe at that time.

Soon after his graduation in 1935, he laid the
groundwork for an "Arizona" magazine. However,
America had not yet recovered from the Depression,
and, after several weeks, the aspiring editor and his staff
became convinced that the time was not right. "My
career in this field," reminisced Brown, "was cut short by
the comparative salaries of a cub reporter ($12 per
week) and that paid by the FBI ($30 per week)."

Consequently, he entered the FBI as a clerk and three
years later was appointed to be a Special Agent. This was
the beginning of a career in law enforcement which
lasted forty years and took him all over the United
States. Upon his retirement in 1968, he was honored as
having been an Agent in Charge for more years than any
other person in the history of the FBI.

After his retirement, Brown was called to be bishop of
the Jacksonville, Florida, Sixth Ward. At the same time,
the city of Jacksonville was changing to a consolidated
government during the transition period. He remained
with the department longer than he had intended. Just a
few years before his death, he told a visiting Church
authority that he wanted to spend all of his time as
bishop and asked if it would bewise to resign from his
police responsibilities. He was advised to continue his
secular and ecclesiastical duties. The police chapel in
Jacksonville, named in memory of D.K. Brown, serves as
a fitting memorial to the fact that until his death in 1975
he did both.
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11:272; JD 2:142-3; JD 7:290-1).
President McKay even added that the
Church’s position was "a direct
commandment from the Lord"
(Statement of the First Presidency,
August 17, 1949).
Even the Book of Mormon is subject
to doctrinal error, as Joseph Smith
suggests on the title page. In 1981, for
instance, President Kimball announced
that 2 Nephi 30:6 had been amended.
In spite of what prophets--including
President Kimball--and the Book of
Mormon have taught for
approximately 140 years, Mormons
will no longer believe that Indians will
turn white. They will, instead, become
pure (New York Times, October 1,
1981).

And, of course, it seems that Brigham
Young’s "26 Years" prophecy (JD 4:40)
and "Adam-God" doctrine (W.
Woodruff Journal entry of Dec. 16,
1867; B. Young Gen. Conf. address of
Oct. 8, 1854, HDS) will always
be with us.
Nevertheless, none of this means that
Brigham Young or David O. McKay
were not prophets. They were all
mortals with a potential for error, just
as are we, and they occasionally made
serious doctrinal mistakes. All tlnings
considered, we can no more claim
they can’t be prophets than we can
claim that because Joe Theismann
threw two interceptions he can’t be a
Super Bowl quarterback.

Michael J. Barrett
Sterling Park, Virginia

Feeling Less Isolated
I was so impressed by the article by
D. Jeff Burton, "The Phenomenon of
the Closet Doubter," in your recent
issue. It seemed to say all of the
things that have recently been going
through my mind, some of which I
had not completely identified, but
which clicked into focus as I read. I
have never written a letter to your
magazine before, though I have been
tempted, but this time I felt I must.
One has such an isolated feeling in
this situation that I did it mainly with
the hope that others would do the
same. I am a female convert of 15
years, 40 years old (a dangerous age, I
know), happily married, and the
mother of four school-age children. I
have a bachelor’s degree and recently
have returned to school seeking
intellectual stimulation, ideas for how
to meaningfully spend the rest of my
life, and friends.

I think that I have come through the
"transition stage" that is described,
though I am not as tranquil as some

seem to be. I do remember feeling,
almost immediately and spontaneous-
ly, a heavy, heavy load moving off me
as I suddenly realized that I could decide
whether or not I would do what
Church leaders asked me to do, and
that I did have the choice of what I
believed. Something seemingly so
obvious--one wonders how we
become so buried in guilt? fear? idea
of duty? that that freedom eludes us.

At any rate, I remain active, though I
am always holding back emotionally
now. I have a headache, and have for
years, at the end of almost every
Sunday. Of course staying active
seems the best thing to do--our
family has traditionally attended
Church meetings and activities and
has held home scripture reading,
prayers, and family home evening
(this last has especially been greatly
enjoyed by our family). It seems to me
that it would be unfair of me to jar
my family, to which I still feel an
extremely strong commitment.
However, because of this
commitment, I sometimes wonder if
my hypocrisy, for that is what it is,
and my lack of courage--again, that is
what it is--will not in the long run be
evident and do more harm to my
children than truthfully stating and
acting on my disbelief. What are the
effects of "subtle dishonesty" on
oneself and those close to one? Are
my Sunday headaches an indication of
how my body is reacting to it? Will
my children come to see me as one
who evades issues and cannot be
counted on for honest
communication? Will this "subtle
dishonesty’" eat at me until I become
more and more bitter and isolated?
It is not easy. But I am very grateful
to SUNSTONE and D. Jeff Burton for
presenting this article and reducing
some of my feelings of isolation. I
hope very much to hear of others
who may have reacted to it.

An Active Disbeliever

Another Look at Assumptions
I was very disappointed in a long
letter from Tom Rogers, who is on
the Church payroll at Brigham Young
University, and would like to call
attention to some of his assumptions.

Certainly he did not expect non-
Mormons Woodward and Foster to
share Rogers’s own testimony of the
truth of Mormonism. Does that mean
we have nothing to learn from the
outside perspective? It is a fair
question whether forcible pushing of
Mormonism on those who have
expressed no interest in hearing it is
doing unto others as we would have

them do unto us. Of course converts
are grateful to the missionaries.
Others are turned off by the
missionaries. Conversions might be as
numerous, and longer lasting, if they
were allowed to occur more naturally,
on the basis of expressions of interest
and in response to media advertising.
At least it doesn’t seem that Brother
Rogers should be so insecure as to
resist considering possibilities. He and
his "ilk" (his chosen word) are
sensitive indeed.

The name-calling is surprising.
Marvin Rytting is called a "nominal"
member because he arrived at the
conclusion that one could not know
for a certainty that the Church was
true in a literal sense. Then totally
refusing to address the question, in
which we might have expected Rogers
to demonstrate his own opposite
conclusion, Rogers shifts to the
question of whether such a belief is
"optimal." Brandishing the New
Testament, he mentions faith and
transcendent contact. If I have
understood Rytting correctly, he is
quite prepared to accept that human
beings operate on the basis of faith-
assumptions. Rogers will have none of
this: you think the way he does,
feeling things deeply, or are labeled
"inane."

As for Rytting’s preference for the
calling of stake clerk over some of the
other kinds of callings that come
along--and heavens knows the busy
work is endless--anyone with an
ounce of honesty recognizes this as a
human and quite sane response.
Rytting did not say that he never had
or never would accept any other
callings. He enjoys some fellowship as
well as Rogers does. Do labels like
"’churlish" really describe an honest
account in a personal essay of feelings
that thousands of members must have
shared?
Rogers concedes that we might have
something to learn from others, but
his letter shows more than a little
discomfort at the actual experience of
listening to them. SUNSTONE and
similar periodicals, which are not
officially sponsored by the Church,
have served a purpose by including
different points of view, including
many showing positive features of the
Church. But if all that Professor
Rogers wishes to hear over and over
again is how superior we are, to enjoy
the strokes of articles that repeat
endlessly the claims and the
testimonies, I would remind him that
another periodical serves this purpose
very nicely. It is called the Ensign.

Bruce Fairfax
Salt Lake City, Utah
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ssues of Intimacy

POWER AND INTIMACY
Marybeth Raynes

"I have yet to see any problem, however
complicated, which, when you looked at it in
the right way, did not become still more
complicated."

Poul Anderson

Figuring out what a close, warm
patriarchal family should be has been
a twenty-year personal quest. It
started in a college class where I filled
out a questionnaire about which
partner should have final say in
different areas of a marriage. For
example, who should take the
initiative in the personal, emotional
sides of the relationship? Naive as it
may sound, it simply had never
occurred to me that anyone but the
father should make the final decisions
about family matters, although I had
seen families where that wasn’t the
case. I still have not resolved many of
the questions about power and
intimacy in a patriarchal family which
were raised in my mind then.

Simple answers satisfied me initially.
A marriage needs to be husband
headed because any group requires a
leader or it will aimlessly drift like a
ship without a captain. One person
must have the authority to break
inevitable stalemates. All family
members will eventually feel all right
about decisions if the head of the
home is long suffering and kind (D&C
121:41-42). But after years of
reflection, study, and discussion, I
realize that questions about the
patriarchal family, about rules at
home, about how we become close are
not simple. Neither are there simple
answers.

First of all it is not so easy to
determine the person in power. Upon
close inspection, it is often not the
person who decides what happens who
has the power but rather the person
who decides who decides what
happens. The wife who insists that
her husband be head of the home is a
good example. One person may be
designated the leader, but the covert
workings between a couple are really
much more important than such overt

ones. "The father is the head of our
home" may be the phrase repeated by
a couple, but the actual balance may
have little to do with institutionalized
norms. A silent or passive partner
may be very powerful indeed. The
factors of dominance in personality,
degree of personal resources, and
ability to give and take are the ones
that determine who has the balance of
power in a marriage. And these
factors seem unrelated to sex or
priesthood. Such realities may lead to
confusion and guilt.

Ultimately no one balance of power
seems best. Arrangements such as
husband dominant-wife submissive,
wife dominant-husband submissive,
husband and wife equally balanced in
separate areas of the marriage, and
wife and husband equally balanced
and working conjointly on most
decisions are all used. (These are not
"pure" categories; the reality in any
one marriage is probably a mixed
model.) Each LDS couple in the search
for the best family life possible must
struggle with the issue of whether
their interaction fits the patriarchal
pattern.

Another subtle issue in the discussion
of power is support. Since following is
as important as leading, no one is ever
powerless in a relationship. But tell
that to a couple locked in battle. The
follower may feel coerced into a
certain action, but the fact remains
that the supporter can withdraw
support, leaving the leader empty
handed. Just ask any leader about the
multitude of ways that followers can
ignore or sabotage a directive without
saying a word or op6nly disagreeing.
The paradox is that giving support is
often more powerful than trying to
control. If one continues to grasp for
control, satisfactory decisions are
rarely made. But if the power issue
recedes, a collective agreement can
often be reached. Note the language
in D&C 121:46: "Thy dominion shall
be an everlasting dominion, and
without compulsory means it shall flow
unto thee forever and ever." Most
simply stated, power cannot reside in
one person’s hands alone. It is always

shared. In fact nothing every really
works well for long without love--
whatever the power and support
arrangements. With caring and
courtesy almost any model seems to
work. The irony may be that more
influence is achieved when control is
invisible and love is visible.

With this in mind, what relationship
does power have to intimacy? A
central and crucial one. As long as
power--or the struggle for it--is in
the foreground for one or both
partners in a relationship, intimacy
will not occur on a regular or
satisfactory basis. I disclose the
vulnerable, cherished feelings and
thoughts of my inner self when I am
not threatened. I feel safe when I feel
in control of myself (and thereby do
not need to control the other person)
and when I trust the other person will
not use anything I say to control me.
Each partner must simultaneously be
able to offer care and support while
giving up attempts to control in order
for the blending of souls to occur. Too
often this happens only during
courtship; each person freely gives
without a close eye to what will be
decided in his or her favor.

Though there may be no final
solution, I have reached a working
conclusion on the question of power
arrangements: No one person should
have the final say in a marriage. Not
the husband. Not the wife. I believe
that jointly held, cooperative power
between husband and wife works
best. It seems to have the most
promise for intimacy. Why?

The primary reason is that partners
who share all their roles and rotate
freedoms and responsibilities increase
their abilities to feel and think
similarly. They acquire a deeper
understanding of each others’ lives.
Additionally, such partners learn that
having one leader or following one
form of marriage is not prerequisite
to living the gospel or to acquiring the
order needed to have a marriage
function well. In my mind, greater
intimacy can be achieved when rules
and roles are tailored to individual and
conjoint needs.

There are disadvantages to a
cooperative arrangement. It generally
takes more time to reach conclusions,
especially during the early stages of a
relationship. Also there is more
ambiguity for each partner as
guidelines for making decisions are
gradually worked out. But the extra
effort needed to reach a joint decision
is often worth it. Such a decision is
less likely to fall apart later.
continued on page 71
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rich diversity of pronouncements on certain philosophical
makes a settled orthodoxy of the beautiful illusive.
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ETEI NITY, CAPACITY WILL

n " T is a prickling irony that the discipline of aesthetics
I has become the ugly duckling of philosophy and the
~ ~ gooneybird of Mormonism. Philosophers patronize
it; Mormons shun it. And Mormon philosophers,
themselves an endangered species, have until recently
all but ignored it. I say "until recently" because these
days, with the burgeoning preoccupation of some
Mormons with a thing called "Mormon Art," there has
arisen a cheerful dilettantism and, with it, a spate of
armchair aesthetics. A recent and important paper by
Merrill Bradshaw, "Toward a Mormon Aesthetic,"
elevated the tone and competence of these discussions.1

The first part of his paper, under the heading "The
Concept of Beauty," presents the heart of his argument.
There he paraphrases Plato’s description of the human
soul, which travels to earth forgetful of the joys it
experienced above until it encounters "reminders" in
mortality. These reminders give him a happiness which
is the source of the sense of beauty. Bradshaw finds
something deeply "Mormon" in this Platonic concept.
He endorses Plato, making in his account a few needed
alterations to fit the Greek into Mormon notions of the
pre-existence. Says Bradshaw, the "organization" and
the "perfection implied by...[the] inner relationships"
perceived in earthly things remind us all of the celestial
regions where we once lived. That reminiscence he
identifies with the experience of beauty, which is linked
with joy, man’s intended destiny and inheritance.

I admire Professor Bradshaw’s competence in things
aesthetic and laud his fortitude in attempting to erect a
sturdy if barebeamed structure of belief. But I suggest
that he, like others before him, has built his house, or at
Editor’s Note
This paper and the response which follows were delivered at the 1982 Sunstone
Theological Symposium.

least a few rooms of it, upon the sand. In his effort to
come up with a theory of beauty and the perception of
beauty based on what he calls "solid, undeniably
Mormon philosophy," he has failed to reckon with the
rich diversity of Mormon pronouncements on certain
philosophical issues. Chief among these, and
fundamental to applying anything one could call
Mormon aesthetics, are the doctrines of eternal
intelligences, the capacity of spirits, and the nature of
the will. In each area there are at least two opposing
considerations which would affect such an aesthetics.

Eternal Intelligences
In the Descent of Man, Charles Darwin set the tone for

many twentieth-century discussions of aesthetics in
their revolt against romanticism. For Darwin, of course,
the sense of beauty was simply a function of natural
selection and the desire to adorn and embellish natural
forms, part of the mating instinct. To this day, among
many thinkers, Darwin’s argument has held firm:
beauty is in the genes of the beholder. The feelings we
get when we sense beauty, like all other feelings we get,
can ultimately be reduced to a series of biochemical
reactions. But while Darwin and his colleagues were
first detailing the origins of homo sapiens, Brigham Young
and Orson Pratt were debating the life of man before
biology. The differing ideas of the President and the
Apostle rested on the common assumption that men
lived before they were born, possessing prior to this life
the sense and intelligence of diminutive Gods. And in
that spiritual anthropology any Mormon discourse on
aesthetics should commence.

Both Pratt and Young agreed that Gods and men were
fashioned from "intelligence [which] was not created or
made, neither indeed can be" (D&C 93:29) and that all
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The various theories of man’s premortal origins present a puzzle for a Mormon
aesthetics" is the aesthetic response innate, acquired, or inherited?

beings dwell in a pluralistic cosmos governed by fixed,
ageless principles. Beyond these concepts the
controversy warmed. Orson Pratt insisted that the
ruling principles of the universe exist within each particle
of spirit-intelligence, that the principles themselves
were corporeal.

Because these particles permeated the cosmos,
"God"--the sum of the attributes of godliness--could fill
the universe yet be so small he could dwell in our hearts.
The sense of beauty which Orson believed God
possessed was contained in every atom of the ubiquitous
"Holy Spirit."

This boundless ocean of Spirit possesses in every part,
however minute . . . every intellectual and moral
attribute possessed by the Father and Son .... 2

Orson’s brother Parley wrote likewise:

Its inherent properties embrace all the attributes of
intelligence and affection . . . in all their ramifications.3

In Orson’s theory, these self-moving particles of Holy
Spirit, which were the basic units of all existence, began
at some time to organize themselves into larger forms.
This they did according to the eternal principles within
each particle, principles that constituted the true "God"
of the universe, even before there were beings called
Gods.

Brigham Young attacked these ideas. He hated the
apparent absurdity that even the devils, according to the
Pratts’ theory, could be filled with godly principles of any
kind. Equally annoying was the implication that ugliness
(a manifestation of evil that he equated with
disorganization and monotony) could be formed from
elements that in themselves held a fullness of organizing
principles (the essence of beauty).4 The self-existent
elements that fill the universe, Young argued, do not act
but are acted upon. They have no principles within
themselves but are governed by principles. (These
principles, presumably, are abstract but nonetheless
real.) Young believed that only a divine personality
voluntarily acting in harmony with these principles
could create, that is, organize--and organization plus
variety constituted beauty. Ugliness, of course, was the
absence of this, matter unorganized. According to
President Young, glorified beings who had always
existed built the elements into various structures, each
of which was unique, but still "like unto others
heretofore formed." Though Orson Pratt’s ideas gained
currency by their wide publication, Young officially
banished many of his views.

Even assuming President Young’s positions are
reliable and "undeniably Mormon"--which, considering
the fate of some of his ideas is a little presumptuous--we
are still left to wonder, when do spiritual beings become
aware of whatever celestial patterns of organization
there may be? When and how does the sense of beauty
originate--or does it.7 B.H. Roberts, in his "Theory of the
Soul’s Immortality," insists that each man or woman on
earth has always been a personality, everlastingly
conscious of itself as different from the elements and

other personalities that surround it. Each distinct
personality had no beginning and could have no end.

The [uncreated, self-existent, indestructible] entity
must be self-conscious. He must have the power to
distinguish himself from other things--the "me" from
the "not me." He must have the power of deliberation, by
which he sets over one thing against another; with
power also to form a judgment that this or that is a
better thing or state than this or that.-~

If Roberts’s theory is correct, if we have always been
aware thinking beings with the power to sense and
evaluate, we may have always had a sense of the
beautiful, for the ability to appreciate seems inextricably
bound up with the abilities to perceive and judge.
Roberts’s concept of eternal intelligences implies that
what we call the aesthetic response was not acquired by
experience but was inherent in the uncreated
personality. If there were in this life some link to the
premortal world when we sense beauty it could simply
be the flash of an innate aesthetic sense not merely the
recollection of celestial experiences.

John Widtsoe, in his theory of eternal intelligences,
differs from Roberts in that he insists upon an origin to
the faculties of premortal beings. Widtsoe concedes that
all intelligent personalities "must have been susceptible,
from the first, of feeling pleasure and pain, and must
have had equivalents of our senses, which, possibly,
were keener than those we now possess."¢ But when he
says "from the first," Widtsoe refers to the origin of
consciousness, which, by him, must have taken place at
some unspecified time. Each human being, according to
Widtsoe’s "law of increasing complexity," evolved into
self-consciousness, slowly taking note of his own
existence in relation to other things, gradually learning
to discern and compare. This theory implies that, though
there may have been a long-dormant seed of aesthetic
response in each person, it could only begin to take root
in what Widtsoe calles the "dawning" of "conscious
life ."7

Of course, not every Mormon theologian has fully
assented to these ideas of eternal man. Relying heavily
on the anonymous Lectures on Faith and certain passages in
the Book of Mormon, some thinkers have played down
the idea of man’s self-existence. They are quick to point
out that, whatever intelligence or intelligences existed in
the beginning, "they would have remained in that
original [static] state were it not for God’s goodness in
having provided the light of eternal truth and
opportunities for progression.’’8

This emphasis pervades the current "Uniform
System," the missionary discussions.9 In these
programmed discussions incipient converts learn that

As spirits we were able to commur~icate, move about,
make decisions and choices, and recognize the difference
between good and evil.

However, says the "Uniform System," the sensory and
emotive powers of spirits were limited in their
unembodiment: only by being born, "by obtaining
physical bodies," could spirits "experience" and "fully
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Is the aesthetic response naturally more potent and incisive in some spirits than in
others? Or do all spirits have the same capacity?

understand" pain, sorrow, and their opposites, pleasure
and joy. In contrast to Widtsoe’s theory, the "Uniform
System" clearly suggests that the senses are strictly
physical phenomena:

Mr. Brown, do you feel that you would really be able to
understand . . . physical sensations if you were only a
spirit and could never experience them?

Somewhat ironically then the missionary discussions
grant premortal beings the ability to evaluate but not the
ability to perceive many basic things. The power of
perception and the power to respond in various ways
came only with the body. In what appears to be the
currently accepted view of things, human intelligences,
whatever their origins, depend on God their Father to
provide them with spiritual and physical bodies before
they can feel anything. Presumably this includes the
aesthetic response. The ability to experience the joy-like
sensations of beauty must be granted by the Father of
spirits and inherited through his bequest.

The various theories of man’s premortal origins,
whatever their individual merits may be, present a
puzzle for a Mormon aesthetics: is the aesthetic
response innate, acquired, or inherited?

The Capacity of Spirits
In the spring of 1857, Brigham Young posed this

question to a Sabbath-weary congregation: "Are all
spirits endowed alike?" And his answer was
characteristically unabashed. "No, not by any means ....
Some are capable of receiving more than others."~0 He
explained then as he did throughout his life that all
spirits are pure and innocent but each responds
differently to the principles presented it.

I am sensible that people are not gifted and capacitated
alike. There is not that depth of understanding and
intensity of thought in some that there is in others,
neither is there the same scope of perception.11

Such words probably ring true to our everyday
experience, but they affront our egalitarian spirit. As
Tocqueville saw early on, the American culture into
which Mormonism was planted delights in the prospect
that all people are capable of fully appreciating Great
Performances, Pocket Classics, Masterpieces of
Theatre, and so on. Our democratic heritage teaches us
that the ideal experience of truth or beauty should
always bring people together, not divide them. Tolstoy
championed this very idea in his essay "What is Art?"
(which, naturally, has always been more popular and
readily accepted in America than elsewhere). Repulsed
by elitist concepts of art appreciation, he maintained that
true beauty must be "that which unites all [people]
without exception."12

This perhaps noble ideal is at the heart of American
systems of public education. Give almost any child the
right training, it is thought, and nothing is beyond his
grasp. But our deep-seated unreadiness to trust this
ideal comes out in the current swing towards "special
education": slower-paced courses for "underachievers,"
accelerated courses for "gifted children," and dismantled

courses for "creative children." The horns of this
cultural dilemma have sprouted even in the Church.

Some Church leaders seem torn between the
Tolystoyan ideal of beauty and the arts and the idea of
varying capacities. Elder Boyd K. Packer, for instance,
throughout his provocative discourse on "The Arts and
the Spirit of the Lord’’~3 refers to "the gifted" people in
the Church who have exceptional responsiveness to
beauty or ability to create beauty. He pleads with them
to "cultivate" their gifts in the celebration of
Mormonism in song and verse. He warns that if they do
not do so their gift, their special capacity, will be
squelched in the hereafter. But at the same time, he
makes it clear that the duty of gifted people as saints is to
obscure their own differentness. They are to inspire
others with a sense of community, of oneness, giving
them a "familiar and warm feeling." Paradoxically, in
Elder Packer’s conception, those who are aesthetically
gifted need at once to indulge and to suppress their gifts:
they may be active and productive for the Kingdom of
God’s sake, but the evidence of their greater capacity to
appreciate must not be allowed to cleave the flock.

In the realm of Mormon art and criticism, we
continually confront this quandary: is the aesthetic
response naturally more potent and incisive in some
spirits than in others? If it is, the artist has no business
expecting his audience to appreciate the organization
and order that he can. Likewise, he wastes his breath
berating them for their narrowmindedness. But if all
spirits have the same capacity for aesthetic response the
artist may and must expect the public to exercise their
faculties in comprehending his vision of beauty.

The doctrine of varying capacity suggests, then, a
second puzzle for Mormon aesthetics: whether the
ability to discern and appreciate beauty is exclusive or
universal.

The Nature of Will
A few minutes before launching into the now famous

(infamous?) Adam-God announcement, President
Young was talking about music. No doubt alluding to the
prodigious accounts published in early humane society
tracts, he said:

It has been proven that sweet music will actually tame
the most malicious and venomous beasts, even when
they have been stirred up to violent wrath, and make
them docile and harmless as lambs.~4

Young was probably unaware he invoked one of man’s
oldest arguments for music’s ethical power, an
argument likely to arise in discussions of the place of will
in perceiving beauty. Can beautiful music, or indeed any
kind of music, "soothe the savage beast" if the beast
resists soothing? Or do beasts and men respond to
beauty as they please?

A common assumption among many philosophers of
antiquity was that each soul was "a little world made
cunningly," that the proportions of the body and the
structures of the mind were modeled after a celestial
ratio. Beauty was essentially a function of mathematics.
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Is the n( tura] man (whoever that is) predisposed to beauty (whatever that may be) or to
perfect ugliness?

Pictures, music, sculpture, architecture, and so on were
only proper when representing the divinely ordained
proportions as they were revealed in the cosmos. When
these proportions were clearly represented, man would
respond to the art, his spirit manipulated for good, his
heart set right--or "put in tune," as we say. When the
proportions did not correspond to the divine ratio they
morally damaged the perceiver and hence
sympathetically unbalanced the soul.

Medieval theologians quarreled over these ideas.
Augustine in particular was repulsed by the sovereignty
of numbers proposed by the ancients. He protested that
the spirit of man must be free to welcome to refuse
anything that entered through the physical senses. If
not, he argued, the body would dominate the spirit and
will. If, against his choosing, a man could be corrupted by
ugliness or saved by beauty, he could not be fully
accountable to a just God.13

From Pratt and Young to our contemporary doctrinal
disputants, little has been said in the Church on the
relationship of art and will or the connection between
proportion and goodness (unless we count nondescript
exhortations to lead "a balanced life"). Though many of
us teethed on the idea of "free agency," we have yet to
really tinker with this ancient question, the third puzzle
for a Mormon aesthetics: is our response to the forms,
patterns, and relationships we encounter in the world
voluntary or involuntary? Even if the response is voluntary,
is the "natural man" (whoever he is) predisposed to true
beauty (whatever that may be) or to perfect ugliness? Or
is he predisposed at all? Moreover, how does that now
ubiquitous notion of "taste" in beauty and the arts fit
into this scheme of things?

These and infinite other questions await the serious
would-be Mormon aesthetician: the three aesthetic
puzzles I have suggested are only the beginning. The
discovery of further intriguing puzzles--which is the
common endeavor of artists and philosophers--is a
worthy aim. More ruminations on aesthetics in
Mormonism may help clarify the connection between
aesthetic experience and religious experience, if indeed
there is a difference. By the same token, serious
discussions of aesthetic concepts can help define the
place of beauty-making in our religion. Such discussions,
at their best, will lead not toward but away from "a
Mormon Aesthetic[s]"--that is to say, a settled,
distinctly Mormon understanding of the aesthetic
response, the nature of art and the creative process. I
admit to being suspicious of such an orthodoxy of the
beautiful.

Bradshaw hopes that a Mormon aesthetics would help
artist and audience better get along. There is no denying
this. A Mormon aesthetics, not unlike a Mormon
philosophy of history, would give the Saints common
ideals and expectations, relieving us all of the burden of
continual confrontation. But the creation of a Mormon
aesthetics might easily presume that many theological
and anthropological questions, including those posed by
Darwin, had been resolved. I neither welcome nor
expect so stiff a consonance of opinion as a Mormon

aesthetics could presuppose. Why? Because the history
of ideas in Mormonism teaches us to concede the
unsettledness of many areas of doctrine and philosophy.
When I suggested earlier that some Mormon thinkers
had built a house upon the sand, I might better have said
that they built it in a river. That river, likened by Joseph
Smith to the Missouri, is a ceaseless stream "pouring
down knowledge from heaven upon the heads of the
Latter-day Saints" (D&C 121:33). In dealing with
aesthetics or any branch of philosophy or theology in
Mormonism, we should never forget that in any river
some things settle while others are swept away. And
more importantly, some things that seem to be settled
give way as the stream deepens.

Though there is a "solid, undeniably Mormon" way of
life (the laws and ordinances of the Gospel) there is little
such Mormon philosophy on which to erect a scaffold-
ing of aesthetics. Admitting this, let us commence a
healthy dialogue on aesthetics, one that will sharpen our
reasoning powers and fire our wits for bold, inspired
thinking--which unfailingly gives me, for one, a sense of
the beautiful.

MICHAEL HICKS is pursuing a doctorate in music at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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LEVI PETERSON

The operating aesthetics of Mormondom give undue prominence to
the Holy Ghost in ma ters beauty.

ABSTRACT and theoretical definitions of a
Mormon aesthetics are interesting and ultimately
useful. However, a pressing need exists for

pointedly concrete and critical statements. While the
aestheticians are gathering themselves to the task of
definition, crucial decisions relating to the creation and
appreciation of beauty among the Mormons are being
made on a daily basis. In practical terms, there already is
a Mormon aesthetics and, in my judgment, it needs an
overhaul.

It seems particularly unfortunate to me that the
operating aesthetics of Mormondom gives an undue
prominence to the Holy Ghost in matters of beauty.
Such an aesthetics is perhaps inevitable, since it is
doctrinally impeccable and since for many persons the
experience of beauty and the experience of the Spirit
seem closely allied. Nonetheless, its result is, I believe, a
stifling of excellence in Mormon art.

A century ago, Apostle Orson F. Whitney declared the
Holy Ghost to be "the genius of ’Mormon’ literature"
and predicted thereby a superlative future for Mormon
letters.1 This neo-Romantic view has been given
perhaps its most persuasive contemporary expression
by Marden Clark in his essay, "The New Mormon
Mysticism." Clark notes what he believes is an increased
emphasis upon the Holy Spirit in today’s Church and
weighs the per.plexities and values of surrendering
oneself to the Spirit. Among the values he notes is a
spontaneous flow of creativity within the Mormon
artist. Clark cites certain artists who assert that "if we
really believe our own theology, if we really believe what
we say about the working of the Holy Spirit in our lives,
LEVI S. PETERSON is professor of English at Weber State College and
author of The Canyons of Grace, a collection of Mormon short stories
published by University of Illinois Press.

then we have available the ultimate source of all
creation.’Z

However, one shows no irreverence to God, the
creator of human beings, by believing that art arises
within the human imagination. To believe otherwise
confuses testimony and art and diminishes the active,
controlling role of the artist. Artists who believe the
creative act to be their own responsibility are primed to
carry it through all its stages. They see themselves not as
intermediaries, not as conduits between the Spirit and
the rest of mankind, but as creators who by their own
God-given integrity give shape to beauty. Believing that
the creative flow of art arises within themselves, they
have a greater incentive for giving that flow a critical
evaluation; they have more reason, that is, to examine
and weigh, to edit and revise, to search consciously
beyond the first impulsive ideas and emotions for a final
form of greater beauty.

Another abuse of the Holy Ghost may be seen in the
wide-spread Latter-day Saint disesteem for great
religious art. Few Mormons would argue that God has
endowed human beings with the aesthetic faculty in the
expectation that they will neglect it. Yet it appears that
for many Mormons the experience of the Spirit is a
sufficient substitute for aesthetic experience. As a
group, Mormons are suspicious of the great art of the
Catholic and Protestant past, nor are they much less
suspiscious of art by Gifted Mormon contemporaries.
Chapel walls are commonly decorated by prints of a
sentimentalized dime-store Jesus even though prints of
religious masterpieces by Leonardo da Vinci or
Rembrandt are equally inexpensive and available.

Chapel architecture is further evidence of the
impoverished aesthetics of the Latter-day Saints.
Throughout Europe a multitude of beautiful old
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churches demonstrate that traditionally church
architecture has successfully harmonized great art and
religion. The new cathedral of Coventry, England,
shows that the art of our time can similarly give a
profound, satisfying expression to religious experience.
Built following the destruction of the old cathedral
during World War II, Coventry cathedral preserves the
concepts of nave, columns, aisles, and chancel but
renders them in a modern idiom. The vast open ceiling is
ribbed by geometric patterns reminiscent of Gothic
vaults; pillars are slender, towering, and fragile; blocks
of stained glass alternate with blocks of brick to turn an
entire wall into a great burst of scarlet, blue, and amber.
For those Mormons who do love art, Coventry cathedral
is likely to be both exhilarating and saddening. It will
exhilarate because it gives them, even forces upon them,
an intense experience of God. But it will sadden them,
too, because they are likely to think with a sense of loss
and missed opportunity of their own vital and growing
Church, one of the few in the world building new
chapels almost on a daily basis, most of which come off
the assemply line in a monotonous pattern of decent
utility.

According to Hugh Nibley, speaking in an interview
published in Dialogue, Mormon chapels"’represent
bottom-line economy; they all followthe same
cinderblock pattern, and the architectmakes his
killing.’’3 Yet in the same interview Nibley expresses an
attitude toward religious art which, ironically, can only
reinforce the present impoverished mode of Mormon
chapel architecture. Nibley speaks of the technique of
perspective invented by Renaissance painters and used
extensively on the ceilings of European churches to give
an illusion of a three-dimensional ascent into the
heavens. Nibley is fascinated by the third dimension
which perspective imposes upon the flat surface of a
ceiling or canvas. He sees testimony as analogous to
perspective, for through testimony--the experience of
the Spirit--Mormons transcend the two-dimensional
reality of this world. However, for Nibley testimony is
vastly superior to the painter’s creation of a third

dimension through the technique of perspective--so
much superior, in fact, that painting is irrelevant to
religion: "It’s all an illusion, a trick of art, you see; and it
will always backfire if you try to do that with the gospel,
which is the real thing. That’s why I think we’re wasting
our time, mostly, to try heightening religious experience
by using such devices in the Church."4 Nibley repeats
this assertion in a related essay where he says that
Latter-day Saint art attempting to achieve "spiritual
uplift" will fail: "To those to whom the third dimension
is real any attempt to enhance it by two-dimensional
materials are bound to appear pitifully inadequate."5

The notion that the experience of the Spirit precludes
religious art is not new. In the twelfth century, St.
Bernard de Clairvaux denounced thesculptured
decorations of Cluniac monasteries asdangerous
distractions from meditation. Duringthe early
Reformation, Protestants zealously removed paintings
and statues from their converted churches, claiming
them to be idols repugnant to God.

Those who substitute the experience of the Spirit for
an appreciation of art, religious or otherwise, do no
honor to the Holy Ghost; they trivialize it and
perpetuate their own limitations, their own condition of
unrealized capacity and undeveloped taste. The result of
respecting art and artists, Latter-day Saints will find,
will be an enlargement of personality and an
enhancement of satisfaction. Art is not a mere matter of
entertainment, to be indulged in when important
matters slack off; rather it is an authentic part of the
perfection of the Saints.

Notes
1. Orson F. Whitney, "Home Literature," A Believing People: Literature of
the Latter-day Saints, eds. Richard H. Cracroft and Neal E. Lambert
(Provo: Brigham Young University Press, 1974), p. 206.
2. Marden J. Clark, "The New Mormon Mysticism," Sunstone 5
(March-April 1980):29.
3. "A Conversation with Hugh Nibley," Dialogue 12 (Winter
1979):22-23.       4. Ibid., p. 22.

5. Hugh Nibley, "How Firm a Foundation! What Makes It So," Dialogue
12 (Winter 1979): 32.
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THE MODERN

God

CRITIQUE    OF    POSITIVISM    HAS POWERFUL
FOR THE WRITING OF REI, IGIOUS HISTORY.

IMPLICATIONS

Neal W. Kramer

How to write history has been a major topic of
philosophical debate for centuries. This is hardly
surprising since concepts like history and time

vary widely from culture to culture. A striking example
of such differences is found in Mircea Eliade’s TheMyth of
the Eternal Return.~ Eliade here contrasts the cyclical
conception ot time exemplified in Greek and Indian
sacred mythology with the biblical conception of time as
having a beginning and an end. The Greeks found solace
in the continuity and regularity of nature and its cycles
of life while the Hebrews saw time as a limited sojourn
apart from God. The early Christians continued the
Hebraic tradition. They taught that the coming of Christ
signified that God had created time and that history
would continue only until the Second Coming.2

-The Christians’ teleological conception of history
persisted in Western civilization until the beginning of
the Renaissance. At that time humanistic scholars began
rediscovering and translating ancient texts. One aspect
of their work was a reevaluation of the idea of history.
The resulting ideological conflict between Hellenistic
and Christian notions of history helped produce an
atmosphere in which a new idea of history could be
nurtured. This approach advocated by a group of non-
clerical but university-trained historians was based on a
developing methodology of science. Philosophers like
Locke and Hume articulated theories of how truth could
be uncovered through the careful study of the past.3

In the nineteenth century attempts at writing
empirically verifiable, logically coherent cause-effect
history were well under way. By this time God had been
relegated to the realms of superstitution. There was no
longer any need to interpret history with reference to
God or a divine plan because facts when properly
organized interpreted themselves. History became a
chronological narrative of events as they happened. All
the historian required for his task was tenacity, a set of
NEAL W. KRAMER is pursuing a Ph.D. in English language and
literature at the University of Chicago.

rules for determining the validity of evidence, and access
to the necessary primary sources. The past had become
an object for scientific inquiry. Evidence was judged by
empirical standards and whatever did not qualify as
"real" under the new guidelines--such as the hand of
God--was considered an illusion caused by ignorance,
illness, and so on.

Such notions were the foundation of not only the
historiography practiced by Ranke but also the
positivistic sociology of Comte and the materialisms of
Marxists on the one hand and utilitarians on the other.4
The second half of the nineteenth century marked the
high tide of the belief in the all-encompassing ability of
scientific methodologies to comprehend all things.
Huxley’s advocacy of Darwin’s theories and the
beginnings of Fabian socialism in England only typify
what was fast becoming the ideology of history in the
Western world. The logical positivists extended the
limits of this inherited epistemology to the breaking
point.5 They constructed a theory of knowledge which
in effect equated all knowledge with scientific know-
ledge. Sentences or propositions which could not be
verified through sensory experience were declared
cognitively meaningless.

However, a concerted challenge to the very under-
pinnings of positivism has been mounted in the
twentieth century. Much of the critique has centered on
assumptions about language. Positivism assumes that
language is transparent, describing the world exactly as
it is without being subject to any conceptual biases. In
contrast Wittgenstein has shown that our use of
language is based on a set of arbitrarily established
rules.6 The rules limit what a concept means and in
which contexts it is meaningful. One who adopts a
particular mode of thought interprets the world
according to the rule of his conceptual mode.

The structuralists, the name applied to a diverse group
which includes Claude Levi-Strauss, Roland Barthes,
Jacques Lacan, Jean Piaget, and Michel Foucault,
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developed similar ideas about how our use of languag
mirrors other human activities. Foucault, for example,
offers a lucid account of "discourse" as a set of restrict-
ions on what we are or are not able to say.7 The entire
body of his work stresses that we are limited in what we
can know by what we can say about the world.

Jacques Derrida has tried to demonstrate the tenuous-
ness of writing as the medium through which the world
can be understood.s Written language, according to
Derrida, tends to "deconstruct." The meaning that was
temporarily so obvious disintegrates into possibilities
for meaning that are incapable of describing the world as
it is. Rather than opening the world to our
understanding, language therefore limits how we can
think about reality and what we can ever claim to know.
Absolute knowledge becomes nothing more than a
fleeting dream of the scientist because of the limiting
effects of language. Adoption of a set of rules or
conventions is thus more a gesture of what one wishes
to talk about than of what it is possible to know.

This new understanding of the inherent limitations of
language has powerful implications for the writing of
Christian history generally and of Mormon history in
particular. It demands a reevaluation of the basic
philosophy and methodology of historiography. The
fathers of the skeptical tradition had effectively
dismissed God from reasonable discourse about the
past.9 Though there was a sort of kinship between their
"idea of progress" and the earlier teleological
eschatology of Christianity, they denied any actual
power behind historical movement and described
instead a kind of "natural" historical inertia.1°

Understanding that such notions are in fact
conventional and not somehow transparent or
necessary does not automatically suggest a foolproof
means of rendering an" account of religious experience,
however. One doubts that that will ever happen. Faith is
more an act of will than it is an act of knowing. What
now appears to be the case is that religious experience
can be described within its own linguistic contexts and
evaluated on its own terms. Religious history need not
be intimidated by an outmoded value system that
reduces the experiences religious writers most want to
describe to mere superstition. One can now strive to
include the deep spiritual power of the past in a narrative
instead of seeking a two-dimensional representation of
the scientific "facts."

Unfortunately, many of the vestiges of the belief in
scientific history still proliferate in the small community
of professional historians and sociologists writing about
Mormons today. Since professional training in all the
major graduate schools in the United States and Great
Britain has been dominated by the scientific approach,
most professional scholars have been indoctrinated with
the epistemological values it seeks to inculcate. And
since most of the scholarly writing on Mormonism today
comes from people trained in the methods described, it
comes as no surprise that such writing tends to
compartmentalize the writing of our history within the
narrowly defined limits of positivistic discourse.

Professionally-trained historians write for a very
specific audience--other professionally-trained

ans. In this sense, they have become like lawyers.
They go to professional schools to master a particular
kind of language which carries with it a peculiar way ot
thinking about the world. They then proceed to act as if
their discourse were perfectly ordinary, expecting
others who wish to communicate with them to adopt the
same point of view in order to make sense of what is
being said. That this severely limits what actually may be
discussed is never brought up. Thus, when a work is
promoted for more general audiences, neither the
reader nor the author is able to break the powerful
conceptual bonds imposed upon him by the conventions
of the discourse of modern professional history.

I would say that the limitations of positivistic
historical discourse are too extreme to allow it to become
the conceptual framework behind writing the history of
the Church. For example, sophisticated historians would
have us believe that there is no place in their work for
non-scientific testimony of the role of God in the rise of
Mormonism and in the continuing guidance of his
church and people. These historians would like to make
convenient categories like sacred history and profane
history, whereby they justify what they choose to leave
out. However, those who have witnessed God’s hand
and freely acknowledge it in all things are not
comfortable with such views of history. Boyd K.
Packer’s speech to Church Education System employees
is typical of the displeasure of the leadership generally
with some of the histories published in the last few
years.ll I think that it is proper to infer from his remarks
here and elsewhere that he disapproves of the sort of
methodology that deliberately chooses to leave out the
most important facets of the rise and growth of the
Church.

Many of the professional historians and scholars
writing such histories are or were members of the
Church--participants in a community which exists
primarily because of God’s active role in our lives and
which continues to testify of that role. Part of the price
some have had to pay for their professional objectivity
has all too often been the loss of fellowship with the
Saints. (And their fellowship has been willingly given
up, not arbitrarily withheld by the community at large or
its leadership.) If that is the burden one is called to bear
in order to present an acceptable offering to the
scholarly community, then that burden is simply too
heavy and ought to be cast aside.

Because my own interest in Mormon history is
avocational rather than professional, I hesitate to
criticize works which evidence obvious expertise. Yet I
feel that their authors must continue to be challenged to
stop avoiding the divine as they seek to explain the
miraculous growth of the Church and the great fidelity
of the Saints. By hedging our bets, couching our
descriptions of spiritual experiences in subtly
demeaning language, hiding our belief in the reality of
revelation ’behind objective criteria, we may establish
careers, but we mightily offend delicate testimonies.
Such writing is, quite bluntly, the open and willful
desacralization of a most sacred history.

Refreshingly, the Mormon community at large has
generally avoided the intrusion of the doctrines of
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positivism into its experience. Indeed Mormonism
brought with it the reality of the divine in history. The
Book of Mormon itself is ample testimony of this
important facet of the religion. Some of the holiest
experiences in Church history have now become a
sanctified part of the scriptural record. One feels
compelled to see in the restoration of the gospel the
restoration of the knowledge that God does play a
significant role in history and that the writing of it
serves to reveal sacred truths about him to all people.

There have been some outstanding works of Mormon
history written in the past. The single most impressive
aspect of each, however, has not been its aloof
objectivity; rather, it has been the simple presentation of
human experience with the divine. My personal
favorites have included Orson F. Whitney’s Life ofHeber C.
Kimball, Matthias F. Cowley’s Wilford Woodruff, and B.H.
Roberts’s Life of John Taylor. The quintessential Mormon
history, however, is the Joseph Smith story. No single
account of the Mormon past has ever matched the
power and simplicity of Joseph Smith’s few words and
pure testimony.

It must be more than obvious that one of my criteria
for effective Mormon history is the straightforward
narration of personal experience as it was perceived,
without the added embellishment of sophisticated, anti-
religious commentary meant to soften the impact of the
situation. Part of the model I would adopt has its basis in
the stories of Jesus presented by the writers of the Gos-
pels. Another part comes from Nephi’s narrative ofhis
father’s experience in the Book of Mormon. Both types
of narrative are characterized by attempts faithfully to
describe single events in some detail and then to testify
of the truthfulness of the occurrences depicted. The
testimony may be presented through an aspect of style
(such as parallelism with other similar experiences, as
used by Nephi), the adoption of a particular interpretive
mode (as in Matthew’s incorporation of typology within
the narrative of his Gospel), or simple exhortation
(Mormon’s comments at various points throughout his
book). It should be noted that the scriptures are filled
with other literary ways of telling and testifying. My
intuition leads me to believe that spiritual maturity
might produce more figurative histories, but | do not
advocate the deliberate mystification of a text. Nephi’s
"plainness" is much more to my liking.

Plain or simple need not imply, however, that the
writer strive to be naive. Evaluation of evidence must
include therefore prayerful consideration of all the
available material and the consequent weeding out of
sources of questionable value andjor veracity. Few
people familiar with Joseph Smith or Brigham Young
would maintain that their lives were overly simple or
naive. But the histories of their lives and work should
not be cluttered with speculative psychological
diagnoses or objective evaluations of the quality of the
revelations they received. These histories can be
presented as the stories of real people engaged in a holy
work. The reader should not be asked to judge whether
the narrative itself conforms to some transitory
standards of professional propriety but whether the
work described is the work of God.

It seems to me that this is the sort of history we need
to have written by Mormon historians. Unfortunately,
my experience with much of the history I have read
dictates that most scholars just do not want to do it.
(There are definitely outstanding exceptions to this.)
Much of what happened in the early days of the Church
has not yet been written. When it is, it will more than
likely reveal personal apostasy as well as personal
testimony. It will reveal personal weakness at times, as
well as personal strength, even in the Church’s
staunchest defenders. We need not gloss over aspects of
people’s lives that are not uplifting, but we do need to
include their personal spiritual triumphs unmasked by
various rhetorical disguises. Ultimately, we cannot
move away from what to people with testimonies is an
undeniable reality--that the hand of God is mightily
revealed in the history of this church from its earliest
days to the present. The same God who appeared to
Joseph Smith and revealed the gospel to him reveals his
pleasure to Spencer W. Kimball as he has to all the other
presidents of the Church. If we claim any less, then we
have forgotten what we really believe.
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M,,ORMONSdon’t die: her great Zoe hada ,u,,nt

’passed away be,,yond the veil and her
grandmother had gone to meet Grandpa Abe

Abramson who was waiting on the other side" and last
summer her eighteen year old cousin Renee’ who was
from the Greening side of the family had driven her
Toyota through the wall of a concrete underpass into
"paradise" which was a place out there beyond the
cement fences of this mortal earth. But her friend Mona,
who was agnostic, had had her mother frozen last year,
to be brought back to life when a cure for cardiac cancer
was found. Mormons don’t die--it was her grandfather
on her mother’s side who’d said it--they just go on
home.

"Would you like a kleenex?" the pudgy sixty-ish
woman in the seat next to her on the Western jet asked.

"Do I sound like I have a cold?" Evelyn answered. It
was the first she had spoken to the woman since getting
on the plane.

"No . . . I thought you were crying. Excuse me."
Evelyn smiled suddenly and brushed the palm of her

hand roughly over her face. "I am crying, aren’t I." She
took the kleenex. She rubbed under her eyes. She blew
her nose. "You can count on that when you cry, a
stopped nose."

The woman smiled wanly and nodded, "Yes, one can
always count on a running nose. Are you from Utah,
dear?" she added more brightly.

Evelyn looked out the plastic window at the Wasatch
mountains bulwarking Utah Valley; Timpanogos was
the same as it had been eight years ago when she was at
the Y. She’d seen photographs of the Salt Lake and Utah
valleys from when the pioneers first settled them. The
mountains in the dim black and white photos were
exactly the same as now, maybe a few grains of dirt less,
but that was it.

"Salt Lake," she said.
"And you’ve been away on a trip?"
"A trip?" she turned. The woman clutched a black

patent leather handbag on her lap. She probably
clutched it like that every time she sat down somewhere.
"I moved out to California six years ago."

"A visit then. How nice. I had a sister who moved out
there, to California I mean. Just loved it, all the sunshine.
She never could abide the cold. She died though, last
year. We brought her home to be buried. She wasn’t
really Californian you know; it was just all that sun
attracted her for a while. She didn’t have any real family
there anywhere, being divorced and all. We laid her in
the American Fork cemetery. That’s where all our folks
are resting:"

Evelyn didn’t say anything. The FASTEN SEAT BELT
sign lit up. She didn’t buckle hers. She looked out at the
Point of the Mountain, then covered her face quickly
with her hands when she saw the clear broad Salt Lake
Valley spread out below her, the everlasting Wasatch
jutting into the afternoon air.

"Are you all right?" the woman asked anxiously. "I
don’t mean to be a pest, and I usually don’t strike up with
strangers, but--"

"Yes, yes, just ignore me. I’m fine," Evelyn mumbled
into the tattered kleenex.

"Here, have another," the woman offered her a blue

floral tissue.
Evelyn took it. She knew her mascara was probably in

black tear-streaks on her chin by now. The woman was
looking at her. Evelyn said blankly, "My father died."

"Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t realize. Please forgive my
intruding. How sad."

Evelyn smiled, "No, I’m glad about it." Her father had
been an invalid for nearly five years. "My mother’d
suffered long enough." She stopped abruptly (this was a
stranger), then turned her head to the window and
chewed on the knuckle of her left index finger. Her
mother’s voice over the phone the night before had been
low and soft, as ever: "It’s about Dad, Evie. He’s gone."
Her father had not died; he’d only gone away on a trip of
sorts, like the time he went to Fresno for a month when
she was seven. Someday her mother would follow him,
and after that Evelyn would her. It’s like days, she
thought, one always coming on the dusk of another,
each day different, its own self, but like all the others,
too, all connnected by the endless reeling-across-the-sky
of the sun. Then she laughed.

The woman cleared her throat uneasily, "Could I ask
your name, dear?"

Evelyn laughed again and pressed the back of her hand
against her mouth: "You can call me Josh," she said.

"Why, what an . . . an interesting name for a girl."
"He made the sun stand still, remember?"
The woman nodded vaguely.
Evelyn had no husband, no son, or daughter to fill up

the wood and chrome rooms of her Santa Monica beach
apartment. The plane landed, and the sensation made
her stomach queasy. She closed her eyes and
concentrated on pretending she was in a flat, still, dark
place where her stomach was perfectly quiet and unsick.
It worked. When she closed her eyes she could be
anywhere. The DC9 taxied toward the terminal.

"I hope you don’t mind," the older woman’s sincere
voice broke into Evelyn’s flat, still, dark place, "but are
you LDS, Josh?"

Evelyn opened her eyes and looked at the woman: "I
guess so."

The woman reached for Evelyn’s hand and squeezed
it. "Isn’t it wonderful that we know these things aren’t
forever, loved ones’ passing and such?"

She waited for Evelyn to respond. She didn’t.
"Maybe a better way to say it would be that families

are the things that are forever. My nephew’s got a
bumper sticker on his Pinto says that. Death’s just like
an eye blinking, or..." she fumbled for an appropriate
image.

"I know what you’re trying to say. I’m fine.’"
"Of course you are," the lady said, patting Evelyn’s

hand. "You’ll have someone here to meet you, won’t
you?"

"Yes, everything’s taken care of," Evelyn lied. With a
sudden guilty afterthought she added, "It’s been nice to
sit with you."

"It’s been my pleasure. Now take care," the woman
said arid pulled her heavy body from the seat. The paper
covering the headrest of the seat caught on a pin in the
woman’s iron colored hair and tore away completely as
she stood. It fluttered like a veil about her broad round
shoulder: The Aged Bride, Evelyn thought, or maybe
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Endless Nuptial would be a better title. The woman clawed
at the napkin, muttering.

"No, wait," Evelyn jumped up and stopped the fleshy
hand. "May I take a picture of you? Like that--with the
paper in your hair?’"

The woman chortled. "Of all things, a picture of me
playing the silly ninny! Oh for heaven’s sake." She
reached for the napkin at her shoulder.

"No, honestly, I’d like to very much. I’m a
photographer. It’s my job. I know it sounds crazy, but I
really would like to take the photo."

"Well, if it means all that to you, I suppose--" she
stopped mid-sentence.

Evelyn had her camera out in seconds, focused, and
clicked off two shots. "Thank you," she said, fumbling to
put the camera back in its case.

The woman unpinned the paper, gathered her coat
and purse and a present tied with a pink yarn bow, and
walked away down the aisle. Evelyn smiled to herself:
the woman’s jowls were perfect, like a basset hound’s. It
was always like that: an image would freeze in front of
her, almost like a motion picture stopping on a single,
isolated frame, every detail exact. She took her camera
with her everywhere.

She moved with the crowd down the aisle, row after
row (she’d sat in the second to last). She was glad she’d
told her mother she’d take a cab home. She didn’t feel
like seeing anyone. Her mother hadn’t driven a car in
nearly two years, ever since running over the Peterson’s
dog. Evelyn told her she was being ridiculous, anybody
could hit a dog, it should have been tied up in the
back yard. But her mother insisted she hadn’t been
paying attention, Cleo had been in plain sight, and next
time it could be somebody’s child. She was too old to
drive the Buick. The bus suited her. Her mother had
offered to call Uncle Vernon or Aunt May to pick Evelyn
up, but Evelyn said a cab was okay and she didn’t care
about the five dollars or whatever it cost, she had all the
money she needed. Everything I need, that was how she
put it. "I have everything I need, Mom." She guessed she
did: a photographer’s job with a big advertising agency,
different work practically every week or two; a cliff
apartment in a house on stilts (so what if every wet
winter the mud dragged it an inch downhill and she even
thought she could feel the slant of the floor?); a bunch of
friends; a great Siamese cat named Claudia which she
called Catface; a convertible Fiat, silver-blue with only
one dent; designer underwear with her
initials monogrammed cn them that Kirk had given her
for her birthday and a la~h. She had even lost seven
pounds in the last two months since starting to jog.
Jogging prevented clogged arteries in your heart,
depression, and early death, one of the guys at the office
had told her, half seriously. He jogged thirty-five miles a
week.

Since getting super thin Evelyn liked to stretch out
naked in front of the mirror. She’d taken some shots of
herself with the auto-pilot on her camera. A couple days
ago she’d shown them to Kirk whom she’d known from
the Mar Vista Ward for four years and whom she had
dinner with once or twice a week. He spent weekends at
her beach place every so often. Kirk was an
excommunicated, rebaptised homosexual who was

living straight, which meant alone. "Good God, I’m
pathetic," he’d laughed when he looked at the photos.
"You’ve got legs as long as Wilt Chaml~erlain’s, right
here in my hands, and I’m inert. These are gorgeous,
hon." She laughed with him.

Evelyn stepped off the plane. The air was different
here than out in LA. Maybe that was because the
altitude made it lighter. She walked into the terminal.
She dropped the crumpled kleenex in her hand into the
garbage container and started down the hallway. She
smiled. She shook her head. Her mother would probably
turn papier-mache grey or look at her like she had horns
for ears if Evelyn ever told her all about Kirk or the
pictures she’d shown him or about his staying overnight
(it wouldn’t matter that he slept in a hammock on the
deck). Three years ago when Evelyn had been up for a
weekend, as they’d stood in the kitchen shelling peas
together, her mother had said, "Evie, when you date the
young men out there in California, don’t you ever talk
about the future? It just seems you’ve gone through
such a long string of fellows and, well, to be honest
honey, it concerns me. When I was a girl, you met a man,
got married, and settled down. Of course there were
exceptions, but--" she reached up and smoothed a
stray lock of Evelyn’s dark hair from off her forehead,
"you’re a pretty girl, Evie, there’s no reason to stay alone
if you don’t want to."

Evelyn had shrugged her shoulders: "It’s not so much
a matter of being pretty or not. Things are just different,
Mom. People don’t get married so easy as they used to.
Not even the Church guys. You’ve got to find someone
whose conversation isn’t boresville and who likes your
kind of jokes and whose kisses get you. You know,
connection."

"Men and women are two different kinds of people,
Ev. Closeness comes with years,"

"I guess," Evelyn said and threw a moldy pod quickly
into the sink. She brushed at her hands nervously and
flushed them under the faucet. "I hate mold. It makes me
sick."

"You should be thankful for mold," her mother said
mildly. "Before penicillin a sore throat could turn into
heart trouble. My father’s sister died of rheumatic fever
at thirty-two. Left three children."

"Morn, didn’t you feel something when you married
Daddy like what I was saying?’"

"Oh, I don’t know, I suppose so," her mother replied,
shelling another pod. "It seemed like the thing to do at
the time."

Evelyn didn’t say anything more but watched from the
corner of her eye the picture her mother’s soft hands
were as they broke open pod after pod in perfect rhythm.
Maybe her mother had shelled a hundred thousand peas
in her life. Evelyn wanted to take a photo of it, but then
she thought, strangely, only a moving picture would do.
She had never taken a movie of anything, except the
home movies she and her father had taken when she was
a teenager with the camera Uncle Vernon’s family once
gave them for no reason at all, not Christmas or
anything.

She stopped for a drink at a white porcelain fountain
in the terminal.

"Evelyn!" a voice called from the crowd. She turned
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and saw Harriet Aldis, her parents’ neighbor two doors
down, weaving toward her. "I’m so glad I’ve caught you,
I thought sure I was too late," she said breathlessly.

"Sister Aldis," Evelyn said.
"Your mother told me you were going to take a taxi

home and I know she always gives your grandma her
shot and does her shopping for her Tuesday afternoons
or I would have brought her along. I just couldn’t have
you flying in at a time like this with nobody here to meet
you."

"That’s very nice of you, Sister Aldis," Evelyn said,
looking past the woman’s right ear to the shifting colors
and plaids that were people walking down the hallway.

They collected Evelyn’s luggage, a make-up case and a
suitcase. Sister Aldis insisted on carrying the suitcase.
She’d left her car illegally parked in the loading zone. It
had a ticket on it which she snatched from the
windshield and stuffed in her pocket. Evelyn knew
better than to ask to pay for the ticket, so she pretended
not to have seen it, like Sister Aldis planned. When they
got into the car they didn’t say anything for a minute.
Finally, Sister Aldis turned to her at a stoplight and
asked earnestly, "How are you, Evelyn?"

Evelyn had her window rolled down and was waving
her hand slowly alongside the car in the cool March air.
She said, "’It’s lovely for a funeral. I hope Thursday is like
this."

"Bob Welti says fair until Friday." She paused, then
said in an encouraging let’s-real!y-talk voice, "We’ve been
worried for you, the ladies on the block, in the ward. We
know how close you were to your father."

Evelyn had known Sister Aldis since she was three
years old. The woman used to give her jam tarts just
because Evelyn had been skating in front of her house.
She had three sons, but no daughters. She was ten years
younger than Evelyn’s mother, who was nearly sixty-
four. She’d helped sew the organdy gown Evelyn wore
to her high school graduation at the Capitol Rotunda.

Evelyn didn’t say anything. The air was like breath
against her fingertips. She smiled an odd smile when she
thought about a day of her visit last summer: she’d been
helping her mother change the sheets on her father’s
hospital bed that was set up in the den. It had been in the
den for four years. Her father had started a series of
strokes a long time ago; five years was a long time.
Finally, he talked all slurry, and he couldn’t walk at all, or
feed himself, or bathe, or dress. Her mother had to
diaper him. (She was a licensed practical nurse.) The
strokes took his mind too. But her mother wouldn’t put
him in a nursing home no matter how anybody argued
with her. "He is my husband," was all she said. That day
last summer his head had been especially bad, and he’d
shouted nonsense words at them as they rolled him from
side to side, and then in his awful mushy voice he’d
begun to curse her mother. Evelyn heard the words
"whore" and "rutting." She slapped him as hard as she
could in the face. He stopped and began to weep. Her
mother said, "Evelyn, leave this room now." When her
mother had finished making the bed, she came from the
room and closed the door behind her. She said in a
strange high voice as she passed Evelyn who was
crouched against the wall, "How dare you strike your
father."

"That’s the way," Sister Aldis said, glancing over at
Evelyn at a stopsign. "Cry it out, Evie."

Evelyn smiled and shook her head. It seemed funny to
her that she was crying again and hadn’t known it. "I’m
really very happy," she said. "Daddy’s been dead such a
long time, don’t you see."

Sister Aldis said"The strokes took a terrible toll, didn’t
they?"

Evelyn wiped the tears from her face with the sleeve
of her blouse. She didn’t answer. After a minute, she
said, "I wonder if the Relief Society has brought
brownies over yet. Mom’s probably gotten a month’s
supply of tuna casseroles by now, but I hope they’ve
brought brownies. I feel like eating a brownie even if it
does make my skin break out."

"Food can be a comfort, can’t it?" Sister Aldis smiled a
sad smile.

"I have a friend in California who says the Holy Ghost
should be made of chocolate."

They drove the rest of the way in silence.
Evelyn walked into the house alone (it wasn’t locked).

She squeezed her eyes together, grinning suddenly at
the peculiar Greening-family smell. She set her cases
down. There was a hello note from her mother stuck to
the refrigerator with a chipped tomato-shaped magnet
that Evelyn had made in a Beehive class sixteen, no
seventeen, years ago. She’d painted it red with a green
stem and had given it with a matching zucchini magnet
to her mother for mother’s day. The zucchini wasn’t
there anymore. The telephone rang. She didn’t answer
it. It rang seven times. Last week she’d called Kirk at her
apartment. He was staying there to feed Catface
while Evelyn was on a job in Las Vegas, which he called
outer darkness. A recording had come on the line, very
manikin-y sounding: The number you have reached has
been disconnected. Maybe she forgot to pay the bill, or
maybe she dialed wrong, it didn’t matter: Kirk probably
knew by then that Claudia hated tuna Friskies and
would only eat the Purina liver yuk in the cupboard.

It was weird though to call your house and have a
manikin answer the phone and say that. She wondered
what it would be like to not connect the phone again:
now that would be outer darkness, living there on the
cliff not even being able to wonder if some guy she went
out with last Friday was going to call again, because he
couldn’t call at all. He probably wouldn’t have anyway.
Her romances usually lasted about two dates. She ran
her hand over the yellow formica countertop her mother
put in three years ago. Most of the girls she worked with
went with guys for three months, six months, a year
even. They slept with them, but eventually they broke
up for whatever reasons and moved on to someone else.
Doug and Lil, two people at the agency, had gotten
married last month, but they’d lived together for three
years and had a son named Nathaniel which meant
"guileless" and that they were into honesty. Lil had had
sex with some other guy last year. She told Evelyn about
it and that Doug was real cool, whatever she wanted to
do was okay. Evelyn thought that had to be bull: Doug
probably wanted to punch the other guy out. She said so.
Lil didn’t talk to her as much after that. Evelyn didn’t
know if it was bull or not.

The couples she knew bumped into each other like
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people at a rock ’n roll dance. The band might play a
while, but sooner or later you bumped hips with
someone else and that was it, a new song started, if you
could call it a song, and you went jerking to a new beat.
Evelyn walked from the kitchen into the living room.
She ran her fingers over a few piano keys; they made
dissonant tinkling sounds. None of the men and women
she knew ever seemed to take hold of hands or rest an
arm around their partner’s waist or fall into a flowing
kind of step together. People didn’t waltz anymore. Her
parents used to go dancing at the Terrace Ballroom
every Tuesday night when she was young. Her mother
wore long chiffon gowns. Evelyn’s favorite had been
lavender with a lace-tucked bodice. None of her friends
in California knew turn and counter-turn and stand and
touch, except maybe some of the couples who’d
introduced themselves after sacrament meetings at the
Mar Vista Ward.

She leaned her face up against the living room wall and
looked at the companion portraits of her mother and
father above the piano. She whispered, "I knew a woman
lovely in her bones... "Her father had first read her that
Roethke poem, years ago. He’d been an English
instructor at East High School before he started the
garden business which made him money. Before the
strokes, when he didn’t know Evelyn was there, she
used to watch him sometimes while he watched her
plump, soft, well-intentioned mother. He was a slow
sort of man really. Tired from work in the greenhouses,
his eyes would wander lazily over his wife’s swaying
frame as she kneaded bread dough or rolled out cookies,
the late afternoon light playing on her pale wrists and
floury hands. (Her father didn’t count eternity in days or
hours: Evelyn knew by watching him how her father
measured time). When she was younger she had known
she wanted to get married.

But now there were other things: there were pictures
to take for stores like The Broadway--she’d done an ad
that was in Vogue magazine; there were theatre-of-the-
absurd plays to go to in Hollywood, and nightclubs--she
took hits off anybody’s joint if she was in the mood,
which she usually wasn’t (a joint got passed in a circle
sometimes halfway around a club); there were sailboats
at the Marina, she’d taken a class, the wind off the water
stung your face with salt, and tangled your hair; there
was listening to Kirk play clarinet, jazzy, at two in the
morning; there were Church things even--she hadn’t
accepted a calling but once they asked her to play an
organ solo in sacrament meeting, she played "Ave
Maria," badly, and she wondered how they knew she
played organ. But she could no longer imagine herself
cleaning the soiled collars of a man’s shirts with an old
toothbrush and bleach, or making up goofy stories for
kids sick in bed like her mother used to do for her and
Reuben. Evelyn once put a match under the
thermometer to fake a fever so she could stay home and
be sick; her mother made being sick like a vacation. She
ended up breaking the thermometer and having to dust
the living room twice a week for a month to pay for a
new one.

"When’re you going to stop being so weird?" Kirk once
asked. "A Mormon un-Mormon" he’d called her,
warning that if she didn’t go one way or the other she

was going to get spewed for being lukewarm. (Kirk said
you could send shirts to the Chinese laundry.)"At least
I’m in," he’d said, "Church and all, even if I’m wishing
half the time I was out."

She’d answered, "Maybe it’s not a question of in or
out, but out or outer."

"I think that’s probably shit," he replied, "but let me
think about it."

She’d thought, if you think you’re in, Kirk, you’re so
far out you don’t know what in is. But she could be
wrong about that: Kirk attended ward dinners and paid
tithing and budget and was a fanatic to do his home
teaching, and he believed. All those family sort of people
he sat through choir practice and Sunday School with
believed too, in Jesus, the Book of Mormon, main things.
When Kirk broke his femur bone and had to be in
traction in St. John’s Hospital for a month, the Bishop’s
first counselor and a priest brought him the sacrament
every Sunday; they blessed it right there with the
curtains pulled in a circle around Kirk’s bed.

After that conversation Kirk started calling her Ms.
Spew. And she decided to give out (or outer, whichever) a
harder try. The reason she hardly ever had more than
two dates with a guy was because she didn’t sleep
around, at all. She didn’t think it was conviction that
stopped her--(but could a person ever really lose the fear
of God?)--so why not let somebody touch her.? Maybe
she would make love. Maybe for a minute at least it
would make her feel like she was a cog in some bigger
motor than herself. But it didn’t. It wasn’t a very long
time before, one night when she had a man in her room
and the moon in blue slits through the matchstick blinds,
she decided to quit trying: it was raining out and she said,
"Oh God, I think I felt the house slip!" Then she pulled
on her T-shirt and ran outside to look at the stilts. She
did that because a man you met at work or in town or out
on a job could be so close to you in your room like that,
and then he would get up and dress, maybe stay for
breakfast, maybe not, and then go back to his own place.
Maybe, probably, he would call again, but it wasn’t like
he moved to the sway of you, not really. He wasn’t a part
of your life like your cat or your car even, but just
something that happened sometimes. To have
somebody be so close one minute and the next minute so
gone-away was as weird as calling your house and
having a manikin say "The number you have reached has
been disconnected."

She laid down on her parents’ sofa, careful to kick her
shoes off before putting her feet up. The tweed
upholstery was a familiar scratch against her face; they’d
had that couch since Evelyn was nine years old. She
curled her hands over her head. She wondered if she had
been rude to Sister Aldis. She couldn’t remember now
what she had said. Maybe something funny. She wished
she could remember it to laugh. People in grief were
supposed to act strangely so it didn’t matter. Probably
nothing mattered. Cynical. She fell asleep.

I T was a fragrance that woke her, lilac water that her
mother had always worn, a gentle misty odor that
hovered round her like an aura; Evelyn had been

fifteen before she realized it was a smell her mother put
in her bath water and in sachets in her temple garment
drawer rather than something that was her mother’s



self. She opened her eyes. Her mother sat in the rocker
just next to the sofa.

Evelyn reached out a hand to her: "’Why didn’t you tell
me you were home?’"

"You looked so comfortable and tired I thought I’d let
you rest a bit; no matter, I’ve enjoyed just sitting here
looking at my girl."

Evelyn took her mother’s hand and kissed the palm.
She was drowsy and everything seemed so soft and
familiar and safe; it was almost like her daddy might
come into the living room with an issue of the Improvemenl
Era or a copy of Charles Dickens to read out loud to them
like he used to when she was a girl on Sundays. Her
daddy. The sleep fell out of her brain at the thought of
him. He’d started dying five years ago, just eleven
months after she moved away to California, and he’d
gotten deader and deader with every stroke, his real self
going further and further away, lost out there
somewhere--actually in there--deep, deep inside
himself in a place where blood stopped and the intricate
lacework of capillaries broke apart.

Evelyn sat up, "How are you, Morn?"
"’We’ve known it was coming for a long time, haven’t

we Evie. It’s over now." She pressed her fingers round
Evelyn’s hand. They didn’t say anything for a moment.
"Are you hungry, Ev? Why don’t we get dinner. Vivian
Bramwell dropped a chicken casserole by earlier."

"Okay."
It was strange when people died; other people just

went on the same, sleeping and touching each other and
eating. She walked into the kitchen with her mother.

"Rube and Deidre might stop by later with the kids, or
tomorrow if they get tied up," her mother said.

"How’s Wanda?" Wanda was her brother and sister-
in-law’s six year old foster daughter whom they’d had
for five months and who had "emotional problems."

"She’s stopped biting Joey and doesn’t shirk her
chores--they have her feed the rabbits, and she even
says prayers at meals. They’re really thrilled. They may
adopt if things work out."

"That’d be nice for them." Her brother and his wife
had gotten married in the Salt Lake Temple eight years
ago, just two months after he got home from his mission
to Argentina. They’d planned on having "at least five
kids, maybe seven," but Deidre never got pregnant.
They found out she couldn’t. So they put in to adopt, but
it was hard to get an infant. They’d had three different
foster children. Joey was a part-Chicano boy they’d
finally adopted two years ago. Now there was Wanda.
Deidre didn’t work, though they could use the money.
She did tole painting and macrame which she sold
occasionally. At lunch once, Evelyn told a secretary from
the agency about them, and the girl, who had an eight
year old son, had almost choked on a carrot stick: a kid of
your own was hard enough to do, but taking on a bunch
of other people’s too?--it didn’t make sense.

"Bottled green beans sound all right?" her mother
asked.

"Sure. In the pantry or downstairs?"
"’There ought to be a jar up here."
Evelyn went to the pantry. The shelves were lined

with cans of Campbell’s tomato and chicken noodle
soups and quarts and pints of home preserved

vegetables and fruits, corn, stringbeans, peas, pears, and
apricots.

"How many did you do last summer?" Evelyn asked.
She couldn’t count all the summer mornings she’d spent
as a girl helping her mother bottle produce from their
large kitchen garden and fruit from the trees in
Grandma’s yard. Even when finances got better and
they didn’t have to watch every dime her mother still
canned her own fruits and vegetables. Evelyn ate a lot of
Stouffer’s or Weight Watcher’s TV dinners now, but
mostly she went out to eat, unless Kirk came over and
cooked.

"Not too many this year," her mother answered, "with
Dad so bad. Seventy-five quarts maybe, I don’t really
know." After a morning bottling pears, Evelyn had liked
to look at the summer sunlight pouring over the
gleaming jars of pale yellow fruit that stood row upon
row on the kitchen table.

Evelyn opened the bottle of beans and put them in a
pan to heat. Without thinking, she got out place mats
(Deidre had made them), everyday dishes, silver, and
glasses, and began to set the table. Her mother had a
Kerr jar with two red tulips growing in it on the table.
That was a trick of her mom’s--she planted flower bulbs
in jars and cans each fall and put them in the extra
refrigerator downstairs. After six weeks, she’d bring
one up every week or so and the family had spring
flowers on the table all through winter.

"That’s the last of them for this year," her mother
said, noticing Evelyn’s look at the flowers.

"Table looks nice," Evelyn said. In California she ate
off of paper plates half the time because she hated to do
dishes. She was going to buy a dishwasher one of these
days. It was different being here in the kitchen with her
mother. Evelyn looked at her wiping her age-spotted
hands gently on her green-sprigged apron. The cloth
was faded with washings. When she bent to open a
cupboard the apron moved with her body.

The telephone rang. This time Evelyn picked up the
receiver. "Hello?" she said, "This is Evelyn speaking."

"’You’re still answering the phone that way--" her
friend Andrea’s voice came from the other end.

"Andrea? No, I don’t, it--Hi Andrea." Her morn had
always insisted she and Reuben and their dad answer the
phone like that. Back in Los Angeles, nowadays, she
always just said "’Hi.’"

"Hello Evelyn. It’s good to hear you again." Evelyn had
known Andrea practically all her life. They’d been best
friends all through junior high and high school. She had
married several years back in the Manti temple. Her
husband was finishing a residency in child oncology at
the University Medical Center. They had a sixteen-
month-old daughter. Andrea had graduated from the Y
in voice and had done a Master’s in pedagogy at the U.
"How are you doing, Evie? I was sorry to hear about
your dad.’"

"Don’t be," Evelyn said. "You know how he was."
"’Yeah, I know. Sometimes it can be for the best." She

paused. "Are you going to be busy tonight? John and I
have to leave for back east for a conference tomorrow. I
feel terrible we’re going to miss the funeral, but I want to
see you before we go. Who knows how long it’ll be till
you’re up again."
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"Reuben may come by, but don’t worry about that.
Mom and I are just getting dinner. Anytime after that is
okay."

"Good. Well, I won’t keep you now. See you in a bit.
Bye, Evie."

"Bye, Andrea."
"It’ll be good for you to see Andrea and an old friend or

two while you’re here," her mother said. "I was hoping
she’d call."

"’Andrea’s okay, but I don’t really care to see anybody
else, Mom."

"Oh Evelyn, that’s not the way to pick yourself up,
honey."

"I don’t need picking up; it’d just be weird with Shelley
and Chris and the girls is all."

"What could be weird about being with friends? Why
you’ve known those kids since you were in pigtails
practically.’"

"That’s just it. I don’t braid my hair anymore."
"I don’t understand that. What’s a remark like that

mean?"
"Nothing, I guess, but could you play it low if any of

them call? I’m not up to seeing anybody, tell them
whatever you want, I don’t care." Evelyn sat down at the
table. She stared out a window pane in the kitchen nook.
There was a smooth stone in the center of the back lawn,
a round grey rock matted and framed in bristly green.
Where did it come from to get there like that? "Would
you hand me my camera, Mom? It’s by the door."

A T dinner they talked: "Phylis Sinclair in the ward,
she has a son in law school down at San Diego,
Evie. I met him last month when he was up for his

dad’s seventieth birthday. Nice looking boy. Returned
missionary. Good to his parents. Phylis and I both
thought, well--"

"I don’t need dates, Mom. And I doubt I’m the kind of
girl that would appeal to him."

"Evelyn, why shouldn’t you ap--"
"I drink coffee," her voice was flip. She saw her

mother’s face fall. "Only once in a while to stay awake on
a night job. I figured taking Excedrin for the caffeine was
silly, so why not. Oh god, that was a dumb thing to say.
Lawyers never like me, Mom, that’s why I wouldn’t
appeal."

"I never heard your dad take the Lord’s name in vain in
all his life."

She had said another dumb thing. "Dad was amazing,
wasn’t he? Even with his temper he never did that." She
picked at her string beans, moving them one by one
across her plate to make a new pile. Her dad, when he
was younger, could be yelling and cussing one minute
and laughing the next. His angers never took root; they
just blew away, and even when he was on fire he never
struck Evelyn or Reuben or their mother or said vicious
kinds of things. "Is Larkin’s taking care of Dad?"

"Yes. They’ve buried all our dead for over twenty
years now."

Evelyn ate a stringbean and set her fork down with a
clatter on her plate.

"Evelyn, you’ve hardly touched your food. You’ve got
to eat, honey, you’re thin as air. Don’t you get enough to
eat out there in California?"

"I like being thin."

"When I was a girl, men liked it if a woman had a little
flesh on her. I don’t understand all this dieting and
anorexia you hear about on the talk shows these days."

Evelyn didn’t say anything. The only thing she’d eaten
of the chicken casserole on her plate was the potato chip
crumbs sprinkled on top.

Her mother ate for a moment, silent. Then, softly, she
said, "It’s the gospel that gives comfort in grief, Evie."
She paused. "I know how it’s hurt you with Dad being
sick for so long, but you can’t let hurt keep you from the
only thing that’ll help it. He’s still ours, Evelyn. You
know that don’t you?"

"I don’t know what I know. Not anymore."
"You’ve been slipping from the Church."
Evelyn was silent.
"I’ve known that for a long time; did you think you

could hide a thing like that from me?"
"Does it matter what I think?" She wondered what the

dictionary definition of "matter" was.
"But do you attend your meetings, sometimes?"
"Sacrament. The others are too early."
"You used to read the scriptures in the mornings

down at the Y. I remember you telling me how you
enjoyed the Bible."

"The Bible has had a bigger impact on Western
civilization than any other book." She didn’t mean to
sound like that.

"You know, while Dad was so ill this past year,
sometimes I would read him passages from the
scriptures for an hour afternoons. I don’t know how
much he could hear or understand, his mind so bad as it
was, but I read. He’d always liked Third Nephi in the
Book of Mormon, and Revelations. It was the parts
about the Holy City and all those gates with the pretty
stones he liked in Revelations. I must’ve read him about
the Holy City seven times. I thought that just to have the
words around him in the air would somehow be a
comfort. Now wasn’t that a funny sort of thing to
think?"

"No, Morn, that wasn’t a funny thing at all to think." A
tear fell onto her plate into the neat pile of beans she was
staring down at. She realized she was crying again.

"Evelyn."
The doorbell rang. That would be Andrea.
"Could you get it, Morn?" She hurried past her

mother. She locked herself in the bathroom and filled
the basin with cold water. She splashed it in her eyes.
She dried her face then pinched her cheeks for color. She
blew her nose. She walked into the hall toward the
entryway. Andrea stood by her mother holding her
sleeping daughter in her arms.

"Sorry | had to bring Abbie," she said to Evelyn, "but
John got called to the hospital on an emergency,
meningitis maybe. I don’t think she’ll even wake up
though. She didn’t nap today."

"Oh I’m glad to see her," Evelyn said. "She’s gotten
huge."

"What’s it been? A year since you saw her last? They
grow fast. I look at her sometimes and think, Oh stop,
stop, you’re still my baby, don’t turn into a
kindergartener yet."

"I don’t think you have to worry about that for a while.
Why don’t we sit out on the porch steps? The evening is
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so mild."
"There’s a wonderful sunset."
"Salt Lake always has great sunsets." They stepped

outside.
"You girls enjoy yourselves. Don’t worry about the

dishes, Evie."
They chatted about nothing for a minute, then

Andrea, who sat rocking Abbie slowly with her whole
body, said, "What do you do these days, besides work and
all? Are you seeing anybody?"

"Oh, I go out now and then with a few guys, nothing
serious. I go to a lot of plays and things, movies. I spent
the weekend with a couple friends from the office who
own a houseboat off Catalina a while ago." She picked at
a chip in her clear nail polish. "Kirk and I spend a lot of
time goofing around together. We went up to Big Sur
three months back. Fantastic. I found this terrific
abalone shell. You’ve got to see the Monterey coast
sometime. Make John take you when he finally starts
bringing in the bucks. I can’t believe a person could get to
be thirty years old and not have seen the California
coast."

"I bet it’s beautiful."
"Yeah. There’s a ton of stuff to do out there. I couldn’t

get bored if I tried."
Andrea asked quietly, "Do you ever wish Kirk wasn’t

how he is? You know, could you go for him?" (Andrea
had never laughed about Kirk’s being inert with
women.)

Evelyn scrunched up her nose and stared across the
street at Sister Judd sweeping her walk. Sister Judd must
have swept that walk every clear evening for thirty
years. "We have good times together. I just never think
of him like that. He’s pretty straight Mormon."

"Did you quit believing?"
Evelyn ran her palm against the cool cement of the

porch. "I thought I did for a while, long time ago. I was
mad about Dad." The concrete was smooth and grey
beneath her fingers.

Andrea pressed her daughter closer with a quick
movement and said, "Yeah, I know. Pretty bad."

Evelyn leaned forward and put her forehead against
her knees: "But how can you quit? The Angel Moroni
and all that stuff, it’s too bizarre for anybody to have
made up." She curled her arms around her shins. "Or
maybe it’s just something that if it gets written in you
before age two, it’s impossible to get rid of." She paused.

Andrea said, "So?"
Evelyn sat upright: "So I don’t care all that much

anymore. It’s dull. There’s something in me that can’t let
go, but I don’t have the energy for it or something.
Believing takes a lot out of you, and the returns don’t
seem all that hot. Boring, I guess. I have a lot of things to
do."

"Houseboat kind of things?"
Evelyn laughed, "Yeah, yeah, and don’t forget abalone

shells--superficial, that’s me."
"I didn’t mean it like that."
"I know. I’m sorry. So how’s life with John anyway?"
Andrea paused and looked at her for a minute, then

said, "We get along. Nice. Abbie’s fun sometimes, a lot of
trouble too. I don’t sing as much as I used to, just for
Church once in a while. It’s good though. I might start

teaching voice again; we’ve got a great music room in the
basement." She pressed her lips against her sleeping
child’s forehead and fingered the toddler’s fine blonde
curls.

The phone rang inside the house. After a moment,
Evelyn’s mother came out and said, "It’s for you Andrea.
It’s John."

"Will you hold her a minute?" She handed Abbie to
Evelyn, then went into the house. The child stirred and
Evelyn began to rock her like Andrea had done. She blew
air through Abbie’s downy hair. When was the last time
she had held an infant? A pale memory of herself and her
father shimmered now in her mind: he stood beneath
the limbs of an apricot tree, or apple. Evelyn thought it
was the day of her second birthday; he held her on his
shoulders--her legs straddling his neck, his big hands
tight round her ankles. Pick one, reach up, he said, and
pick one. But Evelyn wound her arms about his head and
pressed her face into his rough black hair. He wore her
like a helmet as he walked back across the grass. When
she was older, he let her ride piggyback. She would hold
onto his shirt and fling her head back to the air. Then she
was too big for that, and sometimes he held her hand as
they walked to Church or even when they crossed the
lawn to check the mailbox on Saturdays. He touched her
arm or shoulder only once in a while when she was
grown. Evelyn reached for Abbie’s curled hand. She
pulled one finger straight. The tiny nail looked like
something to kiss. She thought she and Abbie would
make a good photograph at that minute, but there was
no way to take it of herself without equipment. That was
too bad. It would have been something to look at. It
would have been.

"John left an important case history home," Andrea
said, letting the screen door swing shut behind her. "I’ve
got to whiz it up to him. Sorry I can’t stay, Ev. I’d have
liked to talk longer. Really, I would."

"That’s all right. You know what an arch-forgetter I
am so I know how he’s probably feeling right now." She
lifted Abbie up to Andrea. "Take care in Washington or
New York or wherever you’re going."

"Maryland."
"Pretty there.’"
"That’s what we’ve heard. When do you take off for

L.A.?"
"Sunday."
"We won’t be back. Write me, won’t you? Please? Let

me know what’s up and stuff. I wish I could be here
Thursday."

"I’m fine. Don’t worry about it. See you, Ann. Now
hurry so your man doesn’t get hell or whatever doctors
get when they do something bad."

Andrea laughed and waved as she crossed the walk to
her VW station wagon. She loaded Abbie into the back
and propped some pillows around her. "Bye, Evie. Don’t
stay away too long this time, okay?"

"Sure," Evelyn said. She turned and went into the
house.

She took her suitcases down the hall to her old
bedroom. On her way l~ack out to the kitchen she passed
the den. She stopped and leaned her head against the
doorframe. Her father’s hospital bed was flat and pushed
into a corner. Her mother had dozens of old family
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photos taped to the walls so that he’d been able to look at
them. They’d have to all be re-pasted in the photo
albums she’d taken them from. There was also a cheap
framed print of Christ she’d probably gotten at Deseret
Book. "Desert Book" Evelyn had once called it to Kirk,
"where one can breathe deep of a lot of hot air." She
didn’t mean that completely, but it sounded funny. She’d
say about anything for a laugh. She walked into the den
and sat down on the bed. There was only a plastic
mattress cover on it. When she was little she’d always
wanted a hospital bed because it would have electric
controls and you could put it into a lot of different
positions. The people from Robinson’s Medical Mart
would probably come and take this one away tomorrow
or next week.

"It wasn’t such a bad room for him to be in all that
time," her mother said, entering the den.

"No, Morn. It’s a nice room. You did a good job fixing it
up."

"I tried to do as best I knew how."
"That’s all you can do," A sudden wave of lilac water

cologne washed over her.
"He died, here in this bed, you know."
Evelyn said quietly, "He couldn’t die, not with you

here reading him Third Nephi and Revelation." Her
mother didn’t say anything; she stood near. Evelyn
closed her eyes and breathed deep the lilac smell. "He
just went to another place is all," she whispered.

"Now that’s my Evelyn talking. It all goes on and on,
doesn’t it?"

"It can, I feel. Sometimes I feel." For a minute she
forgot she lived in Los Angeles; the City of Fallen Angels
Joni Mitchell called it. She lived here, on Sixth Avenue
and C Street. She had always lived here. She let her body
fall slowly to one side. Her cheek pressed against the
plastic cover.

"Tired, Evie?"
"Uh huh."
"I wish you wouldn’t push yourself so hard with that

job."
"I like taking pictures."
"I know. I just mean slow down a bit. What are

pictures, after all?"
"Things to look at," Evelyn murmured, "like Daddy

looked at the pictures all taped to these walls." There
were pictures of her grandparents and their parents and
of her and Reuben and their mother and of the houses
they’d all lived in and the Christmas trees they’d had,
most of the pictures taken on an old Brownie camera or a
Kodac Instamatic. At.her job, Evelyn took pictures of
china, and liquor bottles, and gamerooms in hotels,
things like that. "Last week, I photographed wood-inlaid
backgammon boards," she said. The lilac smell was faded
now, suddenly, like it had come.

"Remember how I used to rub your feet? Would you
like me to give you a foot massage, Evie? I think it
might help you relax." Evelyn didn’t answer. "I’ve got
some Alpha Keri right here in the closet." Her mother
went to the closet and got the lotion. She sat down at the
end of the bed. "Stretch out now, and let me have your
feet in my lap." Evelyn did as she was told. Her mother
unbuckled her sandles and slipped them from her feet.
She wasn’t wearing socks or nylons. "I gave Dad a good

rubdown every night with the Alpha Keri. A good
rubbing is a comfort."

Evelyn thought of the chocolate Holy Ghost and
laughed against the plastic.

"What’s my girl laughing at?" her mother smiled as
she began massaging the sole of Evelyn’s foot.

"Do you think chocolate is a comfort, Mom? Why
don’t we get a big box of Mrs. Cavanaugh’s chocolates to
have here in the house? Can we?"

"Why of course we can, anything you want. Maybe
that’ll put some appetite back into you." Her mother
rubbed her feet for five minutes and she and Evelyn
didn’t talk. It was like her mother’s hands massaged
nerves all the way up Evelyn’s legs and spine and into her
head. There was the slow liquid feeling of lilac water
smell again. It seeped into her feet and rolled through
her calves and thighs and into her body. "Are you going
to go back to nursing, Mom?" she asked softly, her eyes
closed.

"Oh, maybe a day or so a week, up at LDS like I did
before Dad took sick. I’ll have more time for Grandma
now, and Reuben and his. I guess I’ll be busy enough if
that’s what you’re wondering." She massaged Evelyn’s
feet in the quiet dusk of the den. She said in a sad voice,
"It’s funny. I’ll miss it, tending him and that. It was a
time." Her hands were strong and soft against the soles
of Evelyn’s feet. Evelyn rolled from her side flat onto her
back. She lay quietly while her mother worked. Her
father was in her mind and then her mother.

"I didn’t mean to think that," she said, strangely.
"What’s that. Think what, Evie?"
She didn’t answer. She had thought as she lay there of

her friend Mona’s analyst, and how Mona had said she
laid on a couch when she went to him. Mona had gone to
Dr. Lloyd for two years twice a week. Now Mona knew
almost how every part of herself worked; she’d talked
through herself piece by piece. What Evelyn had thought
was a funny thought--that her mother could put a sign
in the living room window: FOOT SHRINK $60/hr.
Nobody that came to her mother would have to say
anything at all. But she didn’t mean to think that because
it was a strange disconnected kind of thought to be
having right now; it didn’t fit with what she was feeling
at all, but she laughed anyway. She couldn’t help it. Her
eyes were o!gen, and she stared at a tiny tan-colored
spider crawling upside-down across the ceiling: how did
a spider do that? Crawl upside down with nothing to
hold onto, but not fall off? She felt a wetness, a tiny line,
run down her right temple and to her ear. She knew in
the darkness the tears made silverish paths down her
temples.

"Where’s my girl?" she heard her mother’s worried
voice. "What does she want? Is it her dad?"

Evelyn closed her eyes and felt the heaviness of her
head against the flat, plastic-covered mattress. "No, I
don’t know. Maybe I want to be home."

"Of course you do, Evie," her mother said quietly,
"and you will be after Sunday. It’s natural to be out of
kilter when you’re not in your place you live."

"I know," Evelyn said. There was a kind of graveness
in her voice.
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[KENNETH L. CANNON II }

AFTER THE

MORMON POLYGAMY
1890 : 1906

The attitudes of Presidents Woodruff, Snow, and Smith help illuminate
the difficult process of abandoning plural marriage.

"~ /~’any Mormons present during the Church’s
|~, ]’| seventy-sixth annual General Conference of
I ~’ .~dkpri11906 must have been surprised to learn of
the resignations of John W. Taylor and Matthias F.
Cowley from the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles.
Others were undoubtedly relieved. The dismissal of
Apostles Taylor and Cowley from the Quorum
represented the first action taken by Church authorities
against those who advocated the continuation of plural
marriage.1 During the previous sixteen years
Mormondom had seen two Manifestos, a number of
"official" statements (and numerous contradictory
private ones by Church leaders), and a secretive but
persistent practice of "the principle" by some Church
leaders and laymen.*

This phenomenon of "new polygamy" is
overwhelmingly affirmed by recent historical research.2

*In this paper, "continuation" of polygamy refers solely to the
solemnization, sanction, and contraction of new plural marriages and
does not refer to the continued cohabitation of couples married in
polygamy before the issuance of the 1890 Manifesto. The terms
"polygamy" and "plural marriage" are used instead of the technically
more correct "polygyny" because of their common usage in Mormon
lore.

Its prolongation was variously received by the Church
leaders of this period (1890-1906), whose differing
opinions caused a great deal of stress in the leading
quorums of the Church.3 Since theoretically the Church
President had authority to sanction the performance of
new plural marriages, the sentiments of the three men
who held that office during this difficult period--
Wilford Woodruff, Lorenzo Snow, and Joseph F.
Smith--are especially significant.

While it may be impossible to know exactly what the
attitudes of these men were, several areas of
investigation prove enlightening: their statements and
actions and how their attitudes were perceived by
others; the number of plural marriages performed
during the incumbency of each; the officers in whose call
to the Church hierarchy each President had a central
role; and the attitudes (and changes in attitude) of other
General Authorities during this period. Conclusions
derived from these investigations will throw further
light on the difficult process the Mormon church went
through in ultimately abandoning its practice of plural
marriage.

Wilford Woodruff (7 April 1889-2 September 1898)

Wilford Woodruff Lorenzo Joseph F. Smith
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Wilford Woodruff’s Manifesto of September 1890
signaled the official end of polygamy in the Mormon
church. This ambiguous statement asserted that
Church leaders were not teaching or encouraging
polygamy nor were they allowing members to enter into
it. President Woodruff denied that polygamous
marriages had been carried out during the previous year,
declared his intent to submit to the laws of the land, and
vowed to use his influence to have Church members "do
likewise.’’4 Apparently Elder Woodruff and his two
counselors, George Q. Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, did
stop allowing couples to be married in polygamy for at
least a short time after the issuance of the Manifesto.5
Privately, however, the President told the Apostles that
he expected polygamists to continue to support their
wives, strongly implying that this support included
cohabitation.~

In October of the following year, President Woodruff
and other Church leaders publicly testified that plural
marriage had ceased, that "the Manifesto was intended
to apply to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints everywhere in every nation and country," and
that "we are giving no liberty to enter into polygamous
relations anywhere." Those who failed to obey the law
would be subject to Church discipline.7 Woodruff later
privately explained his remarks to fellow Church
leaders, stating that "he was placed in a position on the
witness stand that he could not answer other than he
did."s

As early as 1893, however, new plural marriages were
performed in Mexico, an idea initially proposed by
George Q. Cannon. Woodruff agreed with his first
counselor’s idea, letting Cannon direct this new
polygamy so that he would not participate directly as
Church President.9 Cannon’s responsibility included
choosing and setting apart certain Church leaders to
perform the marriages.10 In that year at least two
couples were married in Mexico, apparently with the
approbation of Wilford Woodruff and his two
counselors.ll

Throughout the mid-1890s the following scenario
was repeated on numerous occasions. Church members
who continued to believe that participation in polygamy
was necessary to their exaltation would approach
Wilford Woodruff, asking if there were not some way of
accomplishing a plural marriage. In some cases President
Woodruff probably told them that for the present plural
marriages were not permitted; others he referred to
George Q. Cannon who interviewed them and told them
of possibilities of plural marriage outside the United
States. If the couple were willing to move in order to
enjoy the benefits of polygamy, Cannon would send
them to a Church leader in Mexico or Canada, such as
Alexander F. MacDonald, George Teasdale, or Anthony
W. Ivins, who would perform the marriage.12 Elder
Cannon undoubtedly also told the couples to keep secret
what he had told them so that unfriendly Gentiles or
federal officials would not learn of the new marriages.

Between 1893 and 1896, at least two marriages were
performed every year. (See graph.) There are only slight
statistical aberrations during these years, probably
reflecting natural variations rather than changes in
Church policy. In 1897, the first full year after Utah
attained statehood, the number of plural marriages

increased dramatically, probably because after Utah
became a state, Church leaders realized they could allow
more polygamous marriages than before because federal
interference would be minimized.13 Charges of duplicity
would not be as damaging. While this in no way greatly
liberalized the number of Mormons who could marry in
polygamy, it might have changed attitudes enough to
cause the increase in number of marriages solemnized.14

However, these marriages and Wilford Woodruff’s
private clarifications of his public statements
repudiating polygamy were not matters of general
knowledge, a situation which resulted in confusion for
many members of the Church as they were left to their
own interpretations of their leaders’ public
pronouncements.15 Some who heard rumors about
President Woodruff’s true feelings concerning
polygamous cohabitation probably did not believe them;
others felt that the President was only beating"the devil
at his own game" by having members of the Church go

There seems to have been little
criticism of plural marriages
outside the United States among
those Latter-day Saints who

knew about them.

outside the United States to contract plural marriages.
There seems to have been little criticism of such
marriages among those Latter-day Saints who knew
about them.

The choice of men called to high Church office during
the Woodruff presidency is another important indicator
of Elder Woodruff’s attitudes toward post-Manifesto
polygamy. During his presidency, five men--Marriner
W. Merrill, Anthon H. Lund, Abraham H. Cannon,
Matthias F. Cowley, and Abraham Owen Woodruff--
were appointed to the Quorum of Twelve Apostles. All
were firmly committed to "the principle."16 Elders
Merrill, Lund, and Cannon were involved in polygamous
activities during Woodruff’s administration. Although it
is uncertain whether Apostles Cowley or Owen
Woodruff participated in such activities between their
calls in 1897 and President Woodruff’s death in 1898, it is
certain that both were actively engaged in polygamy
thereafter.

Among the Quorum of the Twelve and the First
Presidency between 1890 and 1898, at least 58 percent of
the members took an active part in post-Manifesto
polygamy. If Matthias Cowley and Owen Woodruff are
included, the proportion is 70 percent.~7 Historical
records indicate that only two men seem to have had
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WlLFORD WOODRUFF LORENZO SNOW JOSEPH F. SMITH
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PLURAL MARRIAGES BY YEAR, 1890-19047 
On the accompanying graph the upper line represents the number of marriages I have sufficiently documented to reasonably

ascertain the date of marriage, the persons married, and the fact that the marriages were solemnized with some semblance of Church
authority. This represents only a portion of plural marria~.es performed during the period; and because of its incomplete nature, the
graph should be viewed only as suggestive. The lower line,is based on the Anthony W. Ivins marriage record and is especially useful in
tracing the attitudes of Lorenzo Snow and Joseph F. Smith.

Wilford Woodruff died in 1898 and was succeeded the same year by Lorenzo Snow. When Lorenzo Snow died in 1901, Joseph F.
Smith was called to be President. Because two men presided over the Mormon church during these two years, the graph inaccurately
represents the number of marriages solemnized under the administrations of the men during 1898 and 1901. In 1898, 15 of the 17
plural marriages were performed while Wilford Woodruff was alive and only two after Lorenzo Snow became President. Of the 20
marriages in 1901, 15 were solemnized while Snow was President and 5 were solemnized after Smith became President.

qualms about the continuation of polygamy during
President Woodruff’s lifetime: Francis M. Lyman and
Lorenzo Snow.is

Lorenzo Snow (13 September 1898-10 October 1901)
When Lorenzo Snow acceded to the presidency in late

1898, he charted a course different from his predecessor.
Shortly after becoming president he announced that
plural marriage would not be preached, for it was
contrary to the laws of the land.19 The national
embarrassment of the Church on the subject of
polygamy which accompanied B.H. Roberts’s election to
and subsequent exclusion from the U.S. House of
Representatives in the last two years of the nineteenth
century20 may have strengthened President Snow’s
conviction that the Church’s promises needed to be kept.
As President, he felt he was in a position to bring the
public position and the private practices of the Church
more into harmony with each other.

In December 1899 and January 1900 Lorenzo Snow
published statements in the Deseret News denying that
any plural marriages had been performed with proper

authority since 1890 and affirming that no such
marriages had been or would be approved by him.21 In a
meeting with the Apostles in January 1900, Snow
expressed the fear that some new marriages were being
solemnized without his knowledge or sanction.
According to the Journal History account of the meeting

[President Snow], without reference to anyone present,
said that there were brethren who still seemed to have
the idea that it was possible under his administration to
obtain a plural wife and have her sealed to him. He
authorized and requested the brethren present to
correct this impression wherever they find it. He said
emphatically that it could not be done. President Cannon
moved that this be seconded as the mind and will of the
Lord. Seconded by Brother Lyman and carried
unanimously.22

A year later President Snow privately expressed the
same sentiments to Apostle Brigham Young, Jr., stating
he had never given his consent for plural marriage and
adding "God has removed this privilege from the
people."23
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Both Church leaders and the general membership of
the Church seem to have perceived a change in Church
policy instituted by Snow’s administration. In 1911, for
example, Francis M. Lyman expressed his belief that
Lorenzo Snow had changed the basic position of the
Church toward the continuation of plural marriage
when he took office in 1898,24 and Apostle John Henry
Smith told Alexander MacDonald in May 1901 that no
more plural marriages were to be performed.25

Only statements made by Matthias F. Cowley in his
1911 trial for membership give any indication that
President Snow might have allowed some plural
marriages to be performed. Cowley testified that when
he once approached the President about solemnizing a
plural marriage, Lorenzo Snow told him that he "would
not interfere with Brother Woodruff’s and Cannon’s
work."2o It is therefore possible that President Snow did
indirectly consent to some plural marriages which had
been authorized earlier by Presidents Woodruff and
Cannon, especially before making his strong statements
in late December 1899 and January 1900. However,
Cowley cannot be seen as a disinterested party since he
knew his case would be served by such statements.
Almost all other evidence indicates Lorenzo Snow
conscientiously tried to put a stop to new polygamy. He
was largely unsuccessful.

While signals from Salt Lake City indicated the
abandonment of polygamy, marriages continued to be
solemnized in the Mexican colonies by John W. Taylor,
Matthias Cowley, and others.27 Mexican colonists
probably assumed that Lorenzo Snow’s statements were
simply new attempts to ward off outside suspicion and
interference. The only indication that President Snow’s
strict position on new polygamy might have been to
some extent followed in the Mexican colonies is that the
number of marriages solemnized there by Anthony W.
Ivins dropped drastically during Snow’s presidency. It is
possible that Elder Ivins, who often claimed he never
solemnized a marriage without proper authority, did not
believe that Snow was permitting many marriages and
therefore performed very few.

The statistics indicate that in 1899, the first full year
of Lorenzo Snow’s presidency, the number of plural
marriages dropped significantly.2s In 1900, however,-the
total number of marriages increased sharply, a fact that
seems especially ironic in light of Snow’s public
statements of late 1899 and 1900. In 1901 the total
number of marriages remained high, but the number
performed by Ivins remained low.29

These statistics are directly related to an increasing
polarization in Church leadership. Whereas most plural
marriages during Wilford Woodruff’s administration
were performed outside the United States, a number of
marriages after 1898 were performed in America,
apparently initiated by members of the Church
leadership. Marriner W. Merrill, Matthias Cowley, John
W. Taylor, Frank Y. Taylor, George M. Cannon, John M.
Cannon, Hugh J. Cannon, Henry S. Tanner, and perhaps
Owen Woodruff are some of the prominent leaders who
married plural wives in the United States during Snow’s
presidency.30 Yet Lorenzo Snow almost certainly had
nothing to do with these marriages and probably had no
knowledge of them.

Why did these leaders continue in a practice to which
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the Church President was so openly opposed? One
possibility is that President Snow’s two counselors in the
First Presidency, George Q. Cannon and Joseph F.
Smith, maintained their support for and sanctioned
plural marriages without President Snow’s knowledge
between 1898 and 1901.32 For example, when George Q.
Cannon set apart Matthias Cowley to perform
polygamous marriages in 1898 or 1899, he told him to
talk to no one about the marriages.32 Joseph F. Smith
may have performed a plural marriage in Salt Lake City
in 1900.33 This indicates that President Cannon and
probably President Smith believed so deeply in
polygamy that they were willing to keep their actions
from the Church President. With the First Presidency
thus divided, members of the Quorum of Twelve would
have received mixed signals from the highest governing
body of the Church.

Thus for the first time since the 1840s there existed
sharply polarized positions about plural marriage in the

Almost all the evidence indicates
Lorenzo Snow conscientiously
tried to put a stop to new
polygamy. He was largely

unsuccessful.

leading quorums of the Church. The two men called to
the Quorum of the Twelve during Lorenzo Snow’s
administration reflected the President’s beliefs and
increased that polarization. Rudger Clawson, a one-time
polygamist, had only one wife when he was called as an
Apostle in 1898. Although no indication has been found
that he actively participated in post-Manifesto
polygamy, he may have approved its continuation. For
example, he opposed Joseph F. Smith’s "Second
Manifesto" of 1904 because he felt it would cause much
heartache.34

Reed Smoot, Snow’s other appointee, was a
monogamist and one of a rising group of Mormons who
were ready to throw off the nineteenth century
practices which had brought so much ill will on the
Church. By doing this, these younger Mormons hoped
to assimilate their church into the mainstream of
American society. This is not to say Elder Smoot was not
committed to the Church. Indeed, it was because of his
commitment and his assessment of what Mormonism
had to do to survive that he supported the abandonment
of "unusual" Mormon practices.35

Other members of the Quorum, such as Francis M.
Lyman, began openly to oppose the continuation of
polygamy. Some, such as John Henry Smith, apparently
changed their attitudes after Lorenzo Snow became
President. Still other Apostles and even members of the



First Presidency simply did not follow Snow’s directions.
This divergence of opinion among the hierarchy caused
tensions and, as Thomas Alexander has suggested, was
one of the things which threatened the collegiality of the
leading quorums of the Mormon church at the turn of
the century.36

Joseph F. Smith (17 October 1901-19 November
1918)

The confusion and division persisted in the
administration of Joseph F. Smith, Lorenzo Snow’s
successor. The .extent of Smith’s involvement in post-
Manifesto polygamy is clouded by conflicting evidence.
He may have performed plural marriages in 189637 and
190038 while he was an Apostle, although the evidence is
inconclusive. It is certain, however, that he did know
about the new plural marriages being performed during
Lorenzo Snow’s administration and probably approved
of them. And there is evidence that President Smith

By throwing off the nineteenth
century practices, younger
Mormons hoped to assimilate
their church into the mainstream

of American society.

allowed new marriages to be performed during his
presidency. Orson Pratt Brown, a bishop in the Mexican
colonies, related that on a visit to Salt Lake City he
presented President Smith with the marriage records of
Alexander F. MacDonald. The President reportedly
surveyed the record, stated that "all of this work that
Brother MacDonald performed was duly authorized by
me," and told Brown to keep the record in Mexico so that
a search in Salt Lake City could not unearth the records
if federal marshals were to get permission to look for
just such materials.39 Additionally, a child of a plural
marriage performed in 1903 by Anthony W. Ivins stated
that Joseph F. Smith sent a letter to Brother Ivins
authorizing that marriage.40

In a 1911 telegram to Reed Smoot, President Smith
implied his tacit approval of the marriages:

If the president inquires about new polygamy tell him
the truth. Tell him that President Cannon was the first
to conceive the idea that we could consistently
countenance polygamy beyond the confines of the
Republic where we have no chartered law against it, and
consequently he authorized the solemnization of
polygamy in Mexico and Canada after the Manifesto of
1890, and the men occupying presiding positions who
became polygamists since the manifesto did it in good
faith.41

Joseph F. Smith’s choice of men to be appointed to high

Church office suggests that he may have facilitated the
eventual demise of polygamy by choosing men who
were willing to abandon the practice. Of the men
appointed to the First Presidency or Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles between 1901 and 1906, threemJohn
R. Winder, Charles W. Penr0se and Orson F. Whitney--
were polygamists. Four--Hyrum M. Smith, George
Albert. Smith, George F. Richards, and David O.
McKay--were monogamists. There is no indication that
any of the seven were involved in post-Manifesto
polygamy.

Additionally, there exist statements, both public and
private, that seem to indicate President Smith’s
opposition to the principle. In 1902 he told Brigham
Young Jr. that no plural marriages were "taking place to
his knowledge in the Church either in the U.S. or any
other country." He further stated, "It is thoroughly
understood and has been for years that no one is
authorized to perform any such marriages.’’42 In a
meeting of the Apostles in November 1903, President
Smith told the leaders that "he had ~aot.given his ¢onsen.~
to anyone to solemnize plural marriages" and "that he
did not know of any such cases." He went on to insist
that if members of the Church were en’tering into poly-
gamous marriages they were bringing trouble "upon the
whole community.’’43

In 1904 President Smith was called to testify before
the Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections
investigating Reed Smoot, who had recently been sent
to the U.S. Senate by Utah’s state legislature. His
testimony included the following statement:

It has been the continuous and conscientious practice
and rule of the church ever since the manifesto to
~bserve that manifesto with regard to plural marriages;
and from that time till to-day there has never been, to my
knowledge, a plural marriage performed with the
understanding, instruction, connivance, counsel, or
permission of the presiding authorities of the church, in
any shape or form; and I know whereof I speak,
gentlemen, in relation to that matter.44

Evidence collected during the Smoot investigation had
created bad publicity for the Church and there was great
pressure on President Smith to reaffirm Mormonism’s
repudiation of polygamy.4S Despite opposition from
some members of the hierarchy, he therefore issued a
statement in April 1904 reaffirming the 1890
Manifesto’s prohibition of marriages "violative of the
laws of the land." He denied that marriages had taken
place and went on to announce the prospective policy of
the Church that anyone thereafter performing or
entering into a plural marriage would be subject to
excommunication from the Church.46

The case for abandonment of post-Manifesto
polygamy was strengthened during this period by some
strategic changes in the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles. Brigham Young, Jr., a proponent of polygamy
and president of the Quorum, died in 1903. He was
succeeded as president by Francis M. Lyman, the Apostle
most opposed to the continuation of the practice. The
vacancy in the Quorum was filled by George Albert
Smith, who also favored abandonment. Charles W.
Penrose, who had similar feelings, replaced Owen
Woodruff at his death in mid-1904.
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However, other apostles--Marriner W. Merrill, John
W. Taylor, Matthias Cowley, and perhaps George
Teasdale--interpreted the 1904 Manifesto much as
Wilford Woodruff’s Manifesto had been interpreted by
Church leaders in the early 1890s. These men believed
that marriage still could be performed outside the
United States. Abiding by this interpretation, Matthias
Cowley was married to a woman in Canada in 1905 and
John W. Taylor probably solemnized marriages outside
the country.47

The Senate’s investigation of Reed Smoot continued
in 1904 and 1905 and the Committee on Privileges and
Elections was still very interested in having Apostles
Taylor and Cowley appear before it. Elder Smoot wrote
in letters to President Smith that all he heard in
Washington was "Taylor and Cowley, Taylor and
Cowley.’’4s Pressure was mounting on the First
Presidency and Quorum of the Twleve either to force
these Apostles to testify or to discipline them in some
way.49 In October 1905 Taylor and Cowley were asked
to submit their resignations to Francis M. Lyman,
president of the Twelve, to be announced if the need
arose.50

Senator Smoot, constantly called upon to defend the
Church and its reluctance to discipline Elders Taylor and
Cowley,51 had wanted the two men dropped from the
Quorum for some time but knew that that body would
not do so unless absolutely necessary. The Apostle-
Senator must have been relieved when George F. Gibbs,
secretary to the First Presidency, telegraphed him on 7
December 1905 that Smoot could use the resignations
whenever the time seemed ripe. Yet Senator Smoot
replied in a long letter to the First Presidency that he did
not want to be responsible for the "sacrifice" of Taylor
and Cowley and that their resignations would do no
good at the present. He did add, however, that the
announcement should be made at some future time to
placate anti-Mormon feelings in Washington, D.C.52
But the same day that he wrote the letter, Reed Smoot
received a telegram from Gibbs to the effect that the
sentiments of the Church fathers had changed and that
the "brethren" were not in favor of "sacrificing" Taylor
and Cowley for the time being.53 However, by the next
week Francis M. Lyman wrote Smoot telling him that he
was "at perfect liberty to use the resignations"
whenever he saw fit.54

On 9 March 1906 Charles Wo Penrose wrote Senator
Smoot asking that he forestall a decision of the Senate
committee in his case until after the April conference of
the Church because of actions that would occur there
which would have a bearing on the case.ss The action
alluded to was the announcement of the resignations of
Taylor and Cowley. Between December 1905 and April
1906 it had been decided that the two should no longer
serve as members of the Quorum of Twelve Apostles.

In April three new Apostles were sustained to replace
Martinet W. Merrill, a leading proponent of post-
Manifesto polygamy who had died earlier that year, and
Taylor and Cowley. The addition of these men firmly
placed in the majority the faction favoring the
abandonment of polygamy. When George Teasdale died
in 1907, the entire group of men who favored continuing
new marriages was gone from the quorum, either

through death or dismissal.s6
John W. Taylor and Matthias F. Cowley believed that

they would be reinstated after the whole affair blew
over;~7 Reed Smoot feared that would be the case.
However, the prevailing sentiments among the Twelve
was such that not only were the tw6 not reinstated as
Apostles, they were further disciplined by their former
quorum--five years later Cowley was disfellowshipped
and Taylor excommunicated.s~

Thus through the first several years of Joseph F.
Smith’s presidency, it seems probable that he allowed
plural marriages to continue, although the evidence is
equivocal. He may have carefully denied connection
with the practice on several occasions, but always
qualified his statements by such phrases as "to my
knowledge" and marriages "violative of the laws of the
land."

So regardless of these denials, Joseph F. Smith’s

The case for abandonment of
post-Manifesto polygamy was
strengthened by strategic
changes in the Quorum of the

Twelve Apostles.

accession to the presidency seemed to have signaled to
many people a relaxation of Church policy in relation to
polygamy, both at home and in the Mexican colonies,s9
Several people close to Reed Smoot, for example,
doubted that President Smith would issue any
statement affirming the Church’s abandonment of
plural marriage. Senator Smoot’s personal secretary,
Carl A. Badger, expressed surprise when he learned of
President Smith’s 1904 statement.60 Couples married
between 1901 and 1904 believed their marriages had
been performed with proper authorization.61 Matthias
F. Cowley testified in 1911 that he believed President
Smith "was not opposed to these marriages if it could be
done without trouble with the government.’’62 Thus
Cowley as v~ell as others who continued to perform
marriages believed that at the least Joseph F. Smith did
not oppose new marriages if they could be done
unobtrusively.

The perception of this relaxed attitude is reinforced by
the available statistics of marriages performed.
According to’the accumulated data (certainly not
complete), five marriages were solemnized in 1901 after
Joseph F. Smith was sustained as President. Twenty
marriages were performed the next year, and there were
thirty-three marriages in 1903, more than in any other
year between 1890 and 1904. By the time the "second
Manifesto" was issued in April 1904, ten marriages had
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already been performed. Apparently the last marriage
sanctioned by the proper authorities was solemnized on
March 29, 1904; the couple had been told to move up
their marriage date because a statement might be
forthcoming in April Conference.63

Anthony Ivins’s record also reveals that he solemnized
more marriages during the Smith administration than
during the previous two administrations combined.
Since Elder Ivins insisted on authorization for the
ceremonies he performed, it would suggest that Joseph
F. Smith did sanction a number of marriages during
those first years of his presidency.64

Thus Joseph F. Smith’s attitudes toward the practice
of polygamy seem ambivalent. He not only gave the
public and the U.S. government inaccurate views of the
practice, but he also kept his support of the "new
polygamy" from some of his fellow Church leaders. His
public statements and testimony before the Senate

During three administrations
following the I890 Manifesto,
there existed notable ambiguity
toward polygamy in the ruling

councils o[ the Church.

committee could be explained by asserting "he had had
to say what he did in Washington to protect the
Church."65 But how could he explain his statements to
the Quorum of the Twelve made at a time when he was
consenting to plural marriages?

President Smith probably did not feel he could
outwardly go back on policies Lorenzo Snow had
established because of possible disapproval from such
powerful Apostles as Francis M. Lyman. However, a
larger proportion of the Apostles was still favorably
disposed to the continuation of plural marriage when
Joseph F. Smith became President; perhaps he privately
told some of them he approved of their polygamous
activities while placating others by making statements
against the continuation of polygamy.66 In any case, it is
quite certain that such men as Francis M. Lyman and
Reed Smoot believed for many years that President
Smith had had nothing to do with the new polygamy.67

Conclusions
During the three administrations and sixteen years

following the 1890 Manifesto,-there existed a notable
ambiguity toward polygamy in the ruling councils of the
Church. President Wilford Woodruff advocated the
continued practice and apparently made this clear to his
fellow high-ranking Church leaders, though he and they
scrupulously kept it secret from the public and most of
the Church. President Snowseems to have been

straightforward in his opposition to the continued
practice of polygamy and made his feelings known to the
Apostles. President Smith supported the practice but
evidently was careful in his selection of fellow Church
leaders to whom he made his feelings known.

The common denominator in the administrations of
Presidents Woodruff and 5n~v seems to have been
George Q. Cannon. It was Elder Cannon who conceived
of the idea that plural marriages could be performed
outside the United States and it was he who authorized
men to perform plural marriages during Wilford
Woodruff’s presidency. President Cannon also
apparently secretly authorized plural marriages during
Lorenzo Snow’s administration despite President
Snow’s opposition and Cannon’s supposed acceptance of
the President’s views. George Q. Cannon died in April
1901, seven months before Lorenzo Snow’s death.6s
After Cannon’s demise, Apostles such as Matthias
Cowley, John W. Taylor, Marriner W. Merrill, George
Teasdale, and Owen Woodruff carried on his work.
After Snow’s death, these Church leaders worked with
the tacit approval of the new president, Joseph F. Smith.

The statistics indicate that few plural marriages were
allowed in the early 1890s. The number rose
dramatically after 1896, the year Utah was made a state.
Plural marriages dropped in 1899 but rose again in 1900
and 1901, despite Lorenzo Snow’s best efforts. In 1902
and 1903 more plural marriages were solemnized than in
the other post-Manifesto years. The number finally
dropped off drastically after 1904, although some plural
marriages were still performed without the sanction of
the First Presidency of the Church.

The men ordained as Apostles under President
Woodruff and Snow largely reflected each man’s
attitudes on polygamy. Wilford Woodruff’s appointees
supported the continuation of polygamy while the men
called by Lorenzo Snow did not. Those ordained apostles
while Joseph F. Smith was president were similar to
those called during President Snow’s administration--
more were monogamists than polygamists, all
apparently favoring abandonment of polygamy.
President Smith seemingly recognized that, despite his
own feelings, the Church needed to show its good faith
by eventually abandoning the practice completely and so
called men who would facilitate such an abandonment.

During Wilford Woodruff’s term as President, there
was generally harmony in the ruling quorums of the
Church on the question of polygamy, for only a few
Apostles opposed its continuation in the first few years
after the Manifesto. The harmony was disrupted,
however, when Lorenzo Snow assumed office.
Although a few leaders modified their views to be more
in harmony with his, a majority did not. When Joseph F.
Smith became President in 1901, he attempted to placate
both factions by allowing polygamous marriages while
denying he was doing so. His Manifesto of 1904
reaffirmed the Church’s official termination of plural
marriage; but for almost two years thereafter, he did
nothing to discipline those who refused to follow the
dictates of the Manifesto. In late 1905, the Quorum of
the Twelve Apostles was still vacillating on the question
of what to do to its members who failed to abide by the
1904 ruling. Not until 1906, when three new Apostles
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were appointed was there a consensus in the Quorum
favoring the abandonment of polygamy.

But the tensions and difficulties of polygamy did not
end in 1906. It was not until three years later that a
committee was formed to investigate members of the
Church who persisted in the active practice of
polygamy.69 In 1911 a policy was propounded to the
effect that marriages performed before 1904 would be
recognized as valid by the Church.70 Throughout the
years that followed, Mormons who continued to take
new wives were disciplined by the LDS church and many
ot these people formed sects which are loosely iden-
tified as "Fundamentalist" groups. These are the major
surviving vestiges of a very difficult period of Mormon
history.
KENNETH L. CANNON II is an attorney in Salt Lake City. He holds a
J.D. and an M.A. in history from BYU.
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Secretary To  l’he Senator:
Carl A. Badger And The Smoot Hearings
Utah will never be a tame, common-place field; there will always be elements of surprise and
sensation entering into the local situation.1

A POSTLE Reed Smoot was sworn into the United States Senate on 5
March 1903 amid a whirlwind of criticism focusing on the nature
nd status of his qualifications.2 Senate hearings were later

convened to investigate the charges against the Senator. The controversy
affected few more intimately than Smoot’s 25-year-old personal
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It was with humiliation that I heard the brethren acknowledge that the[y]
had broken the law of God and of their country
secretary, Carl A. Badger.3 "I believe," Badger wrote
"that we all feel that the case is much more serious than
it was ever thought it would be.’’4 On another occasion
he noted, "The investigation is going to be no little affair,
but long and searching, and they are going to take plenty
of time to do it in.’’s

Two separate, though related, petitions had been filed
protesting the Senator’s seat. The first, carrying the
signatures of 19 (later 18 when one of the signatories
withdrew) non-Mormons from Utah--most of whom
represented many of the state’s "gentile" churches--
came to be known as the Citizens’ Protest. The signers
alleged that Smoot was unfit as a United States Senator
on several grounds, all of which centered on his
ecclesiastical standing with the Mormon church. That
church, they contended, continued both to countenance
and sanction polygamy and polygamous cohabitation
despite the 1890 Church-adopted Manifesto banning
such marital relations.6 The second protest was issued
separately by John L. Leilich, Superintendent of
Missions of the Utah District for the Methodist
Episcopal Church. Leilich, wl~o came to be known as ’"lie
like’’7 in Utah circles, had also attached his name to the
Citizens" Protest. His charges, echoing those of the
Citizens’, were especially inflammatory. In addition to
the Citizens’ allegations, he contended that Smoot
himself was a post-1890 polygamist and bound by a
treasonous obligation as a member of the Mormon
church that disqualified him from taking the oath of U.S.
Senator.8

Smoot was asked by the Senate Committee on
Privileges and Elections to respond to both protests in
late November 1903. The Mormon Senator’s defense
submitted in early January 1904 was cautiously
constructed. He sidestepped the issue of his ecclesiastical
position as irrelevant and answered simply that there
were only two points which might legally prohibit his
retaining a seat in the Senate: first, that he was a
polygamist, and second, that he was bound by a religious
oath incompatible with the one administered to in-
coming U.S. senators. Smoot’s strategy was clear: the
accusations were to focus on him personally rather than
on the Church which claimed his allegiance. The
Committee’s members, chaired by Julius Caesar
Burrows of Michigan, met on 16 January to discuss the
charges and to hear the two teams of attorneys’ oral
arguments. Robert W. Tayler and Thomas P. Stevensen
represenfed the Citizens’ group. Representing Smoot
were two non-Mormons, A. S. Worthington and
Wildemar Van Cott. Both had been purposely chosen so
as to minimize accusations of Church interference.
After considerable discussion, it became evident that the
case against the Senator, despite his careful
maneuvering, was to be directed more at the Mormon
church as a whole than at one man and was to rest
primarily on three points: 1) the LDS church had not
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entirely discontinued plural marriages, 2) Church
authorities not only defended but themselves practiced
polygamous cohabitation, and 3) the Church interfered
in and influenced to some extent the politics of Utah and
surrounding states.9

Carl A. Badger’s career as secretary to the newly
elected U.S. Senator from Utah was initially a fluke--the
whimsical afterthought of a 23 year-old political eager
beaver. He belatedly applied for the position in January
1903, having several months earlier been informed that
because of state rules, he was too young to run for the
Utah legislature. Taking the news of his ineligibility
stoically, he recorded, "Though it is not a crime to be a
young man it debars me from trying my wings. But then
who knows but that in itself is a blessing.’’1° Less than
six months later, the anxious Badger confidently mused,
"I am in politics.., very much. [I] started by threatening
to run for the legislature but withdrew when I found
that I am not old enough by a year. I then determined to
try for Reed Smoot[’]s secretaryship if he be elected
Senator. This purpose I have held to.’’11 Two days after
Smoot’s election to the Senate by a majority of the
Republican members of the Utah state legislature, he
deftly explained to his hopeful employer, "I wish I could
offer you the wisdom, the experience, the ability that
comes only with years; as it is, all that I have is the
enthusiasm, the determination of youth. I feel that this
is the chance of a life time and if I am your choice, I am
resolved to make the most of my opportunity.’’12

Badger was not the only up-and-coming politician
intent on securing the position of secretary to the
Senator. J. Reuben Clark, Jr., applied for the
secretaryship in late November 1902, two full months
before Badger, and was supported by several prominent
Utahns, among whom figured President Joseph F.
Smith, Smoot’s ecclesiastical superior. Smith went so far
as to note his personal recommendation of Clark in a
brief, handwritten postscript to Clark’s letter of
application. Still Carl A. Badger was chosen by Reed
Smoot over Clark, Jr.~3

Badger, undoubtedly reflecting the views of many
Washington observers, did not believe that official
hearings on Smoot’s qualifications would open that
spring. "There’s every disposition," he wrote, "on the
part of the Committee on Privileges and Elections not to
take the case up, and there are weighty political reasons
why it should not be done at this time." He believed
Smoot’s own party would see to it that"all these charges
[not be aired] at the present time. For this reason I do not
believe that the Committee will go into the Senator’s
case at this session, nor next summer, but next winter
when the campaign is behind us, they will go into the
situation thoroughly." The pragmatic Smoot, however,
did not share his secretary’s optimism. Badger informed
his brother-in-law, "[The Senator] believes that the case
will be gone into right away, but everything points the
other way to me."~a Young Badger’s political instincts in
this instance quickly proved erroneous. Official
hearings opened at Washington, D.C., two weeks later
on 2 March 1904.
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The protestants first witness on the opening day of
testimony had been carefully selected: President of
Smoot’s church, Joseph F. Smith. It was he, the Citizens’
group believed, who most fully embodied the evil they
perceived existing, perhaps thriving, within the
Mormon church. They realized that his testimony
would set the tenor for the remainder of the
proceedings. And, although no doubt unintentionally so,
the President’s testimony did confirm, in part, the basic
thrust of the protestants’ contentions. He was
questioned at length about his and the Church’s views
on doctrine, its involvement in business and politics, as
well as his own personal affairs and conduct regarding
plural marriage. Under intense examination, Smith
repeatedly admitted that he continued to live with his
wives, all of whom he had married prior to the 1890 ban,
in in spite of existing laws declaring their intercourse
illicit,is Once this facet of Smith’s life was exposed, it
was an easy matter to brand the President a flagrant
law-breaker, a common criminal in priestly robes. The
implication for Smoot’s qualifications then became
obvious: while himself not guilty, his close, intimate
association with law-breakers, such as Smith, plainly
rendered him undesirable as a member of the U.S.
Senate. Smith’s confessed polygamous cohabitation
sparked the already smoldering kindle into full flame.

Initially, Badger’s reactions to his President’s
testimony were hopeful. "The admissions made by
President Smith have aroused great newspaper
indignation," he wrote, "and I suppose we will have to
take newspaper opinion for public opinion. The
President has been on the stand for five days and he has
done remarkably well. He has made a few statements
that were unnecessary, but, judged as a whole (as Mr.
Richards1o says), it would never do to give him another
chance in the hope of bettering his impression.’’17

As testimony in the case continued, however, Smith
followed by President of the Quorum of the Twelve
Francis M. Lyman, Badger’s attitude became less
positive. His exposure to members of his church’s upper
echelon led lqim painfully to conclude that several of his
ecclesiastical leaders, men he had sustained as
"Prophets, Seers, and Revelators," had not been entirely
honest in their earlier promises to the United States
government and later personal conduct. The force of his
feelings is apparent in the following excerpts from his
letters:

The people at home may be proud of the showing we
have made here, but I am not. It was with humiliation
that I heard the brethren acknowledge that the[y] had
broken the law of God and of their country. I know that
it is folly to condemn individuals when we all are in the
same muddle. Public sentiment, the sentiment that you
and I have helped create, has sustained them in what
they have done. The great wrong is in an attempt to
continue what we have promised to give up. I for one
hope that the whole truth will come out; I am not in a
mood to hide a thing,is

I do not think that the brethren realize what they say
when the[y] declare that they have broken the law of
God,--they make him out a very easy "Boss." The truth
of the matter is that very few of our people have been
willing to admit that the Manifesto was a revelation and
that the leading authorities have not encouraged this
view, but rather that the necessities of the case

compelled that we openly give up what we secretly clung
I for one want to see polygamy go, and I believe

that we have got to ask aid from the enemy to have it go,
that is, that we have not strength of character to live up
to our promises, we need a little compulsion from the
outside.l°

I hope our people will look at this matter in its true light;
we have got to learn our lessons, and instead of shouting
about the opportunity which we have had of teaching
our faith to the world, we ought to dot down the
unpleasant but obvious fact, that the lesson which the
world is learning from the testimony thus far given is,
that we have failed to keep our word. I wish our people
could come to the conclusion that this investigation had
not been wholly creditable to us.2°

Though of polygamous stock himself, Badger had little
sympathy for the Church’s "celestial law.""I am afraid,"
he confided to his journal, "I believe more in the
inspiration of the Manifesto than of the selection of the
D&C which says we ’must’ practice that principle.’’21

Badger was particularly critical of Apostles John W.
Taylor and Matthias W. Cowley, the two most
prominent General Authorities whose practice of post-
Manifesto polygamy was strongly suspected. "Apostles
Taylor and Cowley must come to Washington," Badger
insisted, "or everything that the protestants may desire
to impute to them will be taken as confessed."22 "I want
to see Brother Taylor compelled to make this
admission," he also pushed. "I think we are greatly
indebted to him for all this ’unpleasantness’,--if you can
refer to a national scandal as such.’’23 Subpoenaed to
appear before the Investigations Committee, both men
successfully avoided their summons. Badger lamented,

If thesemen do not come, and from all that I can learn
they do not want to come, we are in a bad place .... I do
not know whether I can convey to you the seriousness
with which I view this matter, but I am absolutely certain
that nothing that they can say can hurt us as their refusal
to come will hurt us. They are the ones against whom the
charges that the Apostles have been teaching polygamy
is made, and for them to stay away will be to admit all
that can be charged against them. I do not hesitate to say
that it will be a shame and a disgrace if they do not
come .24

In early April, several weeks after President Smith’s
homecoming, he issued what has since been commonly
termed the "second Manifesto." His own sense of urgent
need for stronger reassurances had coincided with the
advice of his closest confidants. When Smith’s
announcement appeared in Washington newspapers,
Badger could not have been more elated. "I almost
tumbled out of my chair," he wrote,

when the boy brought the paper this morning and I read
the heading, --"Yield to the Law"--"Polygamy Renounced
by Conference of Mormons." I was very glad to read the
statement made by President Smith. I do not see how he
could do more. I wish it had come ten years ago, but, in
this world we are not changed in the twinkling of an eye,
we grow more and more unto the perfect day .... If I
wanted to be critical, ! would point to the fact that the
language of the statement is all in the future tense, that
is, the part which declares punishment. Then the
wording "will be liable to be dealt with," etc., might,
according to my opinion, be better rendered, "will be
excommunicated"; that word "liable" is a weak word, but



We are occupying a cowardly, hypocritical attitude in this matter, and cannot
but reap a harvest of humiliation and shame.

if the people will put strength into it, it will serve the
purpose.2~

The first round of Committee testimony concluded
one month later, on 2 May, in anticipation of the
Senate’s summer recess. Hearings were not to open
Testimony then proved to be fast-paced, intense, and
often just as sensational as earlier. The protestants
presented 21 witnesses in the short space of eight days
before hearings adjourned on 20 December for the
Christmas break. The bulk of this second round
centered on the Church’s temple ceremonies. Various
witnesses, most often apostate or disaffected, testified,
occasionally in detail, of Mormonism’s most sacred
rituals. Photographs of a man, masked by a large, white
wig and beard, demonstrating what purported to be
several ritualistic gestures, appeared in the front pages
of The New York Herald and The Washington Times. Excerpts
frm the then-in-progress hearings tantalized readers
with their intimations of esoteric rites. Counsel was
particularly intent on establishing the existence of an
oath of vengeance administered to all Mormon
endowees, who pledged their unceasing prayers to
avenge the blood of the latter-day martyred prophets
and saints.

Though testimony was equivocal, it was evident a
sensitive nerve had been exposed. Badger was informed
that President Smith believed "in the event of the
divulgence of the temple ceremony, ’if there was
anything in the Church which the Lord desired
removed, he hoped he would remove it.’ "20 Another
president--Theodore Roosevelt--"told Senator Smoot
to have the temple ceremonies abolished, they were
’foolishness.’ Being a mason," Badger added, "He most
likely knows something about them."’27 He was
understandably concerned that the endowment ritual
and especially its explicit oaths might adversely
influence the committee’s findings. "If the Senate comes
to the conclusion," he confidentially wrote to his wife,
Rose,

that the obligations taken in the Temple are merely
archaical, academical, and that they do not bind the
conscience and the conduct of those who take them, I
suppose that they will not be sufficient to unseat the
Senator; but if these ceremonies are thought to mean
just what they say, I do not see how the judgement that
they are against "public policy" will be avoided.2s

Though the oath of vengeance was not officially
dropped from the temple covenants until 1927, such
"foolishness," however distasteful or embarassing at the
time, was passed over by the Committee as one of the
least of the Church’s crimes.2~

Finally on 20 December, the protestants called their
last witness: Charles Mostyn Owen, Mormon harasser
par excellence. On the stand, Owen dredged up the names
of othcr Mormons believed to have entered plural
marriage since the Woodruff Manifesto. He also
admitted that it was he behind that white wig and beard
exposing temple oaths.

As hearings were winding down in December 1904,
the weight of testimony to date began to take its toll.
Badger told the Senator, "I was discouraged with the
Church leaders, and that unless something was done |
did not know what the effect would be upon the young
people--that is, something must be done with those who
have violated the pledge against the taking of new
wives." The Senator’s reply, terse, to the point, did little
to ease his secretary’s anxiety: "Nothing will be done; I
believe they were authorized to take the wives.’’30 Two
days later, Badger met with Franklin S. Richards,
counsel to the First Presidency and one of the most
influential behind-the-scenes-men in the Church’s
history. Their discussion proved to be a turning point for
Badger. Here was a man whose own experiences with
Church hierarchy paralleled those Badger was then
encountering. Attentive, sympathetic, and loyal,
Richards was a model of integrity, faith, and the
sometimes uncomfortable union that can bind the two.
Badger wrote of their meeting:

Last night I had a talk with F.S. Richards and asked him
to give me a reason why I should not go outside of the
Church, if I doubted, disbelieved in things that all
orthodox Mormons considered essential.

He said he would illustrate his reasons. In 1877 he
went on a mission to the Sandwich Islands with Jos. F.
Smith. Up to that time no one had thought that
polygamy was not manditory [sic] upon all the Church;
one would have lost his standing if he had voiced other
sentiments.

In 1877 he was here in Washington with Jos. F. Smith
who was on the underground. He thought he must
argue before the senate committee that polygamy was
not manditory I sic] upon the Church. Jerry Wilson
agreed with him; Jos. F. opposed it strongly; he believed it
was manditory [sic], but Richards got him to consent
that the argument be made--it would not hurt the
Church anyway. When Richards got home he came near
to loosing [sic] his fellowship. On the witness stand
before the committee in 1904 Pres. J.F. Smith testified
that the doctrine never had been manditory [sic].--Now
why not stay with the Church, there is good here, and
truth, and noble men and women. "I have done more for
those whom I love by staying with them than I could
have fighting what I considered their faults."31

Whatever it was Badger was looking for--consolation,
understanding, or reassurance--he found it in
Richards’s words. More than any other one event, their
conversation provided him the solid footing for which he
had been desperately grasping. Richards’s remarks were
to become a beacon guiding Badger throughout the
coming months and years.

Shortly after testimony stopped for the Christmas
holidays, Badger wrote Apostle George Albert Smith,
expressing his general disappointments with the
Church’s past actions and present leniency toward those
leaders whose absence on the witness stand did far more
than simply compromise themselves. Though Church
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I believe our honor is more to us than anything on earth; and we must keep
our word sacred.
members who entered plural marriage after the 1890
ban did so fully believing such was a strict requirement
for eternal exaltation, Badger could not sanction their
devotion and obedience, especially when duplicitous. Six
weeks later,Smith responded, sympathetic, yet
unconvinced:

To take hasty action with reference to some men
whose names have figured prominently in the
investigation, would only add fuel to the flame and
would gratify the sensation-monger unnecessarily. The
Church will not do anything simply to curry favor, but
will handle its affairs in its own way and not at the
dictation of the rabble. It will do what is right because it is
right and not because it is forced: consequently it will
take its own time in its own affairs.32

Badger, however, was appalled. "This is a contemptible
attitude for us to be in," he wrote home.

We have said that certain things do not exist, they are
proved to exist; we say that if they are proved to exist
that the guilty will be punished, and now they are going
to wait to see if we mean what we say .... We are
occupying a cowardly, hypocritical attitude in this
matter, and cannot but reap a harvest of humiliation and
shame. There is no use quibbling about whether we
made a "compact" or a "covenant," no one doubts but
what the country, which had been fighting us on this
issue for a quarter of a century, understood that
polygamy had gone, and we allowed them to have such
an impression,--encouraged them in it for our own ends,
and we are now estopped to say that we made no
agreement. Where is our honor on this matter [.7] It
makes me angry. Well, the end is not yet.33

His own stand was tough and unyielding: "I, for one,
have long since come to the conclusion that to retain our
self-respect and to make it possible for our friends to
stand by us, it would be necessary for us to repudiate all
responsibility for the new polygamist marriages which
have taken part and to punish those who are guilty.’’34

Hearings reopened on 11 January. The defendants at
last presented their case, charging the protestants with
hearsay, inconsistency, irrelevance, and inaccuracy.
Some 42 witnesses were called to testify in behalf of
Smoot and the Church during the following two and one
half weeks until the committee finally adjourned.
Dissatisfied, however, with the proceedings, and
claiming new information, the protestants pushed for
reconsideration, and hearings reopened a year later on 7
February 1906. The defense successfully rebutted this
second wave of testimony, and seven witnesses were
rushed through the judicial machinery in one day. Final
arguments and closing statements were made in
midApril, at which time the committee took the case
under advisement. [Jess than two months later in early
June, they voted seven to five that Senator Reed Smoot
of Utah was not entitled to a seat in the United States
Senate. It was not until eight full months later that the
Senate voted officially on a resolution calling for the
Senator’s removal. The motion failed to carry and Utah’s
Apostle Senator retained both his office and calling.

Following the issuance of the Committee’s findings in
early June 1906, Badger took the time to explain his

feelings’ as intense and complex as they were, at length
in a letter. His correspondence reveals a man maturing
in his convictions and faith, whose continually renewing
commitments suggest a tempering and a refining not
unknown to others whose own spiritual growth travels
a path similar to Badger’s.

I believe our honor is more to us than anything on
earth; and we must keep our word sacred. If we wish to
convert the world to the truths of polygamy, let us first
be honest. If as a people we had strictly observed the
Manifesto, I believe that our example would have
challenged the admiration of the world; but we have
thought that there is something higher than honesty,
and behold our confusion. I resent anyone saying that I
am not as loyal to my people as those who deny
conditions which they know exist; and I affirm my
determination to try to tell the truth about everything. I
wish it could have been said to the Senate Committee:
Come, gentlemen, bring your searchlights; go into every
corner; we will hide nothing; our record is like the saying
of the Almighty, one jot or one tit[tile of the word that
has proceded from our mouth has not remained
unfulfilled. How proud we would be today if this were
so, though it had caused the blood to flow from many
hearts. One man at the head of the American nation has
done more in five years for reform because he has been
honest, than has been accomplished in any twenty years
before. Simple honesty, the facts, publicity, is his
sovereign remedy; a remedy from which we shrink--but
I pray for the last time. I wish it were possible for me to
hurl in the teeth of the world the accusation and the
boast: While you have been cruel, we have been honest.

Of course what we have done is but an exhibition of
human nature, and it is remarkable that no more
instances of new marriages have taken place than have
really occured, but those that have occured are to our
discredit. We have had the proud title of a people who
kept their word; I have lived to see the day when
honorable, conscientious men have disputed that we
held the title by right; I want to see our claim to this title
acknowledged again, and will.

You ask me if I intend to repudiate the principle that
gave me birth. I hope to heaven I never shall. I believe I
have defended its virtues, its benefits, its cleanness, its
humanity, as strongly as I know how: and I am sure that I
love and respect my father and mother for what they
have done for me. I cannot see that polygamy is ideal in
an ideal state. It seems to me that one honorable woman
and one honorable man form the ideal union, but as I
have said before, I regard any argument based on the
question of the merits of polygamy as out of the question
as far as it affects the question of the practice of the
principle. We have said that we have given up the
practice, and no matter how high we regard it, we must
give it up. We cannot go back to the practice of the
principle without dishonor, and I have always been
taught that dishonor was impossible for a Mormon.3~

The experience of Carl A. Badger from 1903 to 1907
highlights the very personal agony that can arise when
discrepancy, even contradiction, between expected and
actual behavior surfaces among individuals and within
institutions supposedly free from such human failings.
The loss of innocence he initially suffered in the early
1900s was to leave him something less than whole. The
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ensuing insight he gained into not only himself, his
relationship to his church, but also the men he sustained
as inspired leaders stands as a reminder of the Church’s
fundamental and inescapable humanity.

Notes
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Facing the new year, 1907, Badger recorded, "As I look forward to
the coming year I would like for my Church to see faithfulness to our
promises in regard to polygamy, and thus prevention of a
constitutional amendment for my State, greater pride in greater
participation in the life of our union" (Journal, 31 December 1906).
Little wonder, nearly two months later, he should express outrage at
the intimation, unfounded as it turned out, that the Church might
possibly continue the sub rosa practice of plural marriage. "I must
confess that the situation is beyond me," he wrote to his wife. "The
Senator has just said that he intends to tell the brethren when he gets
home that if they want to continue this’polygamy business’they must
leave the United States. l asked," he explained,

if he meant unlawful cohabitation, and he said no. Well, I am
dumbfounded that there should be the least suggestion of the possibility
of the Church attempting to establish polygamy; that it should be
thought of for a moment.

¯.. I cannot entertain the thought that such a thing is possible. To think
of it as being possible is to make the Church out a hypocritical fraud; but
here is the Senator talking about the calamity as though it were a
possibility. (Carl A. Badger to Rose Badger, 21 February 1907.)

Badger returned permanently to Salt Lake City in 1908. His Juris
Doctorate in hand, he entered private practice and eventually became
senior law partner in the firm of Badger, Badger, and Rich. Active in
politics, he served in the state senate (finally) in 1909 and again in 1911,
and was a frequent speaker on patriotic, civic, and religious topics. He
attended the Citizens" Military Training Camp at Fort Douglas, and
was a member of the Nationa! Army. Later resigning, he was
appointed a captain in the judge advocate state staff corps of the Utah
National Guard. Advancement followed, and he wa~d0romoted to
brigadier general in early 1937. Despondent over his wife’s death and
his own failing, helath, Badger died two years later, on 23 October.
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A STORY BY DICK BEESON

T OM married at forty. At forty-six he put on his
coverall jumpsuit, took a gallon can of red paint,
and walked toward Grover Cleveland Grade

School. At each street corner he stopped and painted an
arrow on the sidewalk pointing left, or right, or going
straight ahead--depending on the way to school. It was
early September and his kindergarten son David would
follow red arrows to school his first day.

Tom and I have been friends since my graduate library
school days. He lectured and conversed like a freight
train. He has not changed. His students still try to hop
on, or flag the engineer to a siding, or derail the
locomotive. Tom merely watches their efforts at
participation like a disinterested engineer watches a
passing landscape.

N’OT long ago, with a free day to spend, I invited
myself to one of Tom’s lectures. Eager for
company, he picked me up in a dappled Datsun.

Lead grey body, yellow right front fender, one primer-
red door and the other a flat green. The front
passenger’s footwell was full of discarded aluminum pop
cans and empty cellophane peanut bags. He is addicted to

Editors’ Note
This story received an honorabh, mentio~ in the 1983 D.K. Brown
Memorial Fiction Contest.

floating salted peanuts in colas--what he calls a
"Planter’s Coke." This Datsun was one of three he had
resurrected from salvage yards. All run beautifully.

Tom was dressed in his usual style--what I call
"scrubbed thrift-shop." Saturday-bath clean with
fashions refurbished by Deseret Industries. Blunt-toed
Corfam shoes with pilgrim heels and buckle. Broad belt
and broader tie. Knits doubled and polyestered from a
decade thrown away. His shirt pocket, split and resewn
at both corners, carried two white plastic pocket-liners
full of number three pencils with added erasers and clips,
a pocket screwdriver, a tire gauge, and foreign language
flash cards (I believe they were irregular French verbs at
the time).

We headed for Woods Cross, Utah, where he taught
an extension class in the philosophical basis of
librarianship. He spoke incessantly of how the Greeks
had divided reality into measurable physical existants
and immeasurable metaphysical subsistants. Like a boy
carving, stabbing, and whittling everything with his
new jackknife, Tom applied the Greek concept of reality
to as much of his world as he could in our forty-minute
ride to Woods Cross.

His class, held in a high school, began in medias res. Our
conversation, which had become Tom’s monologue, was
his lecture. Is a book real? Does it exist? Which is the real
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book--the physical or the metaphysical? Which is
cataloged? Are the tools of cataloging physical? Can
physical tools measure the metaphysical? He illustrated
with a true story in which he and a musician colleague
had been approached by behavioral scientists who
wanted help with a project. They had been
commissioned by certain Church authorities to prove
(with the physical tools of the social sciences) that Rock
and Roll was Satanic (a metaphysical notion
certainly).

The students looked lost, worried, bewildered, and
even angry. But Tom’s train roiled on. it reminded me of
once being on the Rock Island "Rocket Number Eight"
from Fairbury to Lincoln when we hit a pick-up truck at
a crossing. We were going 75 MPH. I was in the dining
car. Nothing was spilled. Not a saucer rattled. A pink
carnation swayed in its crystal vase and Number Eight
rolled on. Tom then began covering material I had heard
on the way up. I stepped into the halls of Woods Cross
High School.

I was hungry. A concrete alcove painted with broad
enamel bands of bright orange, red, and green offered
vending machines. "SNAX" said the large black letters.
Eight machines, mostly empty, vandalized or otherwise
out-of-order offered my only choices: Hi-land Quality-
checked chocolate milk and Clover Club Bar-B-Q Pork
Rind Treats. The Clover Club mercifully cheated me.

It was adult education night at the high school.
Coming from the cafeteria with the aroma of steamed
goulash was the musical equivalent of steamed
goulash--"She wore an itsy-bitsy, teeney-weeney,
yellow, polka-dot bikini"--disco style--with a square
dance caller yelling over the lyrics. I was drawn to it like a
boy will closely examine dead insects on a windshield.
The cafeteria was full of grown-ups square dancing.
Western costumes must be expensive because my
general impression was that their fancy wardrobes were
being bought on lay-away or a piece at a time. Some
came in work clothes--blue and white collar. Some wore
a western shirt or blouse with wing-tips or nurse’s
shoes. Yet, others were fully decked out. The caller
guided the whooping dancers with rapid garbled
instructions I couldn’t swear were even English.
Everyone was having a great time flagging petticoats
and stomping feet. I saw an extra lady, probably the
square dance club’s secretary-treasurer, coming my way
with western hospitality in her walk and "C’mon--You
can do it!" in her eye. I took my chocolate milk and
escaped.

Down the hallway through a one-way window I saw a
class of adults and children learning sign language. The
sign on the door said, "Signing for the parents of the
newly deaf." I watched, unobserved for over thirty
minutes. Parents and children of all ages were sitting
knee to knee pulling meaning from one another a word
at a time--and by hand. On the green blackboard was
written "The best deaf lip-reader will understand only
30 to 40 per cent of any speaker’s words."

I walked back to Tom’s class. His students looked like
sleepy lip-readers. The bell rang and Tom came out with
his monologue still running. He broke briefly to ask if I
would mind if we visited his mother at a nearby nursing
home. I didn’t mind.
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Back in the mottled Datsun he continued his lecture--
subsistant reality and the horizontal traditions of the
Renaissance and the Age of Reason.

As we got out ot his car at the Silver Threads Nursing
Home he walked me briskly down the block in the eager
autumn air to buy two York Peppermint Patties ata
neighborhood grocery. His mother loved them. His
ceaseless philosophical soliloquy continued down the
block, through grocery aisles and checkstand and back to
the Home. But, talk began to die at the entrance where
an old man stook rocking foot-to-foot, his arms held
stiffly at his sides, his hands in tight cupping shapes just
behind his thighs.

A nurse told Tom that his Mother would neither eat
nor speak. The nursing home smell followed us to her
private room where she sat at her bedside in an
armchair. She was staring at a stain on her synthetic
sheepskin bedwarmer.

When she saw Tom she began an immediate dream-
chatter. Tom fell absolutely silent. She mistook him for
his several brothers, and her dead husband. She spoke of
going to a home which she knew had burned to the
ground in 1964. As Tom removed the tinfoil from the
pepperment wafers and handed them to her she
breathed more than ate them.

Tom was concerned. He half ran on tip-toe down the
hall to get her an "Orange Crush." Her arthritic, shaking
hands could neither grip nor steady the bottle. As Tom
lifted the bottle to her lips she tried to chew the orange
liquid which spilled freely over her chin and fell to the
floor. He sat the bottle down very carefully, unfolded his
clean, white handkerchief and laid it gently over the
spilled droplets which looked like unstrung amber beads
on the floor. He hurried down the hall again and
returned with a straw. As her head jerked toward the
straw, she bumped it with her gums and it repeatedly
submerged into the deeper bottle. Again, dowr~ the hall
and back with a second straw which he deftly fitted to
the first. Success. Swift, hungry, toothless baby-
sucking, and an empty bottle fell beside the two foil
wrappers in her lap.

Tom remained silent as we drove toward home in the
dusk. Woods Cross, South Salt Lake, the Vitro tailings
ponds, the Jordan temple, the gray-orange copper
mines on the western slopes, and, thirty quiet miles
later, the Utah State Prison at Point of the Mountain.
Not one word since goodbye to his mother. Watching
the penitentiary slip under us at the summit, he cleared
his throat and glanced over at me, like asking permission
to break the silence.

"My son David is eight now. He bore his testimony in
Fast and Testimony meeting last week. His first time.
We were proud, but puzzled."

"Why puzzled?" I asked.
"Oh, it was nice to have him stand up--but, he lied. He

told a story about me using the priesthood to heal his
grandmother. It never happened. I’ve never even tried.
We askecl him about it on the way home. His mother
asked if he thought all testimonies were made-up. He
said he thought the stories were made-up but the
testimony parts were real."

DICK BEESON is director of the Orem Public Library.



ROBERT M. FINEMAN & DAVID M. GORDIS

A JEWISH PERSPECTIVE ON

A Jewish physician and a rabbi discuss prevailing Jewish and Catholic beliefs which
affect decisions about prenatal diagnosis as well as abortion.

Rome Decries Abortion
VATICAN CITY--The Roman Catholic Church condemned the
abortion of unborn babies showing malformation and deficiencies as
pseudo-humanistic and a breach of medical ethics. "’Science and
medicine have allowed "us today to discover in the fetus some defects
which could give rise to future malformations and deficiencies. The
impossibility at present of providing a remedy for them by medical
means has led some to propose and even practice the suppression of the
fetus. This conduct springs from an attitude of pseudo-humanism
which compromises the ethical order and objective values and must be
rejected by upright consciences," the Vatican said in a document for
the International Year of Disabled Persons. This document reflecting
Pope John Paul’s views about the sanctity of human life, said the
quality of a society and civilization would be measured by the respect
shown to the weakest of its members.

Deseret News, Salt Lake City, Utah, 13 March 1981

RIECENT advances in prenatal diagnosis have
generated a moral crisis for many people.
mportant technological applications have created

options which only a few decades ago would have been
regarded as science fiction. While physicians now have
the ability to diagnose and exercise in utero control over
some diseases, unfortunately they are unable to treat all
severe birth defects which can be diagnosed prenatally at
this time. Scientists, humanists, and lay persons are
becoming increasingly aware of the religious, ethical,
and moral issues which have arisen from medicine’s
enhanced ability to control life processes or, in some
cd~ses, terminate pregnancies.

A significant body of literature reflecting Jewish
scholarship in the field of bioethics has been published.

Editor’s Note
This paper was presented at the 1981 Sunstone Theological
Symposium and appeared in the American Journal of Medical Genetics 12
(1982): 355-360. It is reprinted with permission of Alan R. Liss, Inc.

Since Judaism is not homogeneous, various approaches
and interpretations of Jewish law (halakhah) have
developed. We will attempt to include here views of the
two liberal positions, including Reform Judaism which
does not accept the binding authority of the halakhah,
and Conservative Judaism which accepts the authority
of the halakhah but views it as the product of a dynamic
evolutionary process; ie, Conservative Judaism tends
toward a liberal construction of the law. We shall also
discuss the views of Orthodox Judaism which incline
toward a literal and strictly constructionist approach. In
so doing we hope to convey a conspectus of Jewish
attitudes towards prenatal diagnosis and selective
abortion of defective fetuses. Before discussing these
topics we will provide some background material
concerning Jewish law, Jewish beliefs concerning
ensoulment (entry of the soul into the fetus), and
therapeutic abortion. In several instances comparison
with prevailing Catholic attitudes will be made.

Background
The basis of Jewish law is the Torah, or "teaching."

This is best understood as having two parts. The first is
the written Torah which consists of the five Books of
Moses or Pentateuch--the first five books of the Bible.
The second part of the Torah is the oral Torah which
consists of the accompanying expositions and
interpretations of the written Torah which are
contained in the Talmud and later rabbinic literature.
The Talmud, compiled and edited by the fifth century
A.D., remains the basic source of all legal decisions
affecting a Jew’s existence. Traditionalists accept the
view that the Talmud was communicated to Moses
verbally as a supplement to the written Torah. Liberal
interpreters view the Talmud as the product of the post-
Biblical experience of rabbinic exposition in applying the
principles of the written Torah to a changing
community.
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In a sense, the written Torah can be compared to the
Constitution of the United States. It is the skele~bn of
the body of Jewish law as the Constitution is the
skeleton of the body of American civil law. And, just as
the huge number of decisions of the United States courts
(case law) puts flesh on the skeleton of the Constitution,
so do Talmudic and later rabbinic law put flesh on the
skeleton of the written Torah.

In Jewish law the fetus is considered to be part of its
mother rather than an independent entity, but this
designation says nothing about the right of abortion.
Somewhat more relevant is the factor of "doubtful
viability" associated with the embryo. The fetus is not
considered to be a viable, living human being until 30
days after its birth, unless a full-term pregnancy is
definitely known to have been completed. Germane as
this information is to the question of abortion, it is
hardly sufficient to determine the morality of such
action. It merely defines the legal status of the fetus and
tells us that accordin~ to Jewish (and Roman) law, the
fetus has no legal rigldts of its own.

More relevant to our discussion concerning the
morality of abortion is the Jewish legal attitude to
feticide as compared to homicide or infanticide. The law
of homicide in the Torah, in one of its several
formulations (Exodus 21:12) reads, "He who smites a
man .... " According to the Talmud citing another text
(Lev. 24:17), the passage from Exodus includes any
human person including a one-day-old-child (with the
presumption in favor of a full-term pregnancy); but is
taken to exclude the fetus because the fetus is not a
person until it is born.

Exodus 21:22 provides another scriptural text for
denying capital crime status to feticide in Jewish law:

If men strive (fight), and wound a pregnant woman so
that her fruit be expelled, but no harm befall (her), then
shall he be fined as her husband shall assess, and the
matter placed before judges. But if harm befall (her, i.e.,
she is killed), then shalt thou give life for life.

While all rabbis, past and present, treat abortion in a
most serious manner, the halakhah tells us that it
remains a noncapital crime.

A distinct difference between the Catholic and Jewish
attitudes concerning abortion is derived from Exodus
21:22. To begin with, this very important passage has an
alternate version in the Septuagint, the Greek
translation of the Bible produced in Alexandria in the
third pre-Christian century. A one-word mistake in the
translation of the text yields an entirely different statute
on abortion. The word in question is ason, which the
Talmud renders as harm, hence: "if (there be) no harm
(i.e., death, to the mother), he shall be fined .... " The
Greek translation renders the word ason as form, yielding
something like: "if (there be) no form(yet, to the fetus),
he shall be fined .... But if (there be) form, then shalt
thou give life for life." The "life for life" clause was thus
applied to the mother, and a distinction was made
between a t;etus not yet "formed" and one already
"formed." For aborting the latter ,the text so rendered
prescribes the death penalty. The Didache, a handbook
of basic Christianity for the instruction of converts from
paganism, follows this Alexandrian teaching and
specifies abortion as a capital crime.

The prevailing rabbinic outlook states that the time of
ensoulment and the nature of that soul belong to those
"secrets of God." Theyhave no bearing on the
practical/legal issues offeticide versus homicide.
Clearly, some kind of"life" other than human
personhood is presupposed for the fetus. The teaching
of the Pythagorean Greeks that the soul enters the body
at conception prevailed in Christianity by way of the
third century Church Father Tertullian, and was con-
firmed by St. Gregory of Nyssa in the fourth century. In
the fifth century Augustine introduced the distinction,
based on the Septuagint, whereby only the killing of a
"formed" fetus is homicide and, consequently, that only
such a fetus can be said to have a soul.

Although St. Basil (d. 329) had condemned abortion at
any stage, the Justinian Code in the sixth century
exempted abortions before 40 days from penalty.
Gratian’s Decretum of 1140, a ruling by Pope Innocent III
(c. 1216), and the Decretalia of Pope Gregory IX (c. 1241)
all reaffirmed the difference between "animated"
(ensouled) fetuses and those younger than that. The bull
Effraenatum of Pope Sixtus V in 1588 did away with the
40-day-rule and declared abortion murder at any stage
on penalty of excommunication, even for those who
counseled it. His decree was rescinded less than three
years later by Pope Gregory XIV. The relaxation of
penalities lasted until 1869, when Pope Pius IX
reinstituted the doctrine and the sanctions of Sixtus V.
This decree of 1869, further affirmed in the current code
of Canon Law which came into force in 1918, is now the
reigning doctrine of Catholicism. The original
Pythagorean view and the teaching of Effraenatum have
thus prevailed.

More important than the time of ensoulment is
another belie~, namely that the soul is in need of baptism
for its salvation, which follows, in turn, from the
doctrine of original sin. In his esteemed treatise, De Fide,
written in the sixth century, St. Fulgentius says:

It is to be believed beyond doubt that not only men who
are come to the use of reason, but infants whether they
die in their mother’s womb, or after they are born,
without baptism in the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, are punished with everlasting punishment
in eternal fire, because though they have no actual sin of
their own, yet they carry along with them the
condemnation of original sin from their first conception
and birth.

Augustine had likewise taught that the embryo is
included among those whose souls were condemned to
eternal perdition if they died unbaptized. Aquinas later
suggested the possibility of salvation for an infant who
did not survive until birth, but the original teaching
continued its hold. The result was that abortion came to
be considered worse than murder. The death of a
baptized mother is only the beginning of an eternity of
salvation, while the death of an upbaptized infant is the
beginning of an eternity of perdition.

All of this represents a serious concern for the
immortality of the soul of the fetus. Granted its entry at
any given time, the concern now is not only that it not be
deprived of life in this world but that it not be denied
eternal salvation in the next. While it must be said that
Catholicism’s position on abortion has contributed to
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the moral consciousness of western civilization in this
regard and has succeeded in sensitizing humanity to a
greater reverence for life, it is undoubtedly true that the
Catholic position on the issue is the product of the
acceptance of theological postulates which Judaism
cannot share, including the dogma of original sin and the
need to be baptized to achieve eternal salvation.
A Jewish Perspective

All Jews are admonished not to treat abortion lightly.
Abortion is a heavy responsibility for the one who asks
for it and the individual who is asked. Except when
extenuating circumstances exist, abortion is prohibited
by Jewish law despite the fact that feticide is neither
murder nor a capital offense. There are certain maternal
or fetal circumstances, however, permitting termination
of pregnancy. Jewish legal authorities differ on the
nature of those indications.

The main Talmudic source for this question is as
follows:

If a woman is having difficulty giving birth, it is
permitted to dismember the child inside her womb and
take it out limb by limb because her life takes precedence.
If the greater part of the child has come out it must not be
touched, because one life must not be taken to save
another. (Ahalot 7:6)

Rashi, a renowned Hebrew sage of the Middle Ages,
comments on the above passage:

For as long as it did not come out into the world it is not
called a living thing and it is permissible to take its life in
order to save another. Once the head has come forth it
may not be harmed because it is considered born, and one
life may not be taken to save another.

Thus, according to Rashi, the reason that it is
permitted to take the life of the unborn child is that the
fetus is not considered a living thing and, hence, taking
its life cannot be called murder.

From Moses Maimonides it appears that the reason
the "life" of the unborn child may be taken when it
endangers the life of the mother is based on the law of
the "pursuer." In his code, Maimonides says:

This is, moreover, a negative commandment, that we
have no pity on the life of a pursuer. Consequently the
sages have ruled that if a woman with child is having
difficulties in giving birth, the child inside her may be
taken out, either by drugs or surgery, because it is
regarded as one pursuing her and trying to kill her. But
once its head has appeared, it must not be touched, for
we may not set aside one human life to save another
human life, and what is happening is the course of
nature. (Code of Maimonides, "Murder and the
Preservation of Life," 1:9)

There is, then, a clear distinction between the
reasoning of Rashi and that of Maimonides. According
to Rashi, the embryo is not considered a living being and
therefore the life of the mother takes precedence.
According to Maimonides, the life of the mother takes
precedence because the fetus is in the position of
"pursuer." From this difference in interpretation,
different legal decisions have arisen. According to
Maimonides, we should permit abortion only where
there is clear danger to the life of the mother. According
to Rashi, there might be other adequate reasons besides
a threat to the mother’s life.

When there is clear, life-threatening danger posed to
the mother by continuation of the pregnancy, Jewish
law is clear and unequivocal in stating that a therapeutic
abortion not only may be performed but must be
performed. The Talmud requires a therapeutic abortion
to save the mother’s life because she is considered to be a
person while the fetus, up until the time of the birth, is
not. In circumstances where the pregnancy is
detrimental to the mother’s health, although not life
threatening, many halakhic authorities argue that there
is justification for permitting termination of the
pregnancy. Such circumstances include mental health
problems s°ince these have been definitely equated with
physical health risk; thus a woman who is in danger of
losing her mental health unless the pregnancy is
interrupted would qualify according to this view.

Most Reform and Conservative rabbis and some
Orthodox rabbis would agree to this. [Bleich, 1968;
Rosner, 1968; Klein, 1979]. If there is a substantial risk
that the fetus would be born with a deformity that
would cause it to suffer severely, some authorities have
said that it is permitted to terminate the pregnancy
within the first 3 months [Klein, 1979]. According,to this
view, in circumstances where it has been proven
conclusively (by prenatal diagnosis or amnioceintesis)
that the fetus will be afflicted with a disorder such as
Tay-Sachs disease, it is permitted to perform an abortion
up to the 24th week of pregnancy [Rosner, 1976;
Steinberg, 1980].

It should be noted that the opinions expressed here are
controversial. We think that the majority of Reform and
Conservative rabbis and many Orthodox rabbis in the
United States would support the position for prenatal
testing and abortion of defective fetuses depending on
the degree of affliction in the fetus and the mother’s
physical and mental health. In Jewish families, therefore,
we think that such decisions should be made by the
woman and her husband with input from her rabbi and
physician.

We realize that abortion of defective fetuses is an
unfortunate but necessary option for some families. The
ultimate goal of much research in birth defects is
primary prevention which will obviate the need for
selective abortion. Until the time, however, when all
severe birth defect syndromes can be prevented, such
options must be made available to Jewish families who
want them.
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THE LATTER-DAY DELAY OF CHRIST’S SECOND COMING HAD A
PROFOUND EFFECT ON MORMONISM, BOTH THEOLOGICALLY
AND SOCIALLY.

THE Second Coming is described as a day of
vindication and deliverance for the righteous but
one of judgment and woe for the rest of us.

Throughout sacred history, the faithful have looked
with hope and longing for the great and dreadful day of
the Lord, when they would be delivered from sorrow
and oppression. The exiled Psalmist’s lament, "How
long, O Lord? wilt thou hide thyself forever,’’1 is echoed
by Joseph Smith’s eloquent plea from the Liberty Jail:

O God, where art thou? And where is the pavilion that
covereth thy hiding place? How long shall thy hand be

weeds and thistles, was small encouragement to one
who expected to be part of the bonfire. "Not yet," I
secretly prayed. Maybe by the time I was old myself it
would seem a little more welcome, especially if it meant I
could be "changed in the twinkling of an eye" and not
have to die. So far, my prayers for a delay have been
answered.

I’m not sure how typical my neurotic childhood was,
but Mormonism is often classified as a premillennialist
or adventist sect. It has emphasized the imminence of
the Second Coming of Christ and the end of the world

LONG 0

THE DELAY OF THE PAROUSIA IN MORMONISM

stayed... ? Yea, O Lord, how long shall they suffer these
wrongs and unlawful oppressions... ? Let thine anger be
kindled against our enemies, and, in the fury of thine
heart, with thy sword avenge us of our wrongs.2

As a boy, I used to worry about the Second Coming. I
could not convince myself that the Lord would be so
lenient as to put me on his right hand. When an elderly
gentleman in our ward prayed fervently, "Hasten the
day of thy return, O Lord, when thou shalt cleanse the
earth of iniquity," my "Amen" was less than heartfelt. I
could understand such sentiments in a man too old to
have any thought of sin, but I needed time to repent, lots
of time. The trouble was, the end was going to come
suddenly, like a thief in the night. You could go to sleep
safe and snug one night and wake up the next morning
to heavenly trumpets and atomic bombs. I was
convinced the big day was just around the corner;
certainly it would be in my lifetime. My mother’s
promise that I wouldn’t have to weed the garden any
more, since the earth would be cleansed of noxious

Editors’ Note
This paper amt response were originally y~iven at the 1982 Sunslone Theological
Symposium.

from its inception. Joseph Smith’s early visions stressed
this point, with Moroni quoting apocalyptic prophecies
which he said were "about to be fulfilled.’’4 The Book of
Mormon’s publication is a self-proclaimed sign of the
last days,5 and the name of the church emphasizes its
eschatological orientation: it is the church of latter-day
saints.°

This eschatological outlook, anticipating the final
events of the history of this world, is one of the
prominent characteristics that Mormons share with the
earliest Christians, those of the so-called apostolic age.
In fact, the most significant "discovery" of New
Testament scholarship in the last century has been the
profound and overriding importance of eschatology--
the expectation of the imminent end of the world--in
the preaching of Jesus and the early Christian
community.7 Jesus proclaimed the coming of the
Kingdom, or rule of God, upon earth, which would mean
the end of the current rule of evil. He focused most of his
parables on the radical changes the Kingdom would
bring, warned of its sudden advent, prophesied of the
attendant destruction, and prayed for its
consummation. To judge by the reports of his ministry,
he expected it soon, at least within the lifetime of his

KEITH E. NORMAN
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disciples.~ Referring to the apocalyptic signs of the
coming of the Son of Man, he assured them, "This
generation shall not pass away, until all these things
have happened."o On another occasion he told them,
"There are some of those standing here who will not
taste death until they have seen the kingdom of God
come in power."~o And in sending the disciples out to
proselytize the Jews, he further specified, "Before you
have gone through all the towns of Israel the Son of Man
will have come.’’~1

Jesus directed his message to a people steeped in apo-
calyptic expectation, and the authorities, both Jewish
and Roman, took his proclamation of a change of rule
quite seriously. In fact, his declaration of a new Torah,
combined with his successful battles with demons, were
signs that the Kingdom was already in some sense
present or at least beginning to break in. Despite Jesus’
disclaimer that his kingdom was not of this world, he
was executed as a political subversive, a danger to the
order and stability of the state.

The execution did not have the desired effect of
suppressing the Jesus-movement, since the cross was
only the prelude to Easter. The conviction that "the Lord
is risen" catalyzed the early Church into a united body of
believers. If Jesus had apparently failed to fulfill the
Messianic prophecies of military deliverance of Israel,
God had vindicated him in raising him up from the dead
and glorifying him as his S0n.12 When the message of the
Gospel had gone forth to all nations and the world
ripened in iniquity, the resurrected Jesus promised his
followers, he would then return "on the clouds of glory,
with the sound of a trump," and all the enemies of
righteousness would be overthrown.13 The end was not
yet, but nigh. Paul advised his converts not to get too
settled in or committed to worldly concerns; they
wouldn’t be important for long.14 In fact, Paul clearly
taught that death would be abolished even as an interim
step to the resurrection; Christ would come and change
mortality to immortality instantly.~s

But it was just this promise of the Messiah’s early
parousia (Greek for coming or presence) to deliver the
saints from death which raised questions among the
faithful. When Christians in Thessalonica began dying
before that time, their relatives and friends worried
about them being left out of the good times to come. Paul
admonished them not to grieve as those without hope
do; believers who had died would be resurrected first
when Jesus returned. "Then we who are left alive shall
join them, caught up in clouds to meet the Lord in the
air."10

The delay turned out to be longer than anyone had
foreseen. The destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple
were interpreted as the death throes of the old age and
the birth pangs of the new, but not even this catastrophe
resulted in the final consummation. Doubters arose
within the ranks. II Peter strongly condemns those who
"scoff at religion and live self-indulgent lies," who
asked, "Where now is the promise of his coming.:’ Our
fathers have been laid to rest, but still everything
continues exactly as it has always been since the world
began.’’17 These "false prophets" were gaining "many
adherents," evidently from among former believers.18
As the interim stretched out even longer, profound

sociological and theological adjustments became
necessary. The Church could no longer exist merely as a
gathered community awaiting the end. The communal
experiment reported in Acts 2 and 4 was abandoned
early on. A system of leadership and church governance
had to be developed, especially as the apostles and other
eyewitnesses left the scene. The written Gospels were
produced in response to this delay, as a new generation
of disciples who "knew not Jesus," or his associates, had
to be told the story39 Christians had to learn how to
survive and keep their faith in a hostile pagan empire.
Instead of expecting to be snatched out of the fire, they
developed a rationale which glorified martyrdom as a
guarantee of salvation.20

The Church’s understanding of who Jesus was and
what he had accomplished underwent extensive and
prolonged development. As the axiom among students
of Christology puts it, whereas Jesus preached the
Kingdom, the Church preached Jesus.21 Christians
gradually spoke less and less of Jesus as the Messiah of
Israel or the apocalyptic Son of Man and focused on his
position as the Son of God. This emphasis led to the
doctrine of the Trinity.22 By the end of the second
century literal millennialism was widely_qu_estioned and
apocalyptic imagery was being reinterpreted on a
symbolic or spiritual level. Christianity became less a
"kingdom of priests" and more a prosperous institution
which could better minister to the religious needs of the
laity. Christians were becoming increasingly
indistinguishable from the pagans of the Empire.23
Those Christians who yearned for holiness felt the need
to go out into the desert as individuals or groups and live
as monks.24 The alliance of Christianity and the Roman
State in the fourth century marked the decisive step in
this adjustment to the reality of on-going history. The
Kingdom of God was already present in the Church
itself; its influence and power were expanding to cover
the known world. Christ would not return until the Last
Judgment. Nothing would have surprised Jesus and his
early followers more than the triumph of institutional
Christianity; most of them expected the imminent end
of the world, not its conversion. The phenomenon of the
"Delay of the Parousia," the non-event of the promised
early return of Christ, was thus of profound significance
for the history of Christianity.

1V~aRMONISM, I believe, has undergone a
rallel process. Nineteenth-century
ormonism experienced a series of crises, each

of which seemed, in the minds of the faithful, to set the
stage for God’s promised final intervention on behalf of
his oppressed saints. But their faith in the imminence of
the end has proved, in retrospect, to be at best
premature. This latter-day delay of the Parousia
necessarily had a profound effect on Mormonism, both
theologically and socially. The radical changes in the
Church from the previous century to the present day
have received increasing attention in recent years. The
delay in the fulfillment of millennial prophecies and thus
the unexpected extension of profane history is a
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significant factor in those changes which has often been
overlooked.x5

The first major occasion for disappointment in the
delay of the Second Coming was the failure to establish
Zion in Missouri during the 1830s. Mormons were
commanded to gather into one place to prepare for the
coming of Christ almost from the beginning.2~ In fact,
Mormonism has been distinguished from other
millennialist sects of the time by its primary
concentration upon the place rather than the time of the
Lord’s appearance,x; The word of the Lord was clear and
specific: "Missouri... is the land which I have appointed
and consecrated for the gathering of the saints.
Wherefore, this is the land of promise, and the place for
the city of Zion. And . . . Independence is the center
place.

JESUS AND HIS FOLLOWERS
EXPECTED THE IMMINENT
END OF THE WORLD, NOT ITS
CONVERSION.

Despite the divine assurances of an inheritance for the
faithful in Zion, conflict and persecution in Missouri
culminated in Governor Boggs’s extermination order in
1839.x9 Zion was then in the hand of the Lord, and
although the Saints would suffer from their enemies,

nevertheless, I the Lord am with them, and will come
down in heaven from the presence of my Father and
consume the wicked with unquenchable fire ....
Wherefore, seeing that I, the Lord, have decreed all these
things upon the face of the earth, I will that my saints
should be assembled upon the land of Zion

in refuge from the desolation coming upon the wicked.30
Yet even this early (August, 1831), the caution was
added: "This is not yet, but by and by.’’31

To Martin Harris this waiting period for the Lord’s
vengeance meant only a few years,32 and the Zion’s
Camp expedition was carried out in this same spirit of
confidence in the imminence of divine intervention.
Such enthusiasm carried the seeds of disillusionment
when the prophecies went unfulfilled, as can be deduced
from the revelations rationalizing the failure. In an 1841
revelation which begins on a strongly eschatological
note, the Saints in Nauvoo are commanded to again
commence building a temple. The Lord has accepted the
efforts of the diligent in Missouri, although they were
hindered by their enemies. Those will be visited with
"judgment, wrath, and indignation," but the Lord was
giving them more time to repent; that is he was delaying
the day of his coming.33 Earlier, however, the Saints had
been admonished that afflictions and obstacles were
allowed by the Lord due to transgressions; chastening
was necessary to refine them.34

Regardless of the extent to which the Missouri
experience was perceived as a delay of the Parousia,
pronouncements on the Lord’s advent by Church
leaders began to deemphasize the nearness of the event.

The Prophet himself set the tone. As early as 1835 he
predicted that "fifty-six years should wind up the
scene.’’35 Parley P. Pratt echoed this general dating in
1838 when he prophesied that in about 50 years the
Gentiles would be scourged and largely overthrown, or
"the Book of Mormon will have proved itself false."36
Joseph Smith emphatically refuted the timetable of
William Miller, who gained a large following in New
York and New England in the early 1840s when he
calculated the date for Christ’s return, based upon his
study of biblical prophecy, as 1843 or 1844. The exact
time has never been revealed to anyone, the Mormon
prophet insisted, but he was certain it would not be for at
least 40 more years.37 The basis of this postponement
was a revelation received in 1842, now canonized as
D&C 130:14-17:

I was once praying very earnestly to know the time of the
coming of the Son of Man,-when I heard a voice repeat
the following: "Joseph, my son, if thou livest until thou
art eighty-five years old, thou shalt see the face of the
Son of Man; therefore let this suffice, and trouble me no
more on this matter."

He was not sure that the .appearance referred to was the
Parousia ushering in the Millennium but concluded he
could safely say it "would not be any sooner than t-hat
time."

From our vantage point, the time targeted in this
series of predictions (around 1890) was obviously too
soon, but it is important to realize the dampening effect
such pronouncements had on the millennial enthusiasm
of the late 1830s and early 1840s. If the President of the
Church today were to emphatically state that the
Second Coming would not be for at least another 50
years, I would certainly want to unload my stock i~n
wheat grinder companies.

It is the nature of adventist groups to experience some
disillusionment in delay, and most do not survive long
as millenarian cults.38 Those that do attain longevity
must modify their beliefs about the future.39 This is as
true of Mormonism as it was of early Christianity.
Grant Underwood, in his study of Mormon millennial
beliefs, concentrates on the contrasting opinions
articulated in the early church compared to the modern
period on such topics as the expected conditions,
activities, and participants during the 1000 years
following the return of Christ. He indicates that these
changes began to develop in the 1840s.40 But there were
other, more immediate changes in thinking. At first the
Saints refused to accept their plight. Following their
expulsion from Jackson County in 1833, the Prophet
indicated an early return to Zion for the pure in heart:
"...behold, there is none other place appointed than that
which I have appointed; neither shall there be any other
place . . . for the work of the gathering of my saints."al
Initially, Church members based their continued faith in
the explanation that they needed to be tried and refined
before receiving their inheritance in Zion. Eventually,
however, Smith expanded the concept of location, so
that by April of 1844 he described the entire continents
of North and South America as Zion.42 Jackson County
was only the center spot. The frequency and intensity of
eschatological revelations noticeably declined in the
Nauvoo period,a3 and the imminence of the Second
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Coming was further deemphasized by the Prophet’s
focus upon the sequence of historical events which must
precede the Parousia.aa

In this context the Latter-day Saints developed a
strong sense of participation in bringing about the
necessary conditions for the Millennium. They could not
simply gather to one spot and await the fireworks; they
were required to become kingdom builders and
themselves help prepare the way for the Second
coming,as This activism was expressed on several fronts.
As Klaus Hansen has shown, the organization in 1844 of
the Council of Fifty, the political arm of the Kingdom of
God, was "intended to prepare the world for a literal,
political government in anticipation of Christ’s
millennium."a~ Apostle Orson Hyde was sent to dedicate
the Holy Land for the return of the Jews. Since the
restored gospel needed to be preached to all nations
before the end, a new missionary thrust was instigated.
Such evangelization may be interpreted not simply as an
attempt to hasten the Day of the Lord by actively
working to fulfill prophecy, but also as a sublimation of
the distress and doubt resulting from the delay of the
promised divine intervention. If the enemies of the
Church could point to the apparent failure of Mormon
hopes concerning Zion, the faithful would find that, in

’spite of this, more and more people were being
el convinced of the validity of those beliefs. Increased

commitment to a cause in the face of disappointed
expectations has been noted in several millennial sects,a7

On this model, John Gager has suggested that the
increase in proselytism in the early Christian church
may be explained in terms of group psychology as a
manifestation of "cognitive dissonance.’’48 The
unprecedented enthusiasm and success of Mormon
missionaries during the Nauvoo period may be
attributed, in part, to just such an attempt to sublimate
the disappointment over the exile from Missouri.a~ In an
earlier revelation alluding to the imagery in Daniel of
the stone cut from the mountain rolling forth to fill the

{ whole earth, the Saints were reminded that the
¯ ,.~ Kingdom of God on earth had to go forth in order for the

Son of Man to bring the Kingdom of Heaven from
above.50

Another "crisis of delay" began at the death of the
Prophet. Seen in an eschatological context, the
confusion of many Church members at Joseph’s
untimely murder was more than just a succession crisis.
As Hansen notes, "In their millenarian expectations,
[the Saints] do not seem to have contemplated the need
for [a successor].’’51 But Joseph had succeeded in
establishing the direction of the Restoration movement,
which was thQroughly eschatological.

Nevertheless, because of Smith’s pointed refutation
~. of the Millerite prophecies, the expectation of an

immediate Parousia was somewhat blunted. Even so, the
Saints did not consider the exodus to the Rocky
’ Mountains to be a permanent move; they expected to
return to Missouri as soon as they were prepared.52 The

~ removal to the West was not just to escape persecution
but also to give the Mormons a chance to build their Zion
society unmolested. Only then would the Lord open the
way for them to reclaim the land of their promised
inheritance.
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This "postmillennial" aspect, helping to bring about
the conditions necessary for the millennium, illuminates
much of Brigham Young’s kingdom building efforts.
Preparation for the Second Coming was a major impetus
behind the Mormon Reformation of the 1850s.53
Various attempts to establish the United Order were
intended both to condition the Saints to a millennial
economic system and to work out bugs.54 The principle
of plural wives in celestial marriage was also proclaimed
and promulgated as a foretaste of the heavenly
conditions to prevail when Christ reigned,ss The
Church was established as a theocracy, and the Council
of Fifty met intermittently as a sort of shadow
government, ready to take over when Gentile rule
collapsed.

The Utah War was the first real crisis of conflict faced
in the new land of promise. It was largely fanned on the
Mormon side by premillennial fervor,~ and was seen as
the beginning of the end for their enemies. Missionaries
to the Gentiles were called home; their chance to accept
the gospel had passed,s7 With the Gentile mission
ending, the time had now come for "the first to be last,"
and the Indian mission was accordingly renewed to
fulfill Book of Mormon eschatological prophecies.ss
Some were actually disappointed when peace was
negotiated with the United States. One Joseph Morris,
proclaiming Brigham Young a fallen prophet whose
cowardice had forestalled the Second Coming, gathered
a group of 500 disgruntled Saints who sold their worldly
possessions and gathered in Davis County to await
Christ’s appearance.S9

But it was the American Civil War which raised
Mormon hopes for divine vindication to their highest
pitch in the nineteenth century, since the conflict so
obviously fulfilled Joseph’s eschatological prophecies: a
civil war beginning with the rebellion in South Carolina
would lead to war being "poured out upon all nations...
until the consumption decreed hath made a full end of all
nations." This would mark the beginning of the
apocalyptic conflict which would culminate in the Lord’s
return.60 Despite the public avowal for the Constitution
and the Union at the outbreak of the war, Mormon
leaders, taking their cue from Brigham Young, preached
that neither side would emerge victorious; they were
simply bringing about the fall of the government so that
the kingdom of God could assume its rightful rule and
prepare for the Second Coming.o~

Although the outcome of the Civil War was less
cosmic than the Mormons had anticipated, they were
not long left to ponder .this delay in the eschatological
program. The newly vindicated federal government
turned its moral attention from slave owners to
polygamists, and the ensuing campaign renewed
Mormon millennial yearnings.~2 As 1890 approached,
the date around which several of Joseph Smith’s
prophecies concerning the Parousia clustered, the
Church was on the edge of chaos over prosecution of the
1882 Edmunds Act, which made polygamy a criminal
offense, and the 1887 Edmunds-Tucker Act, which
legally dissolved the Church and disenfranchised all
Mormons. Wilford Woodruff, hiding from federal
agents, wrote in his journal, "There has never been such

a time since the organization of this church when such a
universal howl was raised against us .... TYne
government seems determined on the destruction of the
faithful Latter-day Saint.’’6s Church leaders adamantly
maintained that t’hey would never capitulate; the Load
would intervene in their defense. John Taylor believed
that he would return to Jackson County to spend his last
days.64 President Woodruff is reported to have received
a revelation that the Saints were "not to yield one
particle of that which [the Lord] has revealed and
established .... We are l~.omised redemption and
deliverance if we will trust in God and not in the arm of
flesh.’’6s I, orenzo Snow, shortly before the Manifesto,
argued in his polygamy trial that God would not revoke
plural marriage but that he would overthrow its
opponents.66

For many it seemed now or never. Popular enthusiasm
over the imminence of the Second Coming in fulfillment
of Joseph’s prophecies became so intense that the leaders
had to speak out against the folly of setting up a
timetable for the Lord.67 Not only the day and hour were
unknown, insisted George Q. Cannon, but the year as
well. There were too many prophecies yet to be
fulfilled.6s Nevertheless, the increasing frequency of
such calls for level-headedness merely underscores the
widespread millennial enthusiasm among the members.

Although the Manifesto was undoubtedly perceived
by most Mormons as a tectical and temporary expedient
rather than a defeat, it is significant that Wilford
Woodruff explained his inspiration in terms of the
disaster that l~aced the Church, rather than the promise
of redemption just around the corner. Yet this latest
delay of the Parousia was perhaps the most profound of
all for Mormonism, because it marked the beginning of
an about-face which drastically altered the character of
the Church.

~driefly stated, the Church abandoned its adversarial
role in American culture and entered the mainstream.
Within a few years of 1890, not orily polygamy, but
theocracy and communitarianism, the three most
distinct practices of nineteenth-century Mormonism,
were relegated to the heroic past and the idealized future
in Mormon thought.69 It is difficult for modern
Church members to comprehend the enormity of these
changes. As Hansen points out, "Mormonism . . . has
experienced a social and intellectual transformation of
such magnitude that a resurrected Joseph Smith,
returning to earth today, might well wonder if this was
indeed the same church he had founded .... "7o Once the
vanguard of a radical "alternate sexual life-style,"
offensive to the moral sensibilities of virtually every
"decent" American, Mormonism has become the
foremost bastion of bourgeois monogamy.71 Once
enthusiastically experimenting in the creation of a
"divinely" egalitarian economy, the Church has since
embraced the capitalist ethic and founded its large
financial empire firmly upon the grey flannel rock of
Adam Smith. As early as 1922 E.E. Ericksen noted, "The
philosophy of the church leaders was at one time radical
and socialistic; it is now conservative and capitalistic."72
The antagonism to the secular government of the
United States, manifested in the Council of Fifty and the
de facto theocracy in territorial Utah, has been succeeded
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in the twentieth century by official disavowal of Church
interference in partisan politics combined with a
conspicuous patriotism among both leaders and laity.73
The earlier disdain for Gentile wars was reversed when
the United States entered World War I and Church
leaders encouraged young men to enlist and do their
duty. Pacifism among Mormons was infrequent
compared with the rest of the nation.TM Mormons today
point with pride to their fellow members’ involvement
and influence at all levels in the American political
process. The aloofness from American politics and the
shadow government described by Klaus Hansen in his
Quest for Empire seems incredible to most modern Church
members.75 In addition, the "Gathering" concept so
central to the earlier Church has now been sublimated
into a universalistic one, focusing upon Zion as the pure
in heart rather than any particular place.7o The Saints
are actively encouraged to build up the Church
organization wherever they live.

This drastic transformation has led Mark Leone to
state flatly that "modern Mormonism cannot be
understood in terms of the same institution that made so
much sense for the nineteenth century.’’77 It has taxed

more than one historian attempting to explain it. "’In
view of the seeming bitterness of the struggle," writes
Hansen,

the rapid metamorphosis of the kingdom of God into an
eminently respectable middle class religion holding up all
the virtues of the Protestant ethic is nothing less than a
miracle. How is it possible that within a generation a
people that had been the very epitome of an
antibourgeois mentality became one of the mainstays of
American middle class culture?7s

Although other factors should not be slighted, the
most straightforward explanation equal to the magni-
tude of the "Americanization" of Mormonism is, in fact,
the delay, or "non-event," of the Parousia. The Saints

THE MOST STRAIGHT-
FOR WARD EXPLANA TION
EQUAL TO THE MAGNITUDE
OF THE "AMERICANIZATION"
OF MORMONISM IS THE
NON-EVENT OF THE
PAROUSIA.
finally realized that they could not count on the Second
Coming to deliver them from present ills and conflicts.
They would have to make accommodations to the
realities of the modern world. It was, as Leonard Arring-
ton described it, "the great capitulation.’’79 Apparently,
the Lord’s concept of "nearness" was not the same as
man’s.

This perspective adds a new dimension to
understanding the Mormon experience. Even in their
struggle to survive in the wilderness, the Saints were
intent on "building the kingdom" to prepare for the
millennial reign of Christ. Radical aberrations from
conventional religious piety were rehearsals for the
future. In 1869 Brigham Young described the United
Order as "a stepping stone to what is called the order of
Enoch, but which is in reality the order of heaven."n° The
egalitarianism of the Law of Consecration as well as the
polygamy of Celestial Marriage and the monolithic
theocracy of the President of the Church and the
Council of Fifty were all a foretaste of and preparation
for the Millennium, what a New Testament scholar
might call "realizing eschatology." The heavenly
kingdom was so near that its effects had already broken
in upon them, like the light of dawn which suffuses the
early morning air before the sun itself actually appears.
But that light could hardly remain constant when the
sun failed to rise, and especially when the powers of
Mormonism survive only by adapting, and it would be
hard to find a more successful model of accommodation
than the LDS church in this century. By exalting the
conventional values of individualism--capitalistic self-
reliance, strict monogamy, and patriotism through
loyalty to established secular authority--Mormonism
has transcended if not transformed its roots. And the
astounding success of its missionary program has
validated that turn-about, both psychologically arid
empirically. Few but the most die-hard fundamentalist
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Mormons would advocate a return to the radical
programs of the previous century.

But if polygamy, theocracy, communitarianism, and
the Gathering were so closely bound to Mormon
millenarianism in the past, does eschatology have a
future? Certainly there has been no abandonment,
much less renunciation, of belief in the Second Coming
and the millennial reign of Christ.81 Along with signs of
the times, such as wars, catastrophes, and developments
in the Middle East, admonitions to "lengthen your
stride," put aside a year’s supply of food, and get your life
in order, as well as emphasis on the expansion of the
missionary program itself are often interpreted by
Church members as indicating the imminence of the
Parousia. Church leaders occasionally feel constrained
to deny that their warnings about being prepared
warrant any fanaticism about the end of the world,82 and
recently no less an authority than Bruce R. McConkie
cautioned a group of bishops and stake presidents that
members who avoid making long-term commitments,
such as schooling, in the belief that Christ will come
shortly are in error. I:t his opinion,"the Lord is not at the
door as we measure time," and, patriarchal blessings tO
the contrary, Elder McConkie did not expect Christ to
return in the lifetime of anyone present,s3

What then is the religious function of eschatology and
the millennial hope if we are now to understand that
the end is not yet, and perhaps not even nigh? While the
warning against extremism in expectation of the Second
Coming is understandable and perhaps necessary, it
would be a mistake to relegate these doctrines to an
archaic past. Although Mormons have experienced a
delay of 150 years, Christianity two millennia, and
Judaism even longer, faith in the coming Day of the Lord
is no less relevant for the Saints today. This is true for
several reasons.

First, for every human being, the end of the world,
this world, is inevitable. But because our personal death
is a subject we normally suppress psychologically, the
"myth" of the Second Coming is perhaps a less onerous
device through which to come to terms with our own
mortality. The imminence of the Parousia demands our
recognition of the transitory nature and uncertainty of
the present life, so that we can focus our perspective
upon higher, more lasting realities.~4 Although this
theme has been developed extensively by existentialist
theologians, its focus is primarily ethical and constitutes
the core of Jesus’ preaching: repent, for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand. The Restoration is a renewal of this
call to righteousness, which must be obeyed now, today,
before it is too late.

Second, millennial doctrine imparts meaning to
history. It assures us that history is headed toward a
purposeful consummation and that what we are
experiencing is not random chaos doomed to be repeated
in endless cycles of human folly or ended entirely in
nuclear holocaust. Christian eschatology means that
God is in ultimate control and that however much evil
seems in the ascendancy there is hope for the future. It
allows us, in fact prods us, to go on.

Finally, and this is especially true for Mormons, belief
in the Parousia means that we have a role to play, that
our contribution is valuable, that we can make a

difference in the world. We are building the kingdom of
God so that we can receive the kingdom of heaven. Our
efforts to advance human progress, to comfort the
oppressed and convert the oppressor will finally succeed
because the Lord is coming to vindicate and consummate
our efforts. Indeed, it is the very fact of the delay which
allows us this participation in the work of’God and thus
progress toward fulfillment of our humanity in his
image. Although the Parousia is an act of divine
interver~tion, Christ does not come in a vacuum. As
Jedediah Grant admonished, "If you want a heaven, go
and make it.’’~5

This attitude of positive involvement in bringing
about a better world is too often obscured or perverted
into passive fatalism by a near-sighted millenarianism.So
A missionary visiting in our home once commented on
an earthquake which had just killed hundreds in the
Middle East. His tone was almost exultant; it was a "sign
of the times," proving that the Second Coming was
really getting close. Clearly, neither misanthropic
delight at the anticipated destruction of the wicked nor
withdrawal from the corrupt world to safely await the
end is an appropriate response to a doctrine of millennial
hope. Neither are we justified in disavowing or ignoring
altogether eschatology, as if this would somehow certify
our intellectual sophisitication. In acknowledging the
delay of the Parousia and its effects on Mormonism, we
may be opening the way for an advance from the milk of
provincial scriptural astrology to the meat ofultimate
meaning in history. For lo, the coming of our Lord is
with us always, even unto the end of the world.
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response to the indefinite delay of the Parousia, so that the cessation of plural
marriage marks a deemphasis on eschato[ogy.
00. Historical Record, quoted by Tanner and Tanner, T]!c Chan,£in,~ World ot
Mormonism, p. 209. Cf. Hansen, Quest h~r Empire, p. 178.
07. Hansen, Quest lot Empire, pp. 180, 22; Reinwand,"An Interpretative Study of
Mormon Millennialism," pp. 140-45,
08. References in Reinwand, pp. 143-44. Note that this insistence on historical
sequence over the prophetic decipherment of a date from the scriptural
prophecies was Joseph Smith’s argument against the Millerites (above, n. 37).
09. Hansen, Quest lot tirol,ire, pp. 188, 189, and Mormo~ism and llle American Experience,
p. 174; Leone, Roots ot Modern Mormonism, pp. 140-148; Arrington, Great Basin
Ki,g,lam, p. 350; Arrington and Bitton, The Mort,an Eapcrh’ncc, p. 242. The latter
argue for the continuation of Mormon distinctiveness into the present, but the
characteristics they cite, such as large families and traditional male-female roles
in marriage, are not less significant as differences than earlier Mormon
deviations from American norms, but they are becoming less pronounced as
Mormons continue to meld into the mainstream. Cf. Arrington, Fox & May,
Buildin,; the City Ot God, p. 345: Although the Church Welfare System draws on the
Mormon "heritage of cooperation," it "was not introduced as a resumption of the
traditional Mormon compulsion to build the city of God on earth, but rather as an
inspired response to calamitous contemporary circumstances. There was almost
no suggestion that innovators of the new program had been guided by their
understanding of the Law of Consecration and Stewardship as taught by Joseph
Smith or the United Order of Enoch as preached by Brigham Young." Another
argument for Mormonism’s continued peculiarity in this century, based upon
the carry-over of the ideals of communitarianism in the ’Mormon village’, is set
forth by Eugene England, Brother Bri,qltam (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1980), pp.
211-213. England bases his conclusions on a study by Charles S. Peterson,"A
Mormon Village: One Man’s West," ]our~a[ ot Mormon History 3 (1970). Cf. also
Arrington, Fox & May, Building the City of God, pp. 13f.
70. Hansen, Mormonism and the American fixl,criemc, p. 147; cf. Quest h~r Empire, p. 205.
Intriguingly, Hansen, Mormonis,t and the American Eapcricm~e, pp. 172fdf., (citing
Leone), notes the "individual inventiveness and variability" within the modern
Mormon belief system, in contrast to the earlier in’sisfence that the prophet
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[Brigham Young, above, n. 50] would dictate "in all things temporal and
spiritual." Joseph Smith’s attitude was to allow wide latitude in doctrinal matters,
but recent pronouncements by some church leaders again stress the absolute
doctrinal authority of the President. On this see Michael Hicks, "Do You Preach
the Orthodox Religion?" Sunstone 6, No. 5 (1981): 29-34.
71. Hansen, Morro,raisin and the American Exp,’rienc,’, p. 175, suggests that the strict
sexual code has become an even more prominent identity symbol for Mormons
than the Word of Wisdom. Arrington and Bitten, The Mornlon Fxl,erienc,,, p. 246,
note that the Church vigorously uncovers and excommunicates modern-day
polygamists and their sympathizers. "In this respect Latter-day Saints have been
thoroughly converted to the more traditional standards and ideals of

,,monogamy.
72. Eriksen, The Psycholo,~,i~al and Ethical Aspects el Mormon Group Lile, p. 72; cf.
Hansen, Morntonisnt and the Atm’ri~an Experience, p. 129: "It is surprising how quickly
even the leaders became converted to the ethics of capitalism." Similarly, see
Arrington, (~,reat Basin Kingdom, p. 410; Arrington and Bitten, Tire Mormon
Exl,eriencc, p. 251; and Leone, Roots ot Modern Mormonism, pp. 29,163. Arrington, Fox
& May, Buildi~,~ the City ot God, p. 334, note President Taylor’s official withdrawal
of support for cooperative enterprises in 1882.
73. See Leone, Roots ot Modern Mormonism, pp. 148f., 120, who notes both the
dissolution of the Church-sponsored People’s Party in 1891 and the restriction of
Church courts to internal concerns. See also Jan Shipps, "Utah Comes of Age
Politically: A Study of the State’s Policies in the Early ’/ears of the Twentieth
Century," Utah Historical Quarterly 35 (Spring, 1967): 91-111. Arrington and
Bitten, The Mormon Experience, pp. 248-49, argue against the common perception of
present church involvement in partisan politics.
74. The reorientation actually began with the Spanish-American War, when the
Church jumped at the chance to prove the patriotism of the new state of Utah.
See D. Michael Quinn,"The Church and the Spanish-American War: An End to
Selective Pacifism," Pacitic Historical Review 43 (August, 1974):342-60; and
Arrington and Bitten, The Memnon Expert,,me, p. 251f. An historical overview is
Ronald K. Walker, "Sheaves, Bucklers and the State: Mormon Leaders Respond
to the Dilemmas of War," Sunstone 7, No. 4 (1982): 43-56. Nea] S. Chandler, in a
paper read at the Princeton Institute of.Religion on May 12, 1972, entitled, "The
Gospel of Patriotism: The Devolution of Mormon Attitudes Towards War,"
pinpoints the American involvement in World War I as the crucial turning point
in LDS support of the American military. The First Presidency’s Christmas
message for lC/14, in the Dcscrct News on December 19, condemned all combatants
in the Great War; the righteous were those enjoying peace. A year later the
lmproventent Era featured an editorial by Moses F. Cowley rejecting
nationalistically-oriented patriotism on all sides. But with America’s entrance
into the war in 1917, the obligation to supply conscripts fell equally upon
Mormons. In an address printed in the July, 1917 Iml,rovement Era, Preqident
Joseph F. Smith agonized over the moral issues, but counseled young men to do
their duty and serve in the military. In the same issue, however, Charles W.
Penrose of the First Presidency took a very different approach which set the
standard for subsequent official discussions of war, centered on patriotism in
support of established authority, disregarding the larger issues of morality in
particular armed conflicts. Penrose envisioned the war as a heaven-sent
opportunity for Mormons to demonstrate their patriotism and thus dispel the
suspicion they had been under for so [ong in America. Chandler criticized this
glorification of patriotism and obedience as virtually indistinguishable from the
defense used at the Nuremberg Trials.
75. See Hansen, Quest tor Empire, p. 189: "...doctrines such as plural marriage,
economic communitarianism, and the political kingdom of God are either totally
ignored or ’held in abeyance’...." Cf. Arrington, G teat Basin Kingdom, p. 410. Leone,
Roots of Mormonism, pp. 146f., claims that Mormonism has dealt with this historical
metamorphosis by becoming ahistorical, "without an effective collective
memory." When Mormonism ended its stance of opposition to American culture,
it "produced people who remained convinced that they were different but who
ceased to know why and also ceased to have a history, despite all their elaborate
record-keeping" (p. 167; cf. p. 213). The only meaningfu] historical activity for
most members is genealogical data gathering (p. 208). Leone has been widely
criticized by Mormon reviewers for his one-sided views based on limited sources.
Although he is guilty of overstating his case, any church member attempting to
discuss the radical sociological or doctrinal development in Mormon history in a
Sunday School or priesthood class will quickly take Leone’s point.

Hansen’s Quest tot Empire has recently been called into question for the
magnitude of the political significance he attaches to the Council of Fifty. See
Andrew F. Ehat, "It Seems Like Heaven Began on Earth. Joseph Smith and the
Constitution of the Kingdom of God," BYU Studies 20 (Spring, 1980): 253-279;
and D. Michael Quinn, "The Council of Fifty and Its Members, 1844 to 1945,"
BYU Studies 20 (Winter, 1980): 163-197. Although these studies seek to
"demonstrate the spiritual other-worldly orientation" of the Council (Ehat, p.
266), and thus provide balance as a corrective to Hansen, the latter’s major thesis,
that the Council was organized as the political arm of the Kingdom of God to
facilitate the establishment of the millennial kingdom from above, remains
unchallenged. See Hansen, Quest For Empire, pp. 10-11; Mormonism and the American
Expcricme, pp. 113ft., and especially "The Metamorphosis of the Kingdom of
God," p. 73. The transformation from a political to "a purely ecc[esiastical
concept" was a later development.
76. Arrington, Great Basin Kin,~dom, pp. 381ff., describes the demise of the
Church’s immigration and colonization campaigns, leading up to the official
disavowal of the Gathering in 1899.

77. Leone, Roots e! Modern Mormonism, p. 7. Cf. p. 222, where Leone ’laments’
Mormonism’s swing to fundamentalist conservatism, which reflects its failure to
perpetuate Joseph Smith’s insight into the dynamic nature of truth.
78. Hansen, Mormonism and the American E2q~ericnce, p. 205. Cf. p. 176, where Hansen
speculates that Mormons would have given up their nineteenth-century
deviations sooner or later, even without outside pressure, as "’an internal
response to modernization." Elsewhere (Quest !or Eml,ire, p. 181), noting the
extent of the eschatological orientation in nineteenth-century Mormonism,
Hansen connected the decline of the political kingdom ideal with the decline of
millennialism. But in elaborating on Mormonism’s"embourgeoisement’ and
adaptation to the norms of American culture, Hansen first quotes Leone to the
effect that Mormonism’s survival was due to its ’adaptability.’ (Mormonism and the
Ameri, an Exl,crieme, pp. 172f.) Since such a circular argument hardly explains
anything, Hansen final[y (pp. 207-211) suggests an intriguing model. Asking the
question, "why had the Saints lost their will to fight? Why were they so anxious
for the establishment of social and intellectual equilibrium ?" he draws an analogy
to the Puritan "mission in the wilderness" concept. The Saints left American
civilization to set up a city on a hill, an ensign to the nations, towhich eventually
all the righteous would gather. When the Civil War broke out in fulfillment of
prophecy, they confidently awaited the two sides to exhaust their strength until
they were forced to recognize their need for help from the Mormons, who would
then step in to reorganize the American republic under the kingdom of God, and
thus triumphantly welcome the returning Christ. The disappointment of the
mundane outcome of these vents was superceded by the conflict over polygamy,
to which the millennial hopes were transferred. When the Lord again failed to
appear, "the Saints were left to ponder the meaning of the victory of the United
States over polygamy and the kingdom of God." Cf. Hansen, "The
Metamorphosis of the Kingdom of God," p. 71: "In vain the Saints kept waiting
for the finger of the Lord to lift the yoke of oppression from their shoulders and
raise his chosen people to nationhood. Disappointment and frustration thus
played an important part in the metamorphosis of the Kingdom of God."
79. Arrington, Great Basin Kigdom, p. 409.
80. Sermon of April 7, 1869, Deseret News, June 2,1869; quoted by Arrington, Great
Basin Kingdom, p. 323.
81. Recently Underwood, "Early Mormon Millennialism," has argued against the
notion that Mormonism changed from a ’premillennial’ to a ’postmillennial’
outlook. Cf. Hansen, Mormonism aml the Am~,rican Experience, pp. 129, 177f. Eriksen,
The Psychological and Ethical Aspects of Mormon Group Life, p. 30, points out the
psychological remnants of the conflict are still with us in several of our more
martial hymns; also noted by Arrington, Fox and May, Building the City of God, pp.
361f. Hansen, "The Metamorphosis of the Kingdom of God," p. 76, notes "The
Mormon Church can . .. honestly assert that no transformation in [millennial]
doctrine has occurred. But the perpetuation of doctrinal theories does not
preclude a fundamental intellectual transformation." Underwood, "Seminal
Versus Sesquicentennial Saints," pp. 33-36, points out that modern Mormons
tend to see the culminati~,~n of their efforts in the Celestial Kingdom rather than
the Millennium. This ’spiritualization’ of the reward for righteousness was
already pointed out by Eriksen, The Psychological and Ethical Asl,ects ot Mormon Group
Lite, p. 95. Leone, writing on "The Mormon Temple Experience" in SUNSTONE 3,
No. 6 (1978): 10-13, suggests the foretaste of celestial reunion and eternal bliss
experienced in the temple helps Mormons resolve the paradox attendant on the
delay of the Second Coming. (See above, n. 40.) Elsewhere, however, in Root~ ot
Mloder~ Mormonism, p. 179, Leone charges that Mormonism’s identification with
modern American society, tied to an other-worldly theology, has fostered the
breakdown of the extended family. The resultant displacement of the elderly
(includng even mandatory retirement from temple work!) leaves them with little
more than the hope of celestial glory.
82. Arrington, Fox and May, Building the City ot God, p. 362.
83. Reported in SUNS~CO~ 6, No. 0 (1981): 59. Short of outright repudiation, such
moderation is the inevitable conclusion of any person or organization with an
eschatological background coming to terms with the delay of the expected end.
Such sentiments are hardly new among Mormons. As early as 1903 Benjamin F.
Johnson noted that "we were over seventy years ago taught by our leaders to
believe that the coming of Christ was much nearer than we believe it to be now."
(Quoted by Hansen, Quest !or Empire,, p. 19.) One is reminded of Paul’s caution to
the overly-enthusiastic early Christians who took seriously the admonition that
’the day of Christ is at hand’ (II Thessalonians 2:1-5).
84. This point is made forcefully in the beginning of the eschatologica] discourse
in D&C 45: "And again I say, hearken unto my voice, lest death overtake you; in
an hour when ye think not the summer shall be past and the harvest ended, and
your souls not saved." (vs. 2) Cf. esp. vs. 39: "... he that feareth me shall be
looking forth for the great day of the Lord to come, even for the signs of the
coming of the Son of Man."
85. Sermon in ]D 3:~7.
86. William Martin, "Waiting for the End," The Atlantic (June, 1982): 31-37.
discussed some of the dangers in fanatical pre-millenmalism, such as the
disregard for environmental protection if the world is about to end, or the lack of
incentive to work for peace in the Middle East or to avoid nuclear holocaust if it is
all pre-ordained and prophesied in the Scriptures. With such a prospect, "might
not a fundamentalist politician or general regard his ~-inger on the button as an
instrument of God’s eternal purpose?" he asks (p. 36). Similarly, see L. Jackson
Newell, "Enlarging the Vision of Christian Ethics,"Sunstone 7, No. 2 (1982): 29-32.
32.
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A NON-MORMON SCHOLAR LOOKS AT THE MILLENNIAL THEME
IN AN EARLY MORMON PUBLICATION.

TsHE inaugural issue of The Evening and the Morning
tar, the first Mormon perio,,dical, stated that th,e,

new publi~:ation was to serve as the friend of man
in the last days to persuade those who read it that they
must "turn to God and live, before the great and terrible
day of the Lord." The Star comes, announced the editor
William W. Phelps in 1832, "as the messenger of truth"
to prepare the way of the Lord, bringing glad tidings to
the house of Israel and warning all nations of the
impending "days of tribulation.’’1 Phelps struck an

Contemporary Mormons are heirs of a religious
tradition that has been preoccupied with matters of
eschatology, that is, the "last things" relating to the end
of an individual and of all mankind or the world. The
Articles of Faith written by Joseph Smith in the early
1840s declared, "We believe in the literal gathering of
Israel and in the restoration of the Ten Tribes; that Zion
will be built upon this continent; that Christ will reign
personally upon the earth; and, that the earth will be
renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory.’3 More

IGNS OF THE

THE THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EARI.Y MORMON APOCALYPTIC

urgent apocalyptic note in h~s prospectus, echoing words
ascribed in 1830 to the prophet Nephi in the Book of
Mormon, words which foretold that the ancient
prophecies of Nephi would "be of great worth.., in the
last days" when evil and unbelief abound.2 The
apocalyptic themes sounded in the Book of Mormon and
in The Evening and the Morning Star were amplified and
extended during the following years, becoming
subsequently a standard part of Mormon theology.

In one form or another, apocalyptic--which literally
means an "unveiling" or "revelation" and which
commonly refers to literature purporting to unveil the
things of the future--has remained a significant part of
the theological legacy of the Latter-day Saints. But the
"mainstreaming" of Mormonism in the twentieth
century and the resultant slide away from sectarian
principles have softened and altered its eschatological
proclamation, a change which may be either an
advantage or a disadvantage for a religious community
whose self-identification for more than a century and a
half has been as the "’Latter-day" saints.
Editors" No~e
A version of this paper was presented at the 1980 Sunstone Theological Symposium.
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recently the importance of eschatology for the founding
generation of Mormons has been stated by Leonard
Arrington and Davis Bitton when describing the various
reasons for the initial success of the church in the
1830s. Arrington and Bitton note that during the first
years of the movement the theological appeal of
Mormonism was not limited to "its doctrines of God,
man, and salvation." These were, they write,
"frequently overshadowed, especially during the 1830s,
by millenarian and eschatological claims regarding the
end of the world and the Second Coming of Christ.’’4

Despite the centrality of such beliefs, relatively little
attention has been paid to this dimension of the tradition
by Mormon and non-Mormon historians.5 The lack of
attention may reflect a certain cultural disfavor often
shown towards the subject of eschatology and, in
particular, towards traditional apocalyptic speculation.
By many in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
eschatological topics have been perceived as
embarrassing. This sense of embarrassment was given
classic expression in the second decade of the twentieth
century by Walter Rauschenbusch, a prominent
Protestant spokesman, who wrote that the study of
traditional "eschatology is usually loved in inverse
proportion to the square of the mental diameter of those
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who do the loving.’’6 This stigma has been slow to leave
apocalyptic speculation, a theological area seemingly
reserved for those with limited capacities, wild
imaginations, or unduly dour outlooks.

But eschatology and apocalyptic cannot be set aside so
easily as a topic of study. Contemporary historians of
religion and culture have shown the formative role
played in America by these issues.7 Even Rauschenbusch
acknowledged the same in 1917 when he wrote,
"Religion is always eschatological .... It lives in and for
the future .... In religion we seek for the final realities,
the absolute values, the things as God sees them .... ’" He
continued, "All religions of higher development have
some mythology about the future. The Christian
religion needs a Christian eschatology."~ In this same
sense, eschatology was central to early Mormonism.
Early Mormon Apocalyptic

The Evening and the Morning Star was published during a
time of crucial transition for the young church. The
periodical is a rich source of information concerning the
religious and theological character of early
Mormonism--particularly its apocalyptic dimension.

The Evening and the Morning Star had an unusual
publication history. The first issue of four large sheets
or eight pages appeared as a monthly in June 1832 at
Independence, Missouri. The cost for a subscription was
"one dollar for a year in advance.’’~ The publication

THE BATTLE WAS JOINED,
THE STRUGGLE EARTH-
SHAKING. APOCALYPTIC
DISCOURSE SUITED THIS
CONFLICT MENTALITY.

served the cause of the infant church by spreading news
of its expansion, by printing the new revelations that
came to Joseph Smith, and by defending Mormon
theological views. Some missionaries used the paper as a
tool in their efforts to gain converts. William W. Phelps
became the first editor of the Star as a result of
revelations announced to him by the prophet Smith in
June and July of 1831. According to Smith, it was God’s
will that Phelps be "a printer unto the church.’’1°
Unfortunately, not everyone, including Smith, was
pleased with either Phelps or his publication. In August
of the same year Smith rebuked him for not being
"sufficiently meek" before God. God was displeased
with Phelps, the prophet said, because he had sought "to
excel"--perhaps a reference to some form of personal
ambition. Repentance was prescribed as the remedy.11
Later Smith also expressed disappointment with the
publication. After several issues had appeared he wrote
to Phelps, "We wish you to render the Star as interesting
as possible, by setting forth the rise, progress, and faith
of the church, as well as the doctrine; for if you do not
render it more interesting than at present, it will fall, and
the church suffer a great loss thereby.’’12 (The Star, in
fact, was typical of religious periodicals of the day.)

Fourteen issues of the Star appeared before violence
interrupted publication in the summer of 1833. In that
year on July 29 a mob of four or five hundred persons
gathered at Independence and "proceeded to demolish or
raze to the ground, the printing office and dwelling
house of W.W. Phelps." "The press was broken, the type
pied," and other equipment destroyed.13 It was
December before publication was resumed, this time
from Kirtland, Ohio, and under the editorship of Oliver
Cowdery, who earlier with Phelps had been "ordained" a
steward of "the revelations and commandments" of God
and "editor" for the church.14 In 1829 Cowder.y had
shared with Smith the restoration of the Priesthood of
Aaron and had been declared one of two "first elders" in
the church.15

Under Cowdery’s editorship the Star appeared for ten
more issues. He maintained the size but altered the
format and the content somewhat, intensifying the
apocalyptic motif. His opening statement to the
subscribers set the tone. "Wars and rumors of wars,"
wrote Cowdery, "are spreading over the world; nation
rising against nation, kingdom against kingdom;
calamity upon calamity, and pestilence following plague;
iniquity abounding, and the love of many waxing cold;
almost every man seeking his own interest, to the
destruction of his neighbor, and the hearts of this
generation so grossly hardened, that no man can trust
even his brother; and more than all these, that great day
fast approaching when this scene of wickedness shall
close; the veil of eternity must be rent, and the Son of
God be seen coming in the clouds of heaven, with all his
holy angels, with power and great glory."~ In the same
issue Cowdery printed a "Song for Zion" with the
following stanza. "O, that the day would hasten on,/
When wickedness shall all be gone,/ And saints and
angels join in one,/To praise the Man of Holiness.’’17 The
Evening and the Morning Star ceased publication abruptly
with the September 1834 issue. It was subsequently
succeeded by a second periodical, the Latter-day Saints’
Messenger and Advocate. Cowdery closed that last issue of
the Star with a reflection concerning the "calamities" of
his day, ending with this exhortation: "Let us be ready,
for HIS coming is near!"~8

Thus for more than two years from 1832-1834 the Star
proclaimed an apocalyptic message to its readers inside
and outside the infant church. William Phelps declared’
that the publication was a "harbinger" of both good and
evil, "peace and good will" to the Saints and potential
calamity to those pursuing vain religion. The Star, he
wrote, is "devoted to the great concerns of eternal things
[and to] the gathering of the saints." The ultimate hope
of the inhabitants of Zion is that they will rise and "reign
with Christ a thousand years on the earth.’’~9 At the
beginning of the second year of publication, Phelps
reminded his readers that the principal purpose of the
periodical was "that the world may know of the
judgments to come." In the same breath he warned,
"The time has arrived, when them that mean to be
saved, must save themselves .... "20 Oliver Cowdery
persisted with the apocalyptic proclamation when he
took over as editor. He filled two pages of his first issue
with an article entitled "Signs of the Heavens" and with
the first installment of a long, rambling essay on the
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"Millennium" by Sidney Rigdon, Joseph Smith’s close
friend and counselor. Long essays became increasingly
common during Cowdery’s editorship. He closed the
same issue with an editorial postscript to the
subscribers, requesting information about the successes
of the church in various quarters because, he noted,
"the Star. is designed as an engine of truth, to spread the
light among mankind.’’21 Under the direction of Phelps
and Cowdery alike, The Evening and the Morning Star
reflected the Mormon interest in apocalyptic discourse,
featuring certain .traditional topics including
identification and interpretation of the signs of the
times, reflection about the conversion of the Jews, and
speculation concerning the time, nature, and location of
the millennial age.

Among the issues of traditional apocalyptic interest
featured by the Star, no more persistent theme was
sounded than the abundance of the "signs of the times."
Observing apocalyptic signs was an ancient practice
whereby one determined the contemporary position of
the world on the divine timetable. The practice of
observing signs filled the hours of those who waited for
a reversal of fortunes or for a vindication of their cause.
The editors of the Star regarded such observation as
their responsibility. "Our readers will expect from us,
some of the signs of the times," wrote Phelps in October
1832, "and, as watchmen that would strive to be
approved in all things before the Lord, we will try to
collect a few of the many, and lay them before the
world.’’z2 In May 1833 he wrote, "It is no more than will
b.e expected of us to note the passing tides, signs and
wonders of the day. The world is full of strange
appearances, and all eyes are once and a while turned
towards the coming events of the day, to catch a glimpse
of what may be expected."z3 Any event could be declared
a sign, but normally signs were manifestations of an
unusual sort, something extraordinary, working good
or ill. In 1833 the Star contained the following
representative list of "Signs of the Times."

The Cholera spreading over the whole earth;
The plague breaking out in India;
The Revolutions of Europe;
The dissolution of South Carolina from the Union;
The gathering of the saints to Zion, and
The assembling of the Jews at Jerusalem.24

To the uninitiated, these were simply events on the
unending calendar of days. For believers, however, these
events became integrated parts of the divine plan for the
ages.

Interpretation of the signs of the times was an art or
craft reserved for the saints. To those "without the true
knowledge of God," Phelps wrote, world events are
incomprehensible.2s The faithful, by contrast, are able to
understand and discern fuller meaning in such affairs.
Dreadful occurrences produce confusion and
bewilderment in those who do not believe; they provoke
shouts and curses of anger. But the saints recognize that
the wrath of God is sometimes poured out on the age in
order "to convince every man in the world, that the end
is near; that the harvest is ripe, and that the angels are
reaping down the earth!"z6 By this means the faithful are
also encouraged to persevere in the face of hardship and
suffering.

The most striking effect of the preoccupation of the
early Mormons with the signs of the times was the
emergence of a firm c0~nviction that they were living in
the last days, the moments immediately preceding the
climax of history. One example makes the point vividly.
In 1832 during the Nullification Crisis in the United
States, South Carolina tried to measure its
independence against the federal union of states. The
Star followed the struggle closely under the assumption
that this political conflict was another sign that the
world stood on the threshold of the last days. In January
1833 Phelps inserted a two-paragraph notice of
developments.27 In March the Star used nearly a full page
to discuss the "unhappy crisis" with its melancholy"
prospects for republican government. The struggle
"augurs" the "near approach" of the day of the Lord,
wrote the editor, a day that will bring terror to the
hearts of unbelievers and conflict and warfare,
destruction and bloodshed, to the world. Though the
United States may break apart over this issue, the
kingdom of God will prevail. The Star concluded: "Men
are agents unto themselves, and they can prepare for a
kingdom of glory, or, for one without glory. The
language of the Savior, is, The Spirit and the bride say,
Come: and let him that heareth say, Come: for the hour
of redemption is nigh."2s

The early Mormons were encouraged to think about
the signs of the times. In 1831 Joseph Smith had
disclosed a series of revelations dealing with the signs
that would precede the gathering of Zion in the western
lands and the establishment of the New Jerusalem.29 In
addition, Smith had assured the elders sent on
missionary journeys that they would see many signs and
wonders.30 The prominence accorded eschatology in The
Evening and the Morning Star was also a reflection of the
general apocalyptic fervor in America that had been
building for two centuries. New England, in particular,
from which so many early Mormon leaders had come,
possessed a long and rich tradition of eschatological
speculation, extending from the time of the founders
through subsequent generations of Puritans and
evangelicals. One preacher in the second decade of the
nineteenth century typically warned, "There is a crisis in
all human affairs. If seized, it almost insures success; if
lost, everything is lost with it." Many stood ready to join
in the cry: the "hour of redemption is nigh."31

But how near was the end in the eyes of the first
generation of Mormons? Joseph Smith was very
cautious about engaging in the tricky business of
apocalyptic arithmetic.32 That caution does not mean,
however, that he and his contemporaries were
indifferent to such matters. The early Mormons showed
their interest in the divine timetable by their concern
with another issue, the question of the conversion of the
Jews. It was a time-honored Christian view that the
conversion of the Jews to Christianity would occur
shortly before the end time. The Mormons accepted that
traditional view, but "the precise time," wrote an
observer, "and the way and the manner in which this will
be effected, the Lord has reserved to himself .... "33
Nevertheless, the apocalyptically-minded looked for
indications of that future event. On one occasion, the
editor of the Star described the migration of scattered
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Jews to Palestine, placing their move in the framework
of the "Latter days."34 He went on to discuss Joseph
Smith’s idea that there will be "two places of gathering"
in those days, Jerusalem for the Jews and Zion in the
American West in the area of Missouri for the Gentiles.
In the Star the primary focus remained on the former
gathering.35 Accordingly, all news about the Jews was
regularly reported. The Star featured, for example, an
account of famine in Palestine, a notice of Polish Jews
planning to visit Jerusalem, and an extended discussion
of the prophecy of Zephaniah concerning the
restoration of the Israelites.3~

The conversion of the Jews was of concern not only
because it signaled entrance into the penultimate stage
of history but also because it confirmed for the Latter-
day Saints the truth of their new scriptures. According
to the Book of Mormon, Jesus explicitly prophesied that
when the fullness of the gospel comes, the Jews will
acknowledge him as "Christ, the Son of God.’’37 The link
in the Book of Mormon between ancient Israel and the
inhabitants of the Americas gave additional grounds for
attention. In working out a relationship with the Indians

in the West, the Mormons were contributing to the
latter-day conversion of Israel. Under the editorship of
Phelps, the Star printed a variety of accounts describing
Indian life and activities.38

The conversion of the Jews also had a bearing upon
the self conception of the early Mormons. In some sense
the fate of the Jews was an anticipation of their own final
destiny as a rel~igious community. To the Mormon way
of thinking, the parallels between the two were
numerous. Both were a chosen people that had
experienced hardship. To both God had revealed a new
law with covenant obligations tJlrough a prophet.
Ancient Israel and the Mormons alike were tested sorely
during their wanderings. Both looked for full salvation
and a promised land where they might dwell in peace and
unity and become a redeeming influence upon the
nations.

The interest in the conversion of the Jews among the
early Mormons was the product of multiple forces at
work.    Joseph Smith’s revelations concerning
eschatological matters, for example, had included a
description of the change of heart which would occur
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among the Jews at the time of the first resurrection.39
There also existed a long tradition of American
speculation about the conversion of the Jews and their
place in the plan of God. Many in America, especially
those of Puritan extraction, shared an assumption that
the image of Israel was an informing metaphor for the
church in America. Old Israel-New Israel was a link
established easily in their minds. The story of ancient
Israel prefigured, in their view, the life of the believers in
America. Thus their concern for the final conversion of
the Jews mirrored indirectly a concern with their own
religious situation.

The millennial age was the climax of the apocalyptic
scheme for the early Mormons and a topic of sustained
attention in the Star. Although a"millennium" is a period
of a thousand years, in the 1830s not all commentators
presumed that the millennial age was to be a literal
thousand years. The millennium was to come near the
end of time, but precisely when it would begin was hotly
debated. The millennium was always depicted as an
earthly experience by contrast with a heavenly
existence. Yet there was considerable discussion about
where on the earth the millennium would be located or
centered. The millennial age was to be a period of peace
and prosperity for the saints, but the precise nature of
the condition of the saints during that time was open to
speculation. The Star addressed all of these topics at one
time or another, sporadically under the editorship of
Phelps but in a more sustained and sophisticated fashion
under Cowdery.4°

Some of the earliest millennial speculation in The_

Evening and the Morning Star appeared in the hymns printed
on its pages. Each of the first three issues in 1832 had a
section entitled, "Hymns, selected and prepared for the
Church of Christ, in these last days.’’al Subsequent
issues often devoted space to hymns with a millennial
theme. "The Pilgrim’s Hymn," for example, begins as
follows. "Go on, dear pilgrims, while below,] In wisdom’s
paths of peaced Determin’d nothing else to know,/But
Jesus’ righteousness." The hymn has twelve stanzas
describing life as a journey toward a promised land.
"There," it continues, "we shall be when Christ appears,]
And all his glory see,/And reign with him a thousand
years,] When all the world is free." The hymn-writer
concludes, "When we’ve been there a thousand years,i
Bright shining as the Sun,] We’ve no less days to sing
God’s praised Than when we first begun.’’a2 The
informing image throughout these stanzas is the
millennial age. Elsewhere the Star discussed the
millennium under such related topics as the New
Jerusalem, the first resurrection (that of the Saints
which precedes the millennial age, by contrast with the
second resurrection, that of the rest of mankind which
precedes the final judgment), and the coming of
Christ.a3

The most extensive reflection on the millennial age in
the Star is an eight-part essay entitled "Millennium" by
Sidney Rigdon. This piece, which was continued later in
the Latter-day Saints’ Messenger and Advocate, is both an
attack upon the views of other authors and a defense of
the biblical basis of the Mormon view of the millennium.
The principal target was Alexander Campbell, editor of
the Millennial Harbinger, another religious periodical of

the day, and a leader of the emerging "Disciples"
movement,a4 According to the early Mormons, the basis
for all belief in the thousand-year reign of Christ is
unfulfilled biblical prophecy. On biblical grounds, said
the Star, it is clear that before the millennium arrives an
age of "great apostasy" will occur during which the
religions of the world will forsake the true God, their
"weakness and folly" becoming very apparent,as Having
wandered far from Christ, the world will be in a
"deplorable condition.’’a~ During these times religion
will divide into numerous "parties and sects." "False
teachers" will arise who will not be able to discern truth
because of the prevailing "gross darkness." They will
have "a form of godliness" but will be "denying the
power thereof." Though these people in the last days
will consider themselves "enlightened, very learned,
exceedingly polite, remarkably genteel," in reality and in
the eyes of God and those "inspired" of God, they are as
"natural brute beasts." During these days an abundance
of signs of the times will be manifest, warning the evil
ones and comforting the saints in their distress,a7

These evil circumstances will be overturned when the
millennial age begins. The millennium will be
inaugurated by the physical return of Christ in the
clouds, a return which will cause the wicked to wail but
the saints to rejoice. The coming of Christ will be
preceded by the gathering of the saints in two places, the

THE APOCALYPTIC
DISCOURSE OF THE EARLY
MORMONS WAS
ADVANTAGEOUS IN
RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS
FOR THE COMMUNITY.

Jews in Jerusalem and the Gentiles in Zion on this
continent,as When Christ returns, those of the faithful
who are dead and who have been martyred for Christ
will be raised (the first resurrection) and will join in the
rule on earth for a thousand years. The period that
follows is the "most marvelous" in all’human history.49
The millennium is a time of peace and rest, of goodness
and prosperity, but it is more too. During the millenn-
ium God’s ultimate plan is fulfilled and his design
vindicated: evil is conquered, and the saints are
rewarded for their labors. The earth is renewed during
this period of rest, and the gospel is restored to its proper
place as the kingdom of God prevails over all.s0

As with the signs of the times and the conversion of
the Jews, so too with the topic of the millennial age: the
early Mormons were drawn to speculation in a variety of
ways. Again the example of Joseph Smith was important
for his followers. First in the Book of Mormon and then
in new revelations during the earliest years of the
movement, Smith had offered judgments concerning
eschatological issues, including the millennium. His
comments were generally brief and lacked the explicit
quality so many of his other revelations possessed.51 In
subsequent years his public statements showed the
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same guarded quality.S2 The Star, however, carried on
the discussion more boldly, drawing heavily upon earlier
American speculation concerning the millennium. Few
religious issues had stirred greater intensity of response
in America. The variety of opinions about the
millennium was almost infinite. Some apocalyptic
commentators were unwilling to offer chronological
calculations about the beginning of the thousand years.
Others offered precise predictions--sometimes once,
twice, and three or more times. There was also fierce
debate about the location of the millennium. Some
suggested that Palestine would be the center of the
millennium and America, by contrast, the seat of Gog
and Magog, the apocalyptic beasts. Others affirmed that
America would become the seat of the millennial age; the
howling wilderness would blossom and become the
garden of God. Still others could not make up their
minds. All agreed that the millennium would be a time of
success for the gospel, but whether Christ would be
present physically or only spiritually, whether his return
to earth would inaugurate the thousand years or
terminate it, on these poi-nts commentators differed.
The views of the early Mormons as articulated in the Star
were not consistent on all of these issues and do not
classify easily. It is clear, however, that the Mormons
would have been an exceptional religious community in
nineteenth-century America if they had not been
interested in the millennium.S3

MORMONS WOULD    HAVE
BEEN AN EXCEPTIONAL
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY    IN
19TH CENTURY AMERICA IF
THEY HAD NOT BEEN
INTERESTED IN THE
MILLENNIUM.

The Uses of Apocalyptic Discourse
The apocalyptic discourse published in The Evenin,�~ and

the Morning Star was useful for the early Mormons in a
variety of ways. The restored Church of Christ had
begun in April 1830 with a mere handful of followers. By
the summer of 1831 it is estimated that one thousand
persons had joined the movement. This rapid expansion
signaled success for the young church, but it also
brought a series of new problems.~4 An appropriate
ecclesiastical structure, for example, had to be shaped.
During the same years the leadership of the church
experimented with a plan for sharing property and
resources, an arrangement which quickly revealed
certain flaws. Everywhere they journeyed, whether in
New York, Ohio, Missouri, or elsewhere, the Mormons
received a mixed response--enthusiasm from those who
were persuaded-by Joseph Smith and his followers;
rejection, ridicule, and violent opposition by the many
more who were not. The Evening and the Morning Star
appeared on the scene during these difficult times.

The leaders of the young church utilized every
resource at their disposal to meet the varied needs of the
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growing community in the early 1830s. Joseph Smith, in
pdrticular, used the power of continuing revelation. The
editors of the Star, who did not possess anything
equivalent to that authority and who had, in fact, been
rebuked at one time or another by the prophet Smith,
used the printed word. The apocalyptic message they
proclaimed provided those who read the Star with a
powerful set of symbols.

The apocalyptic discourse of the early Mormons was
particularly advantageous in recruiting new members
for the community. Symbols that are rich in content and
connotation and that are readily accessible to many
facilitate the communication of ideas. The editors of the
Star were speaking a language familiar to the people of
their day. One student of early Mormon history has
noted, "In no other period in American history were’the
last days’ felt to be so imminent as in that between 1820
and 1845."s~ Never again would the cultural climate be
so receptive to an apocalyptic message. Some of the
earliest missionaries found the discourse of the Star
highly useful in their labors.~¢ In the early nineteenth
century apocalyptic discourse was not an
embarrassment but an advantage.

Apocalyptic discourse was also an effective means for
affirming the theological position of the Mormon
church. In 1832 the religious claims of the Latter-day
Saints were not as startling as they would become in
subsequent years. However, the apocalyptic mode was
still highly congenial for reflecting the sense of urgency
the Mormons felt about the times in which they lived,
their condemnation of the established and competing
religious communities, their confidence in the future of
the restored gospel, and their notion of the specialness
of America as the site for the gathering of Zion.
Mormon reflection on the signs of the times, the
conversion of the Jews, and the nature of the millennium
was, therefore, not an idle pastime. To use the phrases of
William Phelps, such reflection was designed for "the
edification and benefit of the soul, to obtain a glorious
resurrection," to promote "the gathering of Israel," and
"for godliness.’’sT In other words, apocalyptic
speculation in the Star was serious theological activity.

The apocalyptic discourse of the early Mormons was a
powerful weapon for use against the opponents of the
church. By its very nature apocalyptic tends to divide
sharply the forces of good from the forces of evil. Joseph
Smith provided the ultimate line of division between the
two for Mormons--acceptance of Smith as the prophet
and acceptance of his revelations or rejection of Smith
and his restored gospel. The Star depicted the conflict in
stark terms. The battle was joined, the struggle earth-
shaking. Apocalyptic discourse suited this conflict
mentality. In a letter from Smith to Oliver Cowdery
printed in the last issue of the Star, Smith spoke about
the challenge of Alexander Campbell’s views of the
restoration. He wrote, "I have always had the
satisfaction of seeing the truth triumph over error, and
darkness give way before light, when such men are
PROVOKED to expose the corruption of their own
hearts, by crying delusion, deception, and false prophets,
accusing the innocent, and condemning the guiltless,
and exalting themselves to the stations of gods, to lead
blind-fold, men to perdition!’’s8 In an apocalyptic contest,
no holds are barred. For the early Mormons the high



pitch of apocalyptic discourse was appropriate because,
in their judgment, the stakes involved in the conflict
were equally high.

The use of apocalyptic discourse became a way for the
early Mormons to reinforce their sense of identity as a
chosen people. Apocalyptic is cosmic in scope, involving
all of time and all of history. The Star gave voice to the
belief that the Latter-day Saints were selected by God to
bring the fullness of the gospel to the world at the end of
time. They were a special people with unique
responsibilities. They had been singled out as witnesses
to "the great doings of the Lord in these last days," as
agents to assist in "bringing forth his everlasting
covenant for the gathering of his elect.’’59 The Mormons
were not living in ordinary times, according to their
viewpoint; nor were they an ordinary people.

And, finally, the use of apocalyptic was a means of
encouraging the saints in the face of hardship. Perhaps
this was one of the most appealing features of The Evening
and the Morning Star for the early Mormons. The ultimate
promise of apocalyptic is clear. Good will triumph over
evil--the forces of truth will defeat the forces of error.
No matter how distressed the situation, the glorious day
approaches when godliness will prevail and the faithful
will enjoy peace and rest. These were the "tidings of
great joy" that Phelps trumpeted in the prospectus
prin.ted in the first issue of the Star.oo On this
eschatological note the early Latter-day Saints did not
waver.
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~ave Social Hall: Says Local Artist
ovember 30, 1921

of sentiment. We will grant it but would
remind them that so a~ practically all
our civic and community virtues that
make life safe and’living pleasant.

PatriotiSm, love of home, the laws of
our land, our courts, religion, civic
pride, and many other splendid qualities
that give joyto life are pretty largely
founded on sentiment impulses. They
are worth while and should sometimes
guide our actions.

The Social Hall has housed practically
ever civic institution that has grown into
prominence in our state courts, the
legislature, education, library, theatre,
social recreation, gymnasium, art
gallery, etc.: the historic associations are
irresistible.

Other communities make something
of their historic spots while we are
allowing ours to go. Finally we will
have nothing but tablets or funeral
remains. Who care much about seeing
these? We want Social Hall for a living
memorial, not a dead one.

~ Nothing can mark the progress of a
developing people like the actual work
of those who builded. No structure that
rises on its ruins memorialize the
accomplishments of the Pioneers like
this structure they themselves reared.

Surely means could be found to put
Social Hall into good condition for
preservation~for sentimental and
practical, even commercial, purposes.
There are several worthy causes that the
old structure could serve in a dignified
way.

Let us save the old Social Hall. Put
it into good shape and it will engender
sacred: memories for the uplift and

............. i benefit of the community and for
generations yet unborn.

J, L~’o Fairhanks

These are edited and shortened versions of Letters to the
Editor which appeared in the Deseret News in
November 192 I.
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ll &F ve Poems y iam Sta rd

Graffiti Important Things at Sun River
What’s on the wall will influence your life --Read This Twice--they sa"     y; but erasing the wall will remind"

Some people come for the flowers, toeveryone what was there. So a city
is troubled for years, and one of the ways
to live is to learn how to look away.
"Kill the tyrants," lovers of mankind say,
and the religious write firmly, "Jesus saves."
"A wall for not writing on," and "I waited an hour"
are two that commuters must read. And--remember?-
Daniel Boone carved "kilt a bar" on a tree.
But the trees not carved and walls undefaced
mean, "Not even Kilroy was here,"
and millions of us haven’t killed anyone,
or a bear, or even an hour. We haven’t
presumed. And--who knows?--maybe we’re saved.

Interrupting the Boss
He leans away and I know I’ve made
a mistake. Smiles end and his face turns
neutral, correct, watchful. He glances at me
as I talk, and the lesson sinks in:
never presume--he doesn’t want anyone
else to initiate topics. There are lines
around him I failed to see. I end
my talk and accept the timed, careful smile.
I sit down with hurried care that is
a promise: I’ll never do it again.

see them. This year the rain created
whole hillsides of lupine. While the men
hold meetings, their wives visit
and learn how to arrange bouquets.
But the men stay in the hotel
for their conference on status. Why
do they always arrange important things
entering their lives, while women
just busy themselves, holding flowers?

Library
It’s a room where you go to understand, where you change
minds, yours and others, where you hear truth
and see lies and smell fear--and that best
kind of courage, to manage so well there is no danger,
when you sniff a long time, then don’t go near.
What birds forget, and animals will never know,
stays close all through the day; it comes along
when you move and it waits while you stop and hold it
awhile, sometimes by laughing or talking together.
It follows you silently and is there when you turn
and go outside again, seeing across your town:
it all waits as it was, but you have moved.

Say You Are Lonely
More still than a star, one thought shies
by: what if the sky loved you?
But nobody knew? But that magnet in space
pulled hard? But you acted like nothing at all
was reaching or calling for you? More still
than a star going by, that thought stays.
A day at a time, pieces of it glow.
Nobody notices: quiet days.

WILUAM STAFFORD is a nationally recognized poet who won the National Book Award in
1962 for Traveling Through the Dark. He is a member of the religious group the Brethren
and was a conscientious objector in World War II. His first book, Down in My Heart, was an
account of that experience. {Printed by Brethren Publishing 1947; reprinted during the Vietnam
War I97I.}



continued from page 7
There are also good reasons why a
marriage with one partner dominant
and the other submissive may not
work well. First there may be few
effective checks and balances. The
person designated as leader has few
ways of checking out the sensitivities
of the person(s) he is making the
decisions for because he is never in a
follower role. On the other hand, the
person who is following often does
not learn to take responsibility for his
or her own feelings and actions
because the other person always
decides. When roles are never
interchanged, the complementary side
of a person’s personality is forever
checked. The quality of the decisions
made collectively and individually is
necessarily poorer overall. Much like
the plant that grows only in one
direction if not turned so it receives
even exposure from the sun, a person
who only learns one side of making
decisions grows in a lopsided fashion.
Intimacy may also decrease because
little insight into the other partner’s
strengths and burdens are realized.

Second, little flexibility is built into a
structure where one person is always
given the lead. Little accommodation
can be made for the growth and
change of the husband and wife.
Interestingly, stalemates may be more
lethal in a one-person-rule home. No
consensus method for working
through the roadblock is available, so
a dramatic rupture becomes more
likely.

This is not to say that husband-
headed families cannot work well (or
wife-headed families). They can and
do. The have certain distinct
advantages such as ease and efficiency
in reaching conclusions. There is also
less confusion; everyone knows his or
her role. No time is wasted worrying
about how roles fit together. Intimacy
coming from a sense of identification
with the same goals and idea~s, if not
the same roles, is also possible and
rewarding.
In the end it is really a choice about
what one really wants in a marriage
or family. An emphasis on control and
order with set roles and rules brings a
different result than an eye toward
accommodation and cooperation with
flexibility in roles.
An important challenge for LDS
couples is reconciling choices to the
established framework of the
patriarchal families which is
encouraged by the Church. Can close,
loving families come from such a
father-headed model? I am not sure.
Some families can follow the father’s

lead and still infuse large doses of love
for each family member in his or her
respective role. For others that
arrangement does not work well.
Some call their families patriarchal,
but let the marriage seek its own
balance and redefine the terms to fit
the pattern. Another solution is to
deemphasize the term patriarchal
family and substitute another label

such as gospel-centered family. Given
the variety of solutions, the insistence
on one form no longer seems
necessary. Many options are available
now. Many family types can live within
the definition of the gospel. Each
should have the freedom to conclude,
"My own fits for me, and it feels
good."

olden NuggetsI

WRITE A LETTER
James N. Kimball
J. Golden told his close friends many
stories about the General Authorities.
My favorite is about Rudger Clawson,
who in his declining years was almost
totally deaf. His office was right next
to Uncle Golden in the old Church
Office Building--only a glass door
with a transom separating them.
People who came to visit Rudger
would have to yell at the top of the
voice to make him understand. Uncle
Golden could never get any work
done when Rudger had visitors. On
one occasion a stake president was in
there yelling at the top of his voice
and Rudger was telling him he
couldn’t understand him. After about
twenty minutes of this, Uncle Golden
opened the door separating the
offices, looked the stake president in
the eye, and said, "Ah hell President,
go on home and write him a letter!"
Another G.A. Story
I heard this story from Sterling
McMurrin. He and his mother went
to the Church Office Building one day
to speak to Levi Edgar Young on a
business matter. Brother Young was a
very short, energetic man and Golden,
as you will recall, was tall and thin.
The McMurrins couldn’t find Brother
Young. Wandering around the second
floor of the Church Office Building,
they ran into Uncle Golden. Sterling’s
mother and Uncle Golden were old
friends. "Golden, how are you?"
"Fine," he replies, "how are you? How
can I help you? .... We are trying to
find Brother Levi Edgar Young." "Oh,
that little shrimp," said J. Golden,
"he’s around here someplace."
Levi Edgar Young Again

Some time after Uncle Golden was set
apart for the First Quorum of
Seventy, he met Levi Edgar Young
walking down Main Street. Levi was
very outgoing personally and
enthusiastic. He came up to Uncle
Golden and told him what a great
honor it was to serve with him on the
First Quorum of Seventy, what a
privilege it was to bear witness of the
gospel to the people of the Church
with Uncle Golden, and what a
privilege it was to know him
personally. He went on this way for
two or three minutes. When he finally
finished his long and flowery delivery,
Uncle Golden said, "Well, Levi, wish I
could say the same about you."
That New Contraption
J. Golde’n always called the telephone
"that new contraption." "Before that
new contraption came along," he
would complain, "I could get back and
deny what I’d said. Now they phone
and tell the Brethren what I’ve done,
and they’re waiting for me when I get
back."
Heber J. Grant was ofter! the one
waiting. After one of J. Golden’s trips
to the Big Horn Stake, President
Grant called him and told him that
this was it; he wasn’t going to send
Golden out on any more stake
assignments. He had heard via the
telephone that J. Golden had sworn
from the 19ullgit and called members of
the Big Horn Stake names. "Ah
Heber, just remember that’s the Big
Horn Stake," replied J. Golden.
"That’s Wyoming. The winters are
long up there. I.ife is pretty drab. The
talk is rough. They’re used to it and
well, Heber, if you don’t call them
sons of bitches, they don’t hardly feel
welcome."
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Outside

GOSPEL BY COMPUTER
Ray Ownbey
A number of publications cross my
desk every week, mostly industrial
newsletters, employee magazines,
and the like. Occasionally, however,
something appears which breaks the
monotony and into this category
falls the BYU Alumni Association
publication BYU Today.

It’s a lively looking publication,
interesting graphics, well designed.
Visually it invites the reader to dip
in and try it.

Once inside, however, my
excitement begins to fade. Much of
the content is comprised of the
predictable admonitions to the good
life or testimonials from those who
have lived it. A recent issue
contained an article on a former
BYU football great who is now a
quarterback for the Houston Oilers.
His successful transition into the
world of big league football is
marked by the fact that he now goes
out drinking with the rest of the
team and they accept the fact that
he sticks to 7-Up.
Much more interesting, however, are
the advertising pages, for it is here, I
assume, that the tastes of the
readership are put to the real test.
Prevalent are advertisements for
books with titles like That All May be
Edified, Winning the Testimony War, Purity
of Heart, and Ye Are My Friends.

Ads for food preparation and storage
abound. Wheat grinders, food mills,
a thousand and one ways to chop,
blend, pulverize, mix, knead, or
shred are available.
One particularly timely product is a
TV-censoring device called
CENSORVIEW, "For Concerned
Christian Parents," which promises
to "protect your children from
violence and immorality on TV!"
This gizmo ought to be a real break
for the censorship lobby and for
people who don’t trust their kids. It

ooking In

covers more than just the filth on
cable; this one allows the concerned
Christian parent (or, conceivably the
concerned non-Christian parent) the
opportunity to censor everything not
deemed appropriate for the entire
family.

By far the most interesting
advertisment, however, is one for a
book entitled The Signature of God. It
seems that by the use of a computer
the author of the book, one Robert
L. Hamson, "a Ph.D. in engineering,"
can identify a "wordprint" which is
unique to each author. Using this
method he fed the "New Testament"
into the machine and discovered that
word patterns in verses attributed to
Christ were distinct from the
narrative background.
This is truly amazing. Considering
the fact that there were no tape
recorders, that the gospel authors
probably didn’t take shorthand, that
at least one of the Gospels was
written some years after the events
described, and that the other three
are so similar in spots that scholars
assume their authors used one

common source--considering all of
this, it is amazing that the words
attributed to Christ in the Bible have
the same "wordprint.’"
Even more amazing is the claim that
"the same Christ who spoke to John
(Rev. 1:8-3:22) had again delivered
revelation, this time through Joseph
Smith. This startling fact can now be
tested by computer."

All this may lend support to the
beliefs of the faithful. But I can’t
help wondering 1) what effect it
would have on non-believers and 2)
what effect similar evidence to the
contrary would have on believers. I
suspect in both cases, the effect
would be none at all.

Similar attempts to validate religious
belief with empirical evidence are
going on in the investigation of the
Shroud of Turin. Science cannot
disprove the claim that it is indeed
the burial robe of Christ.

In both cases, however, I doubt that
the investigation provides one whit
of influence on anyone’s religious
belief. If you believe that Christ was
the Son of God or that Joseph Smith
really translated those golden plates,
then you are by definition outside
the realm of science, and any
attempt to support non-scientific
belief with scientific evidence is
absurd.

I don’t know how most readers of
BYU Today respond to this kind of
pseudo scientific claptrap, but such
advertising (its success is testified to
by the fact that the ad has appeared
in more than one issue) does not
speak very well for the literary
tastes of the magazines readers. It’s
something like finding an ad for a
witch doctor in the AMA Journal.

ITh oumenonist

NUTHIN’S PLENTY FOR ME
Paul M. Edwards
In the musical Riverboat they sing
"Oh, I’ve got plenty of nuthin’, and
nuthin’s plenty for me." The vocalist
is saying--at least in the context of
the plot--they have an abundance of
not things. Or, using a mathematical

definition, they have collected the
polar opposite of all the number of
things they might have had. Implied
in this comment as well, is that this
lack of things does not constitute a
lack of value (spiritual things). For
the singer indicates they have other
forms of value, other feelings of
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good, many assumptions of--or
collections of--something that
others (those with things) do not
have.
Thus is broached the great question
of "nothing" about which I wish to
comment. "Ah ha," you say, "at last
it comes out." But before you get
carried away, let me suggest that it
is the very nature of language that
pressures one (me in this case) into
talking about something that isn’t in
a language designed to describe
something which is. Note the
difficulties of identification in my
favorite verse:

Yesterday upon the stair
! met a man who wasn’t there.
He wasn’t there again today.
My gosh, I wish he’d go away.

These limited but astounding words
of wisdom suggest a distinction
about the concept of nothing that
was originally Greek. One meaning
of the word nothing is that it refers
to an absolute negation of
everything; the other, that it means
a particular negation in a relative
sense. The first is suggested by a
phrase like "God created man out of
nothing." This is a statement which
says there were no things other than
God, and certainly nobody to
determine if there were any things
or not.
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This appears to be a simple and
easily acceptable answer. However,
as Shakespeare says, "Nothing comes
out of nothing." And even the most
open of us are not ready to assume
the pantheistic view that since there
was nothing but God, the nature of
the total void requires that we be all
(not all be) God, for there was
nothing else. No thing, since not
means "other than."
A second suggestion provided by the
Greeks is that of relative
nothingness. Take the statement
"There are no mermaids." This is to
suggest that there are no real
mermaids in terms of the generally
accepted definition of real; that
which can be identified through the
senses. The man on the stair may be
very significant, even disagreeable,
but he is not "real" as described
through the senses.

Note we are not saying someone has
discovered a wonderful world of no-
ness and that we have assigned
mermaids to this place. Simply we
have determined that the essence of
a mermaid is not a thing, essence
being those characteristics and forms
which we all understand and can
picture as a mermaid: As the cad
suggests, neither enough fish to eat
nor enough woman to love. But
there is no existent thing to "have
and to hold’" that can be determined
to be real. Thus the state’of
nothingness lies not in some great
void but in the lack of empirical
evidence or, if you would rather,
language classification about what is
and what is not. The difficulty in
such an answer lies in the final two
words: What is it, that is not.:’
Now to suggest to you that this
meaty question about nothing has
occupied philosophers for centuries,
and theologians whenever they
thought of it, is probably not
sufficient to draw your attention to
serious thought. So, let me try a
more practical approach. Suppose
you were to ask me "What is the
difference between LDS and the
RLDS beliefs?" and I was to reply
"nothing." You would be astonished,
if not downright hostile, no matter
which side of Kearney, Nebraska,
you found your spiritual home. But
the answer "nothing" is true.
Nothing separates the beliefs of
these two bodies other, perhaps,
than some non-things like their
peculiar view on nothing. Granted,
we can find a hundred cultural or
social or political or behavioral
differences, but the theological
differences are amazingly connected
to the idea of nothing.

The LDS are r~t only clear but
emphatic on the subject. The double
creation theory that the LDS hold is
built upon the assumption that
creation is not from nothing but
from some form of preexistent
matter (element) which was for all
time and does not cease to be. The
upshot of this is that God at least
shared eternity with that from
which he created. This unique
position, and the degree to which it
is consistent with other theological
positions, is a prime reason for
LDSism being outside the
mainstream of Catholic and
Protestant thought. In terms of
identity and uniqueness of
understanding, this is a very
significant point. Further
clarification can be found in Sterling
McMurrin’s excellent ~ook, The
Theological Foundations of the Mormon
Religion.

The RLDS case is certainly not that
clear, and while we often find them
presenting an altered double creation
theory, there is no "official" position
on the nature of the nothing
involved. But God did create from
nothing. Section 90:5 of the RLDS
D&C indicates that the elements are
eternal. This same statement is
found in the LDS version, even
though they do not get around to it
until Section 93:33. F.H. Edwards, a
not inconsequential author on
Reorganization thought, deals with
this idea in his Commentary by simple
negation: "This can hardly mean that
the elements coexist with God from
eternity to eternity. If this was so,
then they are not created and are to
that degree independent of God." It
is better comprehended, he says, in
light of the context of our
understanding that the "elements
are of God, who is eternal." This is
not the final word on the subject for
the significant but non-official,
Exploring the Faith, makes a
considerable point in stating that the
"world depends on God for both its
form and its matter."
Creatio ex nihilo (that is, creation out
of nothing) was adopted as the
formula for Christian theology in
order to distinguish the newly
emerging concepts from the Platonic.
Plato, you remember, was concerned
that we recognize that the nature of
creation is an act of imposing form
on matter which has (and does) exist
independently and which is, by its
nature, formless. We have not
managed to get away from this idea
completely, for most churches
(LDS and RLDS as well) play with
the idea of a double creation in
which there is a beginning or
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primary creation (spirit or form) and
a secondary creation (matter or
element). These are sometimes run
together (as with the RLDS) or
reversed (as with the LDS), but the
theory manages to border between
nothing and something.

Traditionally, theology has not
followed through on the questions
raised in this area by philosophers.
Tillich’s concept of non-being,
Barth’s doctrine of "Nothingness,"
and Moltmann’s restatement of
Barth have all considered it in some
detail or another. But these have
primarily been related to a position
on the nature of freedom. The
question is, that if nothing is prior
to creation, (that is, no thing before
a thing) then a statement like "In the
beginning God created . . . " is either
meaningless or means something
vastly different from current
interpretations. Also, if our
interpretation is to suggest that
creation consists of the annihilation
of nothing (itself a paradox) then we
should assume that there is no
remaining nothing. This has a nice
sound to it but leaves us with
several magnificent blunders. For
example, if there is no nothing then
the universe is solid, or without
nothing there is no change (no
coming into being or out of being).

The most extensive attempt to deal
with nothing that I know of is that of
Hegel’s theological wanderings which
are vaguely supportive of the
big bang theory of creation. This
suggests the collision of matter and
anti-matter in which both are
annihilated. Obviously this is too
simple a description for the
philosophically minded; but Hegel is
stating that nothing (as a part of the
nature of creation) was to be found
in the being of God not in that form
which God created. It was the
"clash" of these two--being and
nothing--which produced the "is-
being"; that is, being that is opposite
to and flees from non-being. Or to
state it in another interesting phrase
"there is opposition in all things,"
perhaps even in God.

The essence of the creative act for
humans is to see that which is
familiar as strange and to consider to
yourself, what if.7 It is the
unquestioning acceptance of that
which appears so normal that is the
greatest hindrance to the creative
mind. Wind had been blowing dust
around for millions of years before
H.C. Booth conceived of the idea of
reversing the trend and, in 1904,
created the vacuum cleaner.
Nothing,its abstract glory, needs to

be seen as being strange rather than
familiar, and is worthy of your
consideration. To paraphrase the
philosopher Berkeley’s observation:
"Those who have not meditated
upon the nature of nothing, have

not considered the necessity of being
and the implications of existence,
may possibly make thriving
earthworms, but will most
indubitably make weak believers and
very sorry theologians."

aM Perplexifies

I AM NOT A GOOD EGG
Marvin Rytting
I do not remember the first time I
was called an egg. I probably was not
even aware of it because my
awareness of eggness developed
gradually. I was in Brazil, and it took
time for my Portuguese ears to
develop the ability to distinguish
specific words and even more time
to pick up on the word 0a0 and
longer still to realize that the word
was being directed at me. Finally I
learned that 0v0 was a Brazilian slang
for homosexual--their equivalent for
queer or fag.

It really is not that strange that they
would call us fags. We did look
queer. We dressed funny. Not only
did we live together, but we were
always together. And we were never
seen with women. Come now--
twenty-year-old men who never look
at women? From all outward
appearances we seemed to be
homosexual. (Some missionaries
are even propositioned by gays
because of their appearance, and
others never realize that the nice
man who kept inviting them to visit
but never came to church did so
because they were cute and he liked
having gentlemen callers--the same
reason that some women invite
them to visit.) Of course, the
members knew better. They could
tell how much trouble we were
having keeping our hands off of the
young women in the branch, and
from our lustful looks, they knew
we were not gay. For them, the
most popular explanation for our
celibacy was that the shots we took
at zone conference to protect us
against hepatitis were actually some
variation of saltpeter. My reaction to
being called queer was not to blame
the Brazilians or worry about my

sexual orientation but to recognize
the absurdity of dressing so that we
stood out as being different (queer).
I concluded that missionaries should
dress like respectable businessmen in
the community. So I grew a
mustache.

I was not at all traumatized by being
labeled as gay on my mission. Ever
since I disbanded the girl-haters club
when I was ten, I have been
incorrigibly heterosexual. My
experience in Brazil actually reduced
any homoerotophobia which I picked
up from the American culture
because there I learned how to hug
men. Brazilian men hug. Therefore,
Brazilian missionaries hug. The
practice in our mission was to hug
our companions after prayers every
morning and evening. And zone
conferences were veritable orgies of
abracos. I learned that men can hug
without it being sexual and that it
feels good. (The corollary that men
can hug women without it being
sexual and that this feels good too
has not been lost on me either.)

As a confirmed heterosexual, I have
found it paradoxically easy to form
friendships with gays--both men
and women. I am not threatened by
closeness with them. I have no fear of
latent homosexual tendencies arising
nor do I fear being converted. Still, I
must admit that traces of mild
discomfort have come out in subtle
ways. One gay friend once pointed
out that whenever we met, instead
of hugging him, I would give him a
friendly slug on the shoulder. His
comment made me realize that that
was my way of being close and Still
maintaining distance. Thereafter I
was able to change and start
greeting him with a hug. However,
when he offered to introduce me to
a friend of his whom he said would
really like me because he was
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attracted to handsome men with
beards, I declined. It was interesting
to think that I could be a sex object
for a man, and occasionally that
thought occurs to me in locker
rooms.

Because the study of sexuality has
become my academic specialty, I
have ample opportunity to explore
questions about homosexuality,
including my personal reaction to it.
| have become aware of the paradox
that my firm commitment to
heterosexuality makes it easy for me
to empathize with gays and to have
gay friends. In addition to not being
threatened by the topic or the
people, | am acutely aware of how
strong sexual preference is. One of
the big issues--particularly in the
Church--is whether sexual
orientation can be changed through
therapy or repentance. Although I
do not know THE answer, I am
convinced that my sexual preference
cannot be changed, so why should I
assume that theirs can be? I
discovered this through a fantasy,
and I invite you to try the same one.

If I imagine that I have been
transported to a culture where
homosexuality is the norm, then !
get a sense of what it is like to be a
sexual minority. I imagine being told
that I must be erotically aroused by
men and that it is a sin, a crime, and
an illness for me to be attracted to
women. But I cannot picture me
deciding to love men rather than
women just because the society now
says I should. I can decide not to be
sexually active with women because
I do not want to be arrested or lose
my job, but I cannot imagine no
longer desiring them. I fantasize
about going into therapy with a
good behaviorist and seeing pictures
of naked women while being
shocked, and I wonder how many
shocks it will take before I no longer
get a charge from women--500?
5000? 50,000? 500,000? l can picture
myself claiming to be cured to avoid
the shocks, but ! cannot imagine
really being cured. | think of seeing
pictures of naked men in pleasant
surroundings and wonder how many
years it will take before they succeed
in arousing me--5? 50? 500?

l fantasize about attempting to have
sex with a man. It is strange, but
this is the easiest part of the fantasy
if I can take a passive role. If I could
close my eyes and not know if it is a
man or a woman who is sexually
stimulating me, it would not make
any difference. My body would not
care--only my mind does. So if I
could close my eyes and pretend that

it is a woman, I would be OK. It
would be much more difficult if I
had to be the active partner, but !
could probably force myself to do it
although I would have a hard time
enjoying it. Still, it is ironic that the
sex part would be the easiest. The
part of the homosexual relationship
that 1 cannot imagine pulling off is
the romantic part. I cannot picture
myself kissing a man passionately, or
cuddling for hours looking lovingly
into his eyes and saying sweet
nothings, or flirting playfully with
him, or pining for him when we are
apart--listening to sad music and
feeling the sweet longing of loving

from a distance.

I think about what it would be like
to be a Mormon in this alien culture:
I not only have to deal with the guilt
of wanting to have sex with a
woman but also the shame of not
being married to a man. I imagine
trying to repent and praying that
God will make me gay, but I do not
believe that all the prayers in the
world would make me love men
rather than women. ! can imagine
deciding to be celibate, but I realize
that even so, I shall never have any
standing in the Church and shall be
under constant pressure to grow up
continued on page 78
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continued from page 78
and stop being selfish and get
married. I imagine getting married
and living a lie, fantasizing about
women whenever | have sex with
my man and feeling guilty about my
heterosexual dreams. | think of what
it would be like to become asexual
and withdraw from life into a lonely
shell. I picture leaving the Church to
escape. The vision which seems least
likely is being happy within the
Church.

My fantasy may be similar to the
experience of some gays, but it is
surely not true of all. Every gay
person | know has a different story.
We should not try to fit them--or
anyone--into a mold; not even my
mold. We vary in so many ways and
our sexual preference is only one of
our many characteristics. It should
not overshadow the rest.

I do have a fantasy in which I can
imagine being homosexual. If I were a
woman, I would be a lesbian. It is
easier for me to imagine being a
woman loving another woman than
being a woman romantically loving a
man. Suddenly I understand. Not
only does the homosexual question
have little to do with sex, it has
nothing to do with homo vs. hetero,
same vs. different. I am not attracted
to an opposite sex; I am attracted to
women. Men do not turn me on
simply because they are men not
because they are the same gender. I
am not sure why, but for some
reason some people are romantically
attracted to men and others to
women (and some to both).
Personally, I love women and I
cannot imagine feeling erotic love
for a man. But I accept the fact that
most women feel what I cannot
imagine feeling--and I accept the
fact that some men do, too. It is easy
to accept lesbians because I agree
with their preference. Perhaps we
should divide people into the
categories of gynophih, and a~ldrophih’--
those who love women and those
who love men--rather than worry
so much about whether this
attraction is homo or hetero. Or
perhaps we should not divide people
into categories at all.

My fantasies do not prove anything.
They provide no answers. What they
do for me is to make all of the
answers I have heard thus far
inadequate. For a while l was
comfortable with the position that it
was OK to have homoerotic feelings
but not to act upon them. After all,
the rest of us have to live without
sex outside of marriage. But even
that answer does not fit any more.

For me to have sex only with my
wife is simply not the same as being
eternally celibate. And it is not really
the sex, anyway. I can imagine
giving up sex for the rest of my life
(reluctantly, to be sure), but I would
go crazy if I had to give up the love
and affection and romance--the
touching, the hugging, the cuddling.
Is it really moral to ask people not to

love? I do not know THE answer.
But I do know that I cannot
condemn my gay friends. Nor can I
insist that they change nor that they
should forgo love. All I can do is care
about them--and accept them. | am
convinced that the Gospel of Christ
has room for them. I hope that some
day the Church can make
room, too.

awofthe Land

COURTS, CONGRESS, AND
"PREGNANT PERSONS": THE
LOGIC OF DISCRIMINATION
Jay S. Bybee
For a number of years now the great
lawmakers of this country have
debated whether discrimination
against pregnant women is
discrimination based on sex.
Incredibly, the answer so far is "no,"
but the argument has shifted from
the courts to the Congress and back
to the courts and may yet move back
to the legislature.

The battle began over the application
of Title VII to an employee health
benefits plan offered by General
Electric. GE offered nonoccupational
sickness and accident benefits to all of
its employees but excluded any
disability arising from pregnancy. A
group of female employees of GE
brought suit. Specifically the
employees claimed that the exclusion
violated Section 703(a)(1) of Title VII
which makes it an unlawful
employment practice for an employer
"to discriminate against any individual
with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment, because of such
individuals.., sex."

In a 1976 decision General Electric Co. v.
Gilbert, the Supreme Court held that
the exclusion did not violate the
section. Borrowing heavily from a
similar suit brought under the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Court
reasoned that GE’s program divided
people into two groups: pregnant
women and nonpregnant persons.
"While the first group is exclusively
female, the second includes members
of both sexes." This line-drawing was

no invidious discrimination based on
sex because "there isno risk from
which men are protected and women
are not. Likewise there is no risk from
which women are protected and men
are not."

Congress responded to the Gilbert case
by passing the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act of 1978. The Act,
which became Section 701(k) of Title
VII, defined the terms "because of
sex" and "on the basis of sex" to
include "because of or on the basis of
pregnancy." "Women affected by
pregnancy, childbirth, or related
medical conditions," stated the Act,
"shall be treated the same for all
employment-related purposes,
including receipt of benefits under
fringe benefits programs, as other
persons not so affected but similar in
their ability or inability fo work .... "

Recently, two federal courts of
appeals have divided over whether the
Act allows an employer to give full
health benefits to its employees but to
exclude pregnancy benefits from the
health benefits given to its employees’
spouses. Once again the Supreme
Court will have to decide what
Congress intended. In Newport News
Shipbuildi~Ig a~ld Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC,
the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
held that the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act prohibits an
employer from limiting the pregnancy
coverage for a spouse of an employee.
Six months later in EEOC v. Lockheed
Missiles 4~ Space Co., the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals disagreed with the
Fourth Circuit and held that
"exclusion of pregnancy-related
medical expenses of spouses of male
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employees was not gender-based
discrimination."

I believe that the decision of the
Ninth Circuit to allow such an
exclusion is a short-sighted retreat to
the earlier Supreme Court decision.
The court of appeals recognized that
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act was
a congressional response to that
earlier decision but believed that
Congress intended the Act to apply
only to employees and not spouses.
Even if it were clear that Congress did
intend such a limitation, I believe that
the analysis used by the court is still
faulty. Title VII prohibits
discrimination based on sex "against
any individual with respect to his
compensation." Obviously, the health
benefits plan offered by an employer
is a major part of any employee
compensation. However, under the
Lockheed Missiles health plan a
female employee and her spouse have
full coverage for any disability arising
from pregnancy, while a male
employee and spouse have only partial
coverage--for him. Thus, unlike the
situation at GE addressed by the
Supreme Court ruling, the Lockheed
Missiles health benefits plan
discriminates against male employees.
While neither Title VII nor the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act require
an employer to provide health benefits
for spouses, it should be clear that

once the employer chooses to offer
those benefits to any employee
spouses, it must do so without
discriminating against its male
employees and their spouses.
The convoluted reasoning of the
Ninth Circuit in Lockheed Missiles only
highlights the tortured logic which I
believe the Supreme Court followed
in the earlier Gilbert decision. Dividing
people into pregnant women and
nonpregnant persons and pointing out
that the second group contains both
males and females diverts our
attention from the fact that the
method of dividing the groups put
only women into one group (even
though it did not single out all
women). The court’s language--"there
is no risk from which [all] men are
protected and Jail] women are not.
Likewise there is no risk from which
[all] women are protected and [all]
men are not"--ignores the fact that
there is a risk from which some
women are not protected and all men
are.

The Court’s reasoning--that because
some women do not get pregnant,
pregnancy-based discrimination is
innocuous--would lead to absurd
results if followed to its logical
extreme. For example, an employer
might offer a health plan covering all
diseases except sickle-cell anemia and
Tay-Sachs disease. The answer to the

claim that the plan discriminated
against Blacks and Easter-European
Jews would be that the plan merely
divides the group into sickle-call
anemia afflicted Blacks (and Tay-Sachs
disease afflicted Jews) and non-
afflicted persons and that "there is no
risk from which all non-Blacks and
non-Jews are protected and Blacks and
Jews are not. Likewise there is no risk
from which all Blacks and Jews are
protected and all non-Blacks and non-
Jews are not." To say that some
Blacks do not get sickle-cell anemia (or
some Eastern-European Jews do not
get Tay-Sachs disease) only addresses
the effectiveness of the form of
discrimination and not the fact of
discrimination based on race and
religion. There can be no question
that such a plan would be struck
down by the courts without
hesitation.

The Newport News Shipbuilding decision
has been appealed to the Supreme
Court. It is my hope that the Court
will recognize that Congress intended
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act to
get around the Court’s decision in
Gilbert. Even if the Court recognizes
the intention of Congress and affirms
the decision in Newport News
Shipbuilding, it should, at the first
opportunity, also abandon the
tortured logic and narrow view of
discrimination it took in Gilbert.
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TO LOVE MORE NEARLY AS
WE PRAY
John Sillito
Occasionally I attend services at First
Unitarian Church in Salt Lake City. It
is a plain, utilitarian-looking building
with a pleasant and simple chapel. The
minister there, Richard Henry, is one
of the most thoughtful, well-read, and
insightful observers I am aware of. l
know I can count on coming away
from one of Henry’s soft-spoken
sermons with new ideas, fresh
perspectives, and stimulating personal
challenges. On a recent Sunday, I was
not disappointed.
As the concluding part of his sermon,
Henry offered a meditation that was
adapted from "The Near and the Far,"
a prayer by a twentieth century
Unitarian writer named Vivian T.
Pomeroy. In the meditation Henry
expressed a number of thoughts that
were floating in my sub-conscious but
which I had never integrated mentally
or expressed verbally.

In the meditation, Henry prayed that
all of us might have the good sense to
"save us from going around the world
to find what is all the time at our own
door." How often, I thought, do I
become so engrossed in what is
happening in the world at large that I
lose sight of my own thoughts and
feelings, the relationships I have with
family and friends; or, simply forget
the little joys and satisfactions that
are as much a part of daily life as are
the too frequently remembered
distractions and frustrations.

How often, I mused, do I fill my cup--
spiritually, emotionally, and
practically--from the reservoir of
support and concern I find in the
people closest to me. And, to continue
the metaphor, how often do I carry
water back in the jar of daily
experiences to replenish that
reservoir? And more than that, do I
adequately appreciate the love and
support ! have come to expect from
those people who form my
community? It is a continuing
challenge to repay on a mutual and

equitable basis the commitment and
concern that I count on from others.

In that vein, Henry expressed another
idea which seemed to me to
characterize a tendency that most of
us too often possess. That is the
tendency to show "our worst to our
dearest and [keep] our best for the
public occasions."
Of course, I realize that by looking
only at "our own door" we run the
risk of forgetting the world outside.
All of us need to remember, as even a
cursory glance at the morning
headlines attests, that we live in a
world that--for all its joys and
beauties--is also characterized by
suffering, hatred, oppression,
injustice, discrimination, pain, and
apathy. To realize the benefits we
have from the people and experiences
most immediate to us does not mean
we should ignore the needs of people
outside that circle. All of us should do
whatever we can, in whatever ways
and situations, and at whatever levels
available to us, to change the realities
of life. We must, echoing Rev. Henry,
avoid being "shut up in a comfort
which has no sympathy for a
suffering world." Or, to paraphrase an
idea associated with the writings of
George Bernard Shaw: each of us has
the duty to tame the savageness of
humans and make gentle the life of
the world.

In concluding his meditation, Henry
offered a word of caution that we
refrain from trying to help others m
such a way that inh~bits or weakens
their own independence:

Deliver us from hawng a
consc,ence w~thout sympathy, a
conviction without tenderness, and a
crLtlcal spirit without Lmagmat~on.
Forb~d that we walk among men
with the strength which only makes
others conscious of their feeble
knees, that we clothe ourselves m
the virtue which only makes others
conceal their stains, or that we carry
our light only to blind others on the
way and cause them to stumble.
Forbid that we condemn our friends
for having faults, when we have our

own faults different but as bad, and
forgive us for feeling to seldom that
we need to be forgiven

The previous night I had seen the
movie Gandhi and that experience,
perhaps, gave Henry’s meditation a
particular resonance.
The life and thought of Gandhi, at
least if long lines at the theater and
enormous sales of books dealing with
the Mahatma are any indicator, seems
to be of great interest to many people.
Such interest suggests that people are
looking for insights from different
sources than previously relied upon.
For me the message of Gandhi can be
expressed in several general concepts.
One is that we can make love triumph
over hate and good over evil. Another
is that we need to simplify our lives
and realize that consumption,
possession, and wealth are not as
important to our well-be~ng as we
think. And the Gandhian approach
emphasizes that we must realize the
need to live not only more simply but
more in balance and harmony w~th
nature.

But, the central theme of the
teachings of Gandhi is the power of
non-violence. In one moving scene,
row after row of unarmed Indians
march into the raised clubs of British
soldiers. As each row is beaten
brutally, another confronts the
soldiers. Ultimately, the Indian
forbearance shamed the British and
helped to bring an end to their rule.

Today, the Gandhian view that non-
violence, not massive weapons and
military power, will make us secure is
rejected by those in political power.
And yet, as we invest so much of our
resources in armaments perphaps we
should reflect on the words of
Gandhi: "Non-violence ~s the greatest
force at the disposal of mankind. It is
mightier than the mightiest weapons
of destruction devised by the
lngenmty of man."

In the Articles of Faith, Joseph Smith
wrote that if there is "anything
virtuous, lovely or of good report or
praiseworthy we seek after these
things." On a Saturday night and a
Sunday morning I gleaned some new
understandings--from a contemporary
Unitarian writer and from the film
portrayal of a Hindu religious leader.
It was a fresh look at an old
paradox--how do we nourish
ourselves and still reach out to
nurture others? Perhaps a beginning
to understanding that paradox lies in
Henry’s concluding words. Grant us,
he prayed, that we might have the
ability and strength to "love more
nearly as we pray."
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